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"Down

added in deference to those
would gladly
provoke war with
Spain. The proposals for the independence of Cuba, presented, as they proba-

Sam

mnnd
und endangered
property wag
or four large brooks running
the street and down over the em- rapidly as possibly removed to places of
bankment into Baok Bay. The street comparative safety.
In the meantime the water was rising
the lower end,
was dangerous nil along
W. K. Dana of the Dana
and the damage done must be extensive. rapidly and
went to his office in his
warp mills,
There was a
sea outside all

Became

Roaring

th

United States 1” and “Viva Spain !”as

moorings.
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How

Buildings
At

Nothing
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complete
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William
Irwin Newcomb,
Grant and George Par-

and

mills,

Pennell, Fairfield

went to the eleotrlo light building.
had hardly got there when the wat
er rose with appalling rapidity and
sons

They

THEY WERE IMPRISONED

Bridges and

9

o’cloob yesterday
Westbrook residents had

serious consideration by Spain. Her posiVery Gravi > tion is one of snoh
difficulty and delicacy
that she may well command the sym—New Troops for Cuba—Opinions o
is a
Spanish Ueaders—An American Dega pathy even of those disapproving the recent history of Cuba. Distasteful as altion Attacked.
most any course, save an obstinate conMadrid, March 1.—Action of Adinira tinuance of the struggle must be to the
Berenger, Minister of marine, orderini majority of Spaniards, it may, perhaps,
the speedy preparation of six warshipi
[ be advisable to oonslder whether home
and some of the naval reserve vessels o
rule for Cuba is not the best solution.”
sure
t he Spanish Transatlantic oompany, fo:
S'Thc Westminster Gazette, In an article
despatch for the Bahama channel, meet treating of the aotion of the United
__
with hearty approval. It is very evident
States Senate In regard to
a
Cuba, says it
that despite Prime Minister Canoos He b is a difficult matter to
SPECIAL
NOTICES.
A TRAGIC DEATH.
oonoeive of Spain
Castillo’s declaration yesterday, if Presi
baokingdown even before the United
dent Cleveland should be oompelled t >
States, especially when she has defled
Charles B. Otis Carried Over a
Dam, Al- endorse the action of
Congress, it woulc the prevailing American feeling in apmost Saved and Then
and Tinted the FashionaSwept to Death.
not provake an international oonfliot no
pointing to supreme oommand in Cuba
ble Shades, and finished in Frames by Steam
Interrupt the friendly relations existini ! a man bearing the reputation of Gen.
Plana Covers, Draperies, Shawls,
process.
between Spain and the United Status
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Weyler for severity. The Gazette believes
Sacques, and Garments of all kinds
The government is doing its utmost t > that President Cleveland
will adopt e
Springvale, March
1.—The
floods
brought death to Springvale. The vio- preparea aginst any possible oontingenoy middle coarse, serving at the mine time
Honor Silvela, leader of the dissiden 1 to warn
tlme was Charles H. Otis, master meSpain in a friendly manner to
AT FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY chanic of the
classes, in an interview, said, the uuioi 1 take the wind out of the sails of the jlngSpringvale Cotton mills. of all
Spaniards without regard to pollti oea and to convinoe Spain that the UmtDYE HORSE & STEAM CARPET During the efforts to strengthen the various bridges and dams, Mr. Otis finding cal faith is needed. He added, the ao 6 ed States has interests in Cuba which
CLEANSING
make it impossible for her to withhold
the big dam to oe In danger, went out to of the American Senate waa without pre
it and started to out away some of the cedent in international law. He greatl;
her recognition from the Cubans unless
13 Preble st.
opp.
feared, considering the bad faith of th > the condition of affairs in the island is
flush boards. As he was at work he
Telephone Connection.
that
Americans,
they give “belligeron b promptly improved. He might even go
MADE A MISSTROKE,
-I —U
A.rr_a.
uuju ...... uu
-,
farther and insist upon home rule for
DR. E. 3. REED,
lost his footing and was swept over the scribed in international
law.
Cuba. The Globe reffarrtR t hn Snnnta’R
and
scientific
magnetic healer, 113 Free St' dam.
I Senator Castell, Republican leader, re resolution as another enlargement of the
corner of Oak street. Portland, Me., treats all
Now comes one of the most aggravat- fused to
diseases that flesh is netr to.
Second sight
speak on the subject. H 3 Monroe dootrine on r gigantic scale, and
consultation tree. Office hours m 9 a. m to ing features of the terrible aocident. It
thought the situation very serious.
thinks that Spain may be brought to the
1
9
12 m„
p. m. to
p. .m
Jan6dtf
seems when Otis went out on the dam to
The Duke of Tetuana, minister of for
alternative of submission or war with a
work, as a precautionary measure,he tied eign affairs, has sent a long cable de somewhat
stronger power, if the House
a rope about his waist and
gave the end spatoh to Senor Dupuy do Lome, Spaniel > of
Representatives should indorse' the
of it into the hand s of a number of peo- ambassador to the
a
United States, to pros Senate’s action. If
Spain should prefer
ple on the shore to hold, and to pull him ent the United States government a for war
to the sacrifice of her honor she
out of the water with, should he happen mal
declaration
against tbe insult • would unquestionably have Internationto fall.
In their excitement, or through offered to
Spain In the speeohes delivers, l al sympathy on her side.
oarelessness, the men let go of the rope to the Senate during the discussion o t The Globe sdds a reminder to the ChauIt is decidedly notioeable to p and Otis was lost.
the belligerency resolution.
vinist Senators of the indignation of
us every time we replenish
9
He was apparently not hurt by his fall
Despatches from Barcelona state tha « America at the time of the oivil war at
our stock, for how much less
from the dam, and soon appeared on the an attack was made on the United State >
we can buv standard goods, or
X
the mere suggestion of the accordance of
how much better quality we p
SURFACE OF THE WATER
consulate in that city, notwithstanding ! belligerent
rights to the rebels by a for- The Loss In Maine Towns Will Be Tremendously Heavy—But
9 and as luok would have
get for the same money.
caried by the building was guarded. Dulrng th > eign nation. “This reminder, however/’
it.Jwas
This is only natural too, as ^
the water direotly onto a large rook whioh day a proce ssion, comprising ten thnns
One Bridge Remains In Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills—
the Globe adds, “is utterly profitless.”
■6
processes and machinery are p
and persons,and beaded by four Hepubli
ont
of
the
water
at
some
dlstanoe
projects
9
p
perfected.
Pride’s and Lambert Bridges Gone—Great .Damage at Spring,
can members of,tbe Chamber of Deputies
x
Our new 5c Soap made x from the dam.
SITUATION GRAVE;
with Buttermilk is equal to X
X
Alarmed—An
Ice
A shoot went up from the people as paraded through the principal streets o
vale and Sanford—Biddeford and Saco
So Says the Imparclal.
a Madrid
6
Newsp
many 10c.
they saw Otis regain his footing, and the city as a demonstration against thi ,
Wires
Freshet Feared at Livermore Falls—Washouts and
action of the American Senate. A strong
paper.
they at once made efforts to try and
The Situation Regarded

even in
this harbor. The ice was driven in nnd
filled the dooks.and many sohooners were
damaged by being driven against their

IN WESTBROOK.

Torrents.

highest degree offensive to a proud and
sensitive
people. Whatever course the
President may decide to take, this resoand

day

great
yesterday, and it made itself felt

bly would be with a dlreotness of speech
iu whioh the American politicians often
indulge, could not fail to prove In the

lution and the inflammatory language In
whioh it was discussed demand the most
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Legation
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MORNING, MARCH

the United States, who, in addition, oan
make out a case, whioh is at least plausible, that it is merely a tardy and reluc-
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an
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Idea that

the building when the flood found
them.
The oonneotlng bridge gave way
all but a few feet on the shore end, an
in

they

closely imprisoned
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get

hands was guard was placed aoont the Ameroini
sort consulate In anticipation of trouble. A 1
was passed to the man,
and he was the prooession passed, some paraders tr!e<
haulod to within four feet of shore, when to force their way into the building. Thi 1
police and gendarmes suooeeded in driv
MIDDLE
STREET.
$ in some way (the exaot particulars of
whioh oould not be learned) something lng them away, oharging the mob witl 1
©c-oo-oo-o’oooo-o-ooo-ooo-oo-ooooo® went wrong, or
somebody slipped and the drawn sabres. The main body of thf
poor man, so near to land and lesoue, was procession marohed to the town hall
FREE! Pictures! We fra ir
where the leaders of the demonstratioi 1
SWEPT TO HIS DEATH.
them! Those in want of pictures should
handed to the Mayor a strongly wordei 1
call on us before going elsewhere. The picture
It
a
was
most distressing aocident, and
•‘Thorough-bred” given with every picture we
protest against the aotlon of the Ameri
frame. All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D
it seems, such a needless one, and It has
can Senate, and against the speeohes de
REYNOLDS. 593 Congress St., next door tc
cast a gloom over the whole town. He
Shaw’s Grocery Store.
feb24-lw
livered therein on the subjeot it being !
wag forty-eight years old and leaves a
deolared that tbe speakers had grossl;
NEW YORK FLOATED.
and
wife
two ohildren. He was a meminsulted Spain and the Spanish govern
ber of the Grand Army Post, whioh at
ment in defending the Cuban bandit s
onoe telephoned the Post
The I5ig Ship Comes Off Without Auj
at Sanford to
look for the body, but at a late hour it and outlaws.
Damage.
hBd not been recovered.
The story of the flood in other respects,
Madrid, Maroh 1.—The United Stnte
New York, March 1.—The steamship New
is the same in Springvale, as In other legation is
strongly guarded by the polio
are
York was engaged in placing
her steerage
cellars
plaoes, bridges
swept away;
tonight. The minister of war and min
flooded.
The
it
is
aie
in
on
the
steamer
John
mills,
A.
hoped
Moore
ai
passenger's
no danger if things grow no worse.
The ister of the interior held a conference to
8.30 this morning when half a dozen tugs oi
Mousam Valley railroad (eleotrio) will day with a view to adopting moasures t
the Merritt Wrecking company
hitched tc
not run for sometime, the power house is
her and pulled her off the mud in the lower
cope with tbe expected popular demon
flooded, and there are baa washouts.
She
came
off
and
witl
bay.
slowly
easily,
Nothing like the present state of affairs stratlon. The war department today be
no strain at all.
The tide was
unusually has been seen in Springvale.
gan preparations to despatoh to Cuba
high and the ship was assisted by a heav}
new army consisting of 80,000 infantr
THIRTY-SIX
HOURS.
and 5000 cavalry.
easterly swell. After she floated, the steamei
in v alenoia, a body of students paradei •
to
her
in
the
North
river.
She
proceeded
pier
Of Incessant Rain at Norrideewock—A the streets carrying banners and subse
sustained no damage whatever and will sal!
qnently held a meeting at which resoiu
Wednesday morning. Before getting her off
Washout on the
Railroad,
tiona were adopted protesting agains
lilt
b‘oai; AAfccx
liyj.il/t3ieU..
the action of the U nited States Congress
company attaches no blame to any one foi
Norridgewook, February 39.—Rain has They shouted. “Death to Unole Sam,’ 1
J
the accident. The steamer George W. Clyd<
Spain,” “Viva the Spanisi
fallen in this section continuously for “Viva
is ashore stern first, high up on a beach neai
and “Viva Spanish Coba.”
thirty-six hours. Thirty feet of the Som- Mary,”
Owl’s Head, with several of the Chapman
Wrecking boats alongside taking out lie: erset railroad a short distanoe below the
LONDON COMMENT.
town Is washed away. Houses on the low
cargo.
lands are flooded and families are mov- Of Course the British Editors Understam I
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On the Kennebec.

gy

Augusta, March 1.—The Kennebeo river is badly swollen by the heavy rains tb<
past forty-eight hours. No damage h
yet done here, but uprivur the reports in
dicato that the ice may come down whiol
would oauso great damage. Merchant!
and manufacturers bave been forced tc
remove

their

buildings

from
basement an:
river.
The Beifasl

goods

near

the

away. Rock
highest tide ever)
reports
known. There are numerous washout!
on the railroads,
and the Maine Centra:
has cancelled all trains.
The Kennebec

bridgo

is

carried

reported

land

the

Watervillo at minight
feet of the highest point known, rising
eighteen inches an hour aud the storm
still fierce. Should the storm continue
a rooord
breaking freshet is expected. A
special to the Kennebec Journal from
was within sir

at

Bath, says that cottages at Popham
Beach, at the mouth of the Kennebec,
in great
mined.

are

danger,

some

boi ng

under-

ing out, the Kennebeo river and streams
rising are rapidly aud fears are entertained that the ice in the river will back
away to the toll bridge at this plaoe. It
iH still raining hard.
THE WEATHER
Clear and Colder,
Washington, March 1—Forecast for Monday
for New England:
Clearing; much colder;
high northerly wind s.“
Boston, March 1.—Local forecast for Monday : Clearing, colder, fresh to high northwest winds.

Weather Report.
Marob
1.
The
local
weather bureau oflioe reoords as to the
Local

Portland,

—

Weather are the following:
8 a. m. —Barometer. 39.684; thormometer
41.0: dew
point, 41; humidity,
100;
wind. E; velooity, 31;
weather, rain
8 p. in.— Barometer, 39.457; thermomedew point, 39; humidity, 100ter. 39.0:

N; velooity 17; weather, rain.’
daily thermometer, 40; maxithermometer, 43 0; minimum thermometer, 38.0; maximum velooity wind
36, E; total prcoipitatlon, 3.93
wind,

Mean

mum

1'og at Boston.
Boston, March 1.—An impenetrable fog
hangs over the harbor and along the
coast, which has made navigation hazardous
The steamer Tremont for
today.
Portland is stalled here in
consequence.
No accidents are reported to

shipping.

At tile

Breakwater.

Delaware
Breakwater, March 1.—The
schooner Harry A. Berwind, Pascaooula
for Philadelphia, arrived Saturday, and
lost a small portion of her
reports she
deokload and
damaged steering gear
her
passage.
during
TO CUKE A COED IN

ONE

ol debris thrown up agaiust
the
flood, by which they were visited, J
was very like that of 1861, an hour later,
they went Daok to the great freshet of
1841, for a standard of comparison, by
noon

■

Preble House

OTHER ATTRACTIVE GOODS.

r,

(The

DAY.

Take laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money
if fit
fails to cure. 25o.

Weather

The

for
bureau
yesterday,
taken at 8 p. in., meridian
servations for eaoh station

March
1,
time, the obbeing given in
Temperature,direction of the

this order:
wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 44 degrees, NW, rain; New
York, 38 degrees, NW, rain; Philadelphia, 43 degrees, NW, cloudy; Washington, 60d egroes, NW, cloudy; Albany, 34
degrees, NW, rain; Buffalo, 30 degrees
W, cloudy; Detroit, 36 degrees,
Nw’

cloudy Chicago, 26<iegrees, NW, clear; St!
Paul, 23 degrees, NW, cloudy, Huron
Dak., N, cloudy; Bismarck,
degrees!
N, clear; Jacksonville, 70 degrees, N’

flicts.

on

the Railroads—Trains

on

the

Maine Central

celled—The News In More Distant Places—The

Can*

Story of the

up.

Nothing

like it had

hoised iiis flag on board the Ark.
The Presumpscot
began to rise very
rapidly Saturday night and by yesterday
morniug had attained a danger point.
On Bridge street, near the bridge itself,
there were

number of small buildings,
mostly stores, and dose by the water,
overhanging ir fact, and of course the
most
exposed of all, was a two story
building, owned and occupied by Mr.
a

’95,

Mill

when the bridges gave way.)
have beau had they been a mile

would

from the shore.
Then the water made its way into the
basonient of the New England Furniture

Company building,

and out off and for
time threatened the old L. P. Warren
saw mill,
not an important matter in
itself, but a cause of great anxiety because
if taken out it would have made
h

work below. The basement of the
gingham mill was also submerged and
wild

the basement of the

building

of the Hosi-

ery Company was flooded and that badly.
The
lower floor of the Westbrook Manufacturing Company was threatened in
two directions, directly and by way uf

Bridge

street.

The

basement was thor-

Lemontague as a shoe store. The upper oughly wet down, and the electric line
part was leased to the Riverside club bridge owned by the Westbrook Manuand William Beede, one of the club members, was in their rooms when it seemed

facturing

to

but held for a time.
But
above the mills
was still

him

he heard
a strange grating
sound, and he rushed to the passage way
and from
there to the door. When he
tried to open it he was somewhat surprised to find that there was a strong
pressure

as

if

against him. Be was a little oonfused,
but when
the building settled down
into

the

water

tempt to escape.

he made a desperate atHe got out through a

A

great

tbe Portland

was

threatened,

and the

bridge

of Ice had formed for
oould skate five miles up
the river,” said one young fellow and
certainly thore was enough of it nut
only to threaten the country below,; bnt
mass

“You

to raako the
and electric

position

of those in the mill
one of great
ice broke off a tittle at a

light station

window and in
not

and

ANOTHER IMPENDING DANGER
miles.

SOME ONE WAS HOLDING IT

Company,

Rochester railroad

Sc

some way,
The
how, he can- danger.
tell, managed with great difficulty to time and every’time tbe pieces baited be

Day Graphically Told by PRESS Writers and Artists.
The rain storm oi yescerauy uuu otwiwas a calamity and a monstrosity,
such as seldom, if ever, has visited this

day

and suoh as, it is to be hoped,
The Imparcial also acouses the Sp«n- community
Such a continnever visit us agnin.
will
ish Minister, Senor Canovas del
Castilo),
rain for so long a time, at
of
fall
uous
of “excess of patience before Yankee
of the year, is unproedented in
pride.” “Spain,” continues the Impar- this season
records of the United States signs!
the
cial,“must prepare for every eventuality.
office. The damage it has done throughOur maritime resources are not
great;
be very great, as the
but we have not before us a gigantio nav- out the state must
of the disastrous floods at Westreports
al power. Our humility has been
badly
elsewhere show. 'J'ho frozen
construed, and our enemy, Instead of brook and
none of the water to soak
allowed
being appeased, thinks she could treat ground
it all had to run
therefore
and
into it,
Spain as she oould Turkey.
collect in the rivers
“A firm and resolute attitude would over the surfaoe and
have gained us more consideration, for and streams.
It was fortunate that there was but litwe are nut so weak as to render our hosin the country, or in the woods
tility indifferent to a trading people who tle snow
bordering the rivers, for the flood would
havo no warlike qualities.
Moreover,
there
had
worse
even
been
have
Spain is not isolated in Europe.”
As it was,
been a
large quantity.
it was about as bad as it could be,
THE NEWS IN CUBA.
and far worse in this vioinity than ever
Spaniards Regard it as Sentiment and before within the memory of any one liv-

jiub^nch

ui

eurageu nature,

uuneu

ijy

me

mig tty power of the floods.
But what are tho expert measurements
of this disastrous storm? Observer Jones
at the United States signal office, says
that the storm began at 5.30 o’clock Saturday morning. Up to 8 a. m. it had
rained .17 of an inch. From 8 a. m. to 8
From 8 p. m.
p. m., it rained .74 inoh.
till 8 a. m. Sunday it rained .93 inch.
From 8 a. m. till 6.30 p. m. it rained
1.71 inohes, making a total of 3.56 inohes. I
(The building floating down to ware
An excessive rain fall so-called in the reaoh the roof. The
building held togethUnited States weather service
is &64 er
for some time and Beede kept his
inohes in twenty-four hours.
perilous position until it grounded for a
In the twenty-four hours from 8 p. m. moment
below Ash
street, when he
till
8
Saturday
p. m. Sunday it rained slipped off, and reached dry
land, or as
2.70 inches, wlbch is more than the ex- he
put
it, “The direct line went no
oessive rate.
further and so I took a transfer.”
In October, 1873, thore was a fall of
Of
course this sensational incident
3.90 inches in
twenty-four hours. In called the people out, but in a short time
1877, on November 21st there was 3.76 others had quite enough to attend to.
inches. In 1882, September 24, there was The
opening loss, that of the building
3.04 inohes.
In 18S4, April 16th, there and
stock, was about $3000, but that was
was 3.82 inches.
In 1889 on November a
small matter compared to what fol28th, there was 3 40 inohes.
lowed.
The biggest rainfall in February, hereAll the buildings along the water front
tofore in the history of the Portland
sig- were rapidly flooded.
The house of
nal office was 6.92 inohes for the wbule
Hans Smith, on the flats was almost tbo
month in 1884, only twice as much ns fell
first to be in
of

1’olitics.

the right bank where Beetle escaped.)
fore passing the darn and struck against
the buildings above.
By this time tho lower floor of the
Haskell silk mill was flooded and every-

body

available worked hard removing
the balos
of goods to the upper stories.
The river above the dam was at this
time ohooked
up by the great mass of

ice, and the water
its natural channel
river

foroed out from
and sent a rushing

was

DOWN BRIDGE

STREET,

the

great building of the Westbrook
Manufacturing Company, and into the
river itself
above the threatened first \_
bridge.
Bridge stroet presented ac ap- ^
hard to describe with words,
pearanoe
bnt the PRESS presents an illustration
showing this deep and rapid river where
by

street should have been. The illustration is a view down Bridge street, show-

a

ing tho
station.

tvnter

sweeping by the power

People would be out even If the rain
simply pouring down, and the water
was deep.
Ladies in long boots were
everywhere, and
long boots were absolutely necessary. On Bridge street many
buildings were entirely surrounded, and
was

~
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Cage.
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Skin Diseases

(uticura
Works Wonders

—

clear.

States Senate in regard to Cuba, says
that the international situation is very
grave, adding that the recognition of
the CubHns as belligerents by the United
States involves the danger of daily oon-

Down

it

gave

known in the history of the city of
Westbrook
stnce Vice Admiral Noah

been

ing. Just think of the catastrophe at
Bridge after bridge was
New York, February 39.—The Journal Westbrook I
this morning prints the following, un- swept away till four had gone, and only
der a Havana date line: The news of the the oity bridge at Saccarappa was left,
aclton of Congress on the question of all the mills damaged to the extent of
danger
Cuban belligerenoy did not disturb Ha- thousands of dollars and the great paper
during this one storm.
The greatest
vana. The news was
BEING ENTIRELY CUT OFF,
published without mill of S. D. Warreu & Uo., tho largest amount of
precipitation in any twentycomment in all the papers.
paper mill in the world, damaged, as esand it was with some difficulty tbnt his
four hours in tho month of
February
I went around the newspaper offices to timated by one who ought to know to
It.
family and their household goods were
was 2.95 inches ,on
1885.
February
10th,
ask if in the morning they would have the extent of $1,000,000.
London, February 89.—The aotion o
This storm began at 2 a. m. and ended removed.
Other
bridges on the Presumpscot
any comment. The answer was: “We
It was a time of,excitement. Scores of
the United States Senate on the Cubai
at 2.45 p. m.
have already published our opinion of the shared the same fate, including Pride’s
families found their tenements threathas
aroused
oomment
in
tin
question
THE
STORM
IN
little
Lambert’s.
PORTLAND.
Every
proposed action. We don’t see that the and probably
ened, and it was a question of immedipress in this oity. The Standard says:
In Portland the storm did no
situation has changed enough to justify stream beoame a swollen torrent; back
very ate
“The Senate has placed Pr alden
importance with them when to go.
more being said at
yatds beoame ponds and cellars wore great damage. Of course there Witro f.lui The
present.’
Cleveland in a highly embarrassing posi | anything
proprietor of the Boston Branch
a_j
usual little washouts of the street and
The heads of teh government generally
tion.
It is unlikely that the pi out I
store, on Bridge streot, moved his stock,
sidewalks.
of
a
result
two
Anti all this was the
do not seem to attach much importance
fearing the immediate wrecking of the
Spanish nation would yield if America
The water did a eoml deal of
to the direct consequences of belligerency days’ heavy down pour of rain in a temdamage building. Express teams were in dethreatened war on behalf of Cuba. It 1
if granted.
They do not think it would perature of forty degrees above zero, at a to the paving on the long hill on tho
muoh to be hoped that President Cleve
help the rebels a great deal, unless it time of year when instead of floods, at western of Congress street. It underland will act prudently. ”
might being In tbe matter of privateers* least two feet of snow should cover the mined them and swept the sand down
An editorial in the Times on the sam<
though they feel the Spanish navy could fields, and two feet of ice the rivers, and the hill, the tracks of the eleutrio railroad
subject says:
So
all the vi orld should have been firmly serving as channels for the water.
protect its commerce.
“The resolution was very embarrassini
They do not think that aotual recogni- and safely held lu the golden grip of win- much of this sand ooliectcd in the curves
for Spain, who, while she cannot but re
at the foot of the hill, at tho corner of
tion will ooms, and believe that any Con- ter.
gard the recognition as an unfriendly act
resolution is merely an exA freak of nature is indeed a calamity the West End hotel, that two men were
gressional
Is In no position to resent it.
She couli |
pression of opinion, largely dictated by and fraught with great danger to the kept busy sweeping them cut all day
politics, and are sure that the President interests of man. A rain storm that the long aDd the sand accumulated In so big
will not recognize the
glad earth would welcome In the mouth a pile in the street, that it had to be
belligerents.
Rebel sympathizers are as firm 1 n tbe of May, falls upon the frozen earth and hauled off by the cartload. \\ hole secooutrary belief, and expect all manner frozen rivers of February, and the ice tions of the undermined paving on the
of advantages in the event of recogni- cakes beoome the awful and destructive hill alongside the track, fell in. There
will have to be a great deal of repaving
tion.
done.
Vote the full Republican tioket. Don’t
At about 8 o’clock last evening a report

Observation.

Agricultural Department Weather

Madrid, February 29. —The Imparcial',
referring to the aotion of the United

mass

Sold

throughout the world. British depot: F.

Bert &
ft

Drug

Sons, 1, King-Edward-et., London. Pottib
Cubmical Coup., Sole Prop*., Boston. U. 8. Am

split your tioket.

was

had
A

Boston Fire.

Boston,

Ivlaroh
1.—Fire in building
No. 117 Pearl street, this
morning,
caused a loss of $30,009; amply insured.
The building is fives tories high and is
owned by A. F. Wentworth, and was occupied by J. H. Lee & Co., wholesale
boots and shoes.

In oiroulation that Tukey’s
been
swept away. This

bridge
luokily

proved unfounded.

Hand-sewed Shoes
have been

regarded the best
shoes made. Good-year Welts
are just like
hand-sewed, but

What the story grew
out of was that the water had swept
down from the Eastern Promenade' across

Washington

street just above and below
the bridge over the Grand Trunk railroad
track, and had worn great gutters, several feet wide and three feet deep, so that
the road was impassable. Street Com-

are stronger and
cost less.
__GoesBcggjng.
missioner Staples went to tho scene,
Augusta,March 1.—At a slimly attend- Your shoe merchant will
show hung lanterns'and shut off the street. He
ed Democratic oaucus Saturday night, no
feared that tho bridge over the track
one was found willing to stand for mayor
you a pair. Made for both would he so thoroughly undermined that
and the selection of a
was loft

candidate
to the city committee. Only one ward
of the seven nominated ward tickets.

it would fall before
morning. The lower
end of Washington street was full of
deep
GOODYEAR SHOE BXACH’Y CO..BOSTO j gutters, worn
by the water, and there

sexes.

recommend the

WEsuperior

to

Royal Baking Powder

all others.

as

It is indispensable

for finest food.
—

United Cooks and Pastry Cooks Asso’n of the United
States.

THE FLOODS CAME,
Continued from First

Page.

ticket offioe and station of the

the little

ing
rose

shook

and

The water

trembled.

rapidly. Mr. Dana
APPEARED AT THE WINDOW

o£ his office and watched with evidently
intense interest the signs of the coming

were

driven

complete,

out was

and

this

nearly the

same as

depression

was

in

cases very great.
A bad loss to the city for the time, was
the ibjury
to tho electrio light plant,
leaving the
oity in total darkness, and
adding in that way to the perplexity of
some

started lip at
for
the flood.

All trains are cancelled and
midnight Sunday except precedent.
from BosBut because of the flood, working parties have been sent

fire iu
every furnaoo has been
put out and the mill is still and lifeless
for the first time for many years. Beforo
the bridces crashed acrainst mil! ’96, it
was stated
by those who know, that the
mill would
have to he shut down for

Sokqkis turned about, tipped deluge.
over and
smashed, made a dismal picUp to that time the ice above the dam those who were
obliged through darkture.
had lirge.y
held, and of course much
two weeks.
It Is now probable that the
ness to watch for the very latest news,
One bright feature there had been be- water lmd been
but
now
ice
kept baok,
mill will be s hut down fc.’ a month.
or for tho coming dangers.
fore the flood, at least a bright summer and water oauie
pouring over the dam
All the l oilers are on the left hand|side
Tiio river overflowed over Main street
the little space reserved for a and a section uf the dam itself
piature,
gave way,
the river and all the coal is on the
about half way between the two villages. of
Westbrook
Manu- A
flower garden by the
portion ot the wheel house of the
side.
As has been said, the railroad bridge right hand
They use 90 tons of
facturing Uonipanj. The one bit of sen- eleotrio light ^ompany with two wheels
held for two hours after the giving way
i!
of
the
midst
utilities
the
.in
timentality
came out, and Mr. Dana’s private wheel
of the ioe, but the reteution of the vast
of life, was not spared, but the water was torn from its supports.
mass above was an injury rather than a
simply plowed its way through the
For a moment the bridge ot the locul
help to tho mills below as it added to
ground.
electrio road used to carry fricght from
tho weight
Anally hurled outward and
river
Brown
the
street
down
Going
the mills of the Westbrook Manufacturdownward.
was
the oeutre of still another rushieg
steamer

below from the temporary
of the Mountain Division of the
Central to Garfield street, and

torrent, and

bridge

Maine
above
even
wood, small

things.
Suddenly

one

things

tne

ing Company

to

the Portland & Roches-

strain, but the ice came
down more rapidly and the bridge swayed
and gave way. As the mass of ioe, logs
there, was one mass of ice, and general wreckage of the bridge and
and
thousand
and several
buildings
small building went pell mell
under the Bridge street bridge, it shook,
the great mass of ice and all and there was a ory of fear from the
peo-

river had added to it

BEGAN TO SLOWLY MOVE.
In the very center of the mass was the
store and above were half a
wrecked
of half submerged and deserted
score
The boat bouse of Rd. Gilman,
houses.
noted as a -soout in the summer and a

ter,

stood the

ple who

were

paoked

almost
It was

a

solid

mass

a hard trial,
the struoture.
but tbe bridge stood the test and remains
today the only bridge left in the city of

on

Westbrook.

and they kept the track in
dition as possible.

as

good

was

from

Bridge

very grand.

street
The water

The

Kailroad, Highway

and

Mill

At

Walls of

>95.
6.45

the

Maine Central
bridge
mass of aorcs of great
block, of ioe had been piled all day, gave
the middle with a great crash
way in

The huge mass wont down with the
flood and came against the iron highway

distance of one mile each way. This
the Bridge
of course proviaed that
street bridge remains and that is by no
because iast evening it
means certain,
wn3
reported that the stone abutment at

—

water
rsr.

rapidly
/I

overflowed.
the flats

and the

track and Forest avenue, and goes down
into Back Cove by the bail grounds was
over the track
so flooded that it flowed

found the
rising, and more of them
on

_1

\FOUND SAFETY

and

washed the

ballast

away

from

the

The storm among

sight

of a job wagon loaded with
household, effects was to be seen in all
ciire'otiouS.
The people who risked their lives on
the shaking railroad bridge were rivaled

Stroudwater rose rapidly under the influand melted
ence of the torrents of rain,
snow which found their way Into it and
at one time the water stood a foot in

others who
by
ventured out on the
quivering mass of ice and wreckage in
ordor to pick up a few of the boots and

uopuu

is

-ir

=s^a«=r-^^w»

uuu

jmiuaiu||

ujuaiug

a*

HIUA*

lieh business running tbe electrics across.
Tbe opening of the gates in the mill,
however, reduced the level of the water
and prevented serious trouble. The old

the

mountains and

ilong the line of the Grand Trunk,
id most terrific.

was

AH the streams are run-

hanks, and great damage has
been done. Many land slides are reportad.
Stony fiver has been at its wildest and
bing

our

•Y&ve

Ke

in the

midst of the flood.

It did not

new
wooden structure
spanning Swan
Pond brook, on the Hollis
road, near the

pumping station, went during the night.
It oost the city about ?20CO. The old
Drew saw mill near there, and what it
known as the Hemmonway
bridge, over
the same stream, are in danger.
The Boston & Maine working

telegraph

in

all

in

train

and

started out at 4 o’clock this af.
ternoon, and are under orders to run wild
all
night between Portland and North

this morning, to set
hud been during the
which two days age
ideal thickness une
showed
signs o)
harvest,

quality

for

bridges.
The Mousam river is raising fcavoo at
ami Sanford.
Kennobunk
The Mousam
river at Kennobunk
is protectiu g its

Lumbermen of the two cities were ear-

property by using dynamite in breaking

ly astir and orews wore sent up to the
big boom to further strengthen it iu
preparation for the freshet that seem«c

up the iee.
At
Sanford, Butler bridge and Powers’s
biidge were carried out today.

inevitable.
In that boom, frozen inti
the solid ice, are about 2,000,000 feet ol
logs, most of them under the average
size.
Many of them went astray in tin

They were small wooden structures, each
about 25 feet in length. The mill property there is not in danger.
At
Alfred two small wooden bridges
have succumbed to the flood.

big freshet of last spring, and had been
gathered lu from marshes and low lands
It that boom gives
skirting the river.

directions

a

At Bar Mills,Bonny Eagle and Salmon
Falls, there was fear that bridges would
be swept away, but no damage of great
consequence lius yet been reported from

and Saco may as well
way, Biddeford
say “Good bye” to their wooden bridges,
for it was expected that the mass ot ice
and logs coming down with the velooity

those seotions.

the ourrent would sweep everything
of
before them.
But the various local lumber manufacturers, among whom the ownership of the
big boom’s contents is divided, have tak-

SANFORD EXCITED.

clday and

[SPECIAL

Sanford,

a

TO THE

PRESS.]

Maroh

down

the course of the Mousam today.
Early this morning the rivet was rising
so
rapidly that a crew of men were at
once
put to work securing the large
of logs
boom
above the Washington
street bridge and strengthening the various bridges. Other orews were at once
started, oleariDg the lower floors of the

sinoe 1842.

have

Becomes

1.—Never in the history of this town has there been such
a
flood as has been tearing and roaring

_

C
Goodwin & Co. and F. H. McDonald
large crews of men booming logs to

Mousam

Paging Torrent.

to prevent that
every precaution
threatened disaster. All the blucksmiths
Who could be enlisted in the service have
kept open shop today, forging links and
pins to be used by the river men in
strengthening the boom.
From noon till nightfall the rise of the

irhe

Usually Quiet

The

en

[SPECIAL TO THE IRESS.]
Rumford Falls, Me., March 1.—Rain has
tbeen falling here in torrents all day long,

over both divisions, and be on
lookout for washouts and defective

the

breaking up.

Received

crew

Berwick,

what arise there
The
ice,
night.
was
of just the

Night.

wires

PRESS,]

greatly surprised,

DISABLEDNews

TO THE

comparative-

ly

Greai

downpour coming after that of yesterlast night has caused the water in
tthe river to rise rapidly and it now bids fair
*to reach a mark higher' than ever
before
it its worst.
From South Paris comes *’known. The rising of the water lias caused river was
phenomenal., About 6 o’clock
1the ice to begin to break up and there is feai
the news of the sweeping away of two
Df great damage when the ice goes out. All the water was within about six inches of
mills an three bridges on that river.
lay long people have stood on the banks of the highest point reached by last spring’s
tbe riveT watching the flood.
George V. freshet, and that breaks all the records

In spite of the pelting rain, the streets Sanford Mills lest the contents should
keep •
be swept away. The work of protection
drives from going down river if possible.
Evna’s Brook Swollen As Never Before—
during the: latter part of the afternoon
this work there were some moments
was
started none too soon, for the torDuring
and
were
lined
with sightearly evening
Two Feet of Water in Dyer's Store and
tof wild excitement when two of the
men
seer.
And the sights really were worth rent seemed to grow as
S'.’00
Damage—The Swamp at Bigby sdipped into the torrent.
But help was a<
IF BY MAGIC,
to the unfortunate
1hand and they were
hauled out none the the drenohing—except
Overflows and Sends a
Down
PLEASANTDALE

AND CAS H CORNER.

1had
the

j

Biver

Corner—Electric

Cash's

1

to

Cars

riwfillftrfl alnncr

uj.se juj

ujeir
uucKing.
On the Portland and Rnmford

Stop at

Fleasantdale.

Falls

Evan’s

brook at
Ploasantdale that
Brown street at the same place
where the Boston and Maine croses it has
risen and flooded the surrounding oouucrosses

Grand Trunk bad washouts are reported
bad that it will probably be impossible t<

before known in the memory
try
Of the oldest inhabitant. The culvert
under the railroad track has heretofore
carried off whatever amount of water
as never

s 3

trains

1 Lin

1 alls road
1

xlay to

employees

of the road to at

the late Mrs.
Lincoln
superintendent of the road. Th<
necessitated the cancelling of thii ,

1 3nd the funeral of

rife
g

of the

tor in

in

the

t rain.

brook,

move

nonrlv all his

i/onrls

tn

K

W
a

loss of about §200.
A crew of men yesterday endeavored to
break away the dam, which is just below
the road and which was built to give
the Boston and Maine »aohine shop a
supply ot water. If this day could have
been destroyed the flood would
have
been lowered a good deal. But the dam
resisted all their efforts, it being frozen
solid. The water backed up above the
oulvort and made apond that covered five
aores at least.
J. H. Taylor’s house and
the Richardson place were entirely surrounded with water.
The railroad built a bridge over the
brook to acoomodate these people. This
bridge was under water, railing and ali.
This Evan’s brook takes its rise in the
swamp at Rigby Park and flows naturally down
through Pleasantdale into
Clark’s ice pond. The whole ohannel of
the brook is so flooded that] the water
has overflowed the limits at the swamp
near Rigby and has started off in another direction, taking the electrio car track
at Rigby Park and flowing dowuthrougli
Cosh’s Corner into the pond at Calvary
cometary. A number of cellars in the
vicinity of Cashs’ Corner are flooded HDd
Pike's

place

and the house of
are

entirely

Plummer,

passive

and

peaoeful

m.,
REACHED ITS FULL HEIGHT.
A few minutes after the small bridge
near the blacksmith shop was lifted up

by the toirent, broken into a thousand
pieces with a noise like the explosion
of

hurled down the stream.
seen that the covered
bridge connecting the various factories
Were in danger and
cannon and

a

It

havoc below the dam.
On
Goooh street, near the Hamiitoi
mill
is Thomas
J. McDermott’s iroi

was

soon

HOLES WERE CUT
in

them

to

lot]

the

rushing

waters

proprietor was working : through in the hope of saving thorn,
The big Washington street bridge was
in the shop, getting his blasts and tooli
In danger and was
to be
to plaoes of safety when, about 2 o’clock, soon found
and Freshets.
there
came a
crash whioh he fearec roped off to prevent passage. Attempts
March
1—The
Lewiston,
Androscoggin rive r meant the destruction of the building were made
but the
to strengthen it,
; 5 rising rapidly. Three and one-half inche
is dangerously undermined
A big cake of ioe had struck one of thi lower end
f rain has fallen since 6.20 a. m. Saturday
timbers supporting his shaf : to a depth of eight feet and it is thought
’here is two and one-half feet of ice in th 1 upright
the bridge will have to go before Monday.
which
oonnects with the water wheel
iver which has not yet gone out, but is like
The
1 y to. Great damage to the bridge is likel y The timber
toppled over aDd sailed of !
f it goes out tonight.
The rain has take \ with its destroyer.
LOSS TO THE TOWN
1 >ne foot of snow off the
county.
The proprietors of the Garland loom
and factories must be very large. Mespicker factory on Water street, Saoo 1 sengers who are constantly arriving, reMILLION’S
1^
LOSS THREATENED
were kept busy during the afternoon
port every bridge below Sanford on the
1 3rave Fears of an Ice Freshet at Llvermoi e
olearing their basement to make way fo Mousam
carried away. Among those
the incoming flood.
The factory stand *
Falls.
are Butler’s, Powers’s,
whioh are
foundry.

The

_

1

gone
on a firm foundation
and there is n *
Willard’s
Dam, Whitoher’s and Good*
Falls, March 1.—It has raine I fear of the
freshet doing much dainag J
win’s. Long Pond is rising at the rate
ncessantly here for thirty-six hours an II
the
unless
ice
backs
l:
1
there,
floating
here is no sign of abatement. The Andros
of a half a foot an hour.
the
building. The new coffei
:oggin river is rising very rapidly. The won t against
ce freshet for years is anticipated.
The ic e dam whioh the Saco Water Power Com
RIVER
PRETTY ROYAL
it Livermore Falls Is already gone and
a
pany has ereoted since last spring on th B
nilliion dollars worth of mill property
site of the old Deering saw mill help s Becomes a Rasing Torrent and Slakes
s
lireatened.
Several are being cleared < f to turn the current away from the loor 1
Things Lively at Yarmouth,
heir contents.
The roads along the riv< 7
Livermore

ire

flooded

and

picker buildings.

impassable.

There is little sign of abatement. The riv<

r

At 6 o’clock Water street, Saco, whic
almost wholly submerged durinj !
the springifreshet, was passable, but th 0
water was beginning to encroach upo 1
it.
Two
hours later, a pair of rubbe r
boots was
necessary to inBuro a pede'
trians’
passage over some portions < f
that thorougbfare.
The prospect is the t
before daylight the rush of waters acros s
was

s still rapidly rising and a big rush of wat«
x’obalby caused by the ice jam giving wa;
las carried
out the
county bridge an j
cashed one end of Record’s pulp mill
,t
Livermore Falls away.
About midnigl it
Superintendent D. J. Bogan of the Umbagc g
Pulp company miraculously escaped beir g
swept away with the bridge. He had bare! y
Left it when the jam of ice and other debr 8
that street will have attained
struck it.

surround-

so
flooded and has
been since Saturday noon that the eleotrio cars have been unable to reaoh Cash’s
Corner. They stop at Pleasantdale.
Rigby Park Is entirely floodod. The
oentral portion is a small lake, the water

usually

became a raging flood whose
roaring oould be heard for miles around.
Intense
excitement
prevailed and not
a little fear and the whole town was soon
at the banks of the river which was rising several feet an hour, and at 11 a.

street was one of the first to succumb ti 1
the freshet.
The ice held remarkably well, but thi
swift current kept biting off great junk:
of solid ice whioh threatened to make sac

1

Fullerton’s stable and lias sustained

ami the
Moustun

sewer pocket!
emergency
there, but that soon proved inadequate tc
carry off the flow whioh came in fron
behind the old Hamilton saw mill. Thi 1

■

to

t.n

the

opened

The bridge between Gilbertville and CanWater is running
but this t an was washed away.
time,although the culveit is not stopped c ver the bridge at Buckfleld, and some ar<
out.
up in the least, it is not large enough to 1 loving
A bad washout is reported on the Rangeie;
carry off the water. The road is flooded
1 ,ake line.
for a distance of aobut 500 feet, and to
Riunford Centre, five miles from
here i
the depth of an average of 18 inches. It
There is a great ac
eriously theartened.
is fully two feet in front of IV. E. Dyer’s ( umulation of ice and the river is still
rising
store. The floor of this store is almost on , ery rapidly.
a level with
the ground and the water
AT
LEWISTON.
entered the doors and flooded the floor to
a depth of nearly two feet. Mr. Dyer had
1 ce in River Still Sticks—Damage by Flood ,

there has been

nnnt.lammia

of grandeur.
Early in the afternoon the water began
to flow aorosa Goooh street, Biddeford,
near the end of the Goooh bridge, whiot
connects the two cities.
The street crew

tomorrow forenoon. The Rumforc
was to have run a special trail

enable

thp. at.rapt,

the river,
and they were too wrapt up
in their own affaire to appreciate points

an<

le

At

two feet.

Lisbon Falla.

Wafir

Lisbon Falls, Me., March 1.—We

have ha d

T1 ®
heavy rain since Saturday morning.
Androscoggin river has risen four feet ar
three inches, and will rise four feet more b
fore morning if the rain continues. The i< ie
broke up in
the Androscoggin river
hi

._

tween

Rumford Falls and Dixfield thismon i-

ing. The Androscoggin Water Power

eon i-

coming nearly up to the level of the
pany’s logs in this ice stood no chance of b
track.
ing held here, If the lee goes out, which
probably will, by morning. Railroad tracl I*
are washed out here and working trains a
LITTLE RIVER BRIDGE-

(Looking aoross the river at the Westbrook end* cf Dana’s bridge, showinj ; mill just above the stone day on the Report That It Was Swept Away—And
Dana’s At ill at the right; the elentric light station at the left, and the broke] Htrondwator river^waa in danger and a
With It the Great Iron Sebago Water
bridge in the foreground. Men imprisoned in each building.)
part of the underpinning was swept away
Fipei—Spring Street Bridge on Stroudbut at a late hour last evening the oid
ed with, but it was clrar that the entire | the debris of the three
water Reported Gone.
wa 3
bridges
William Hamilton and Ralph
Norton, basement had been flooded and one
mill was still there. An inoident of the
A man came into Westbrook yesterday
swept down upon bridge ’85, it was im
distinguished themselves in a better way.
Stroudwater experience was the appearman
could have moved but few goods possible to tell. The mill was praotioall 1
forenoon wlio said that lie had tried to cross
They went out on the ice and succeed
ance of a musk rat on the railroad track,
runs
road that
the Little River on the
out of the way of the flood.
inaccessible and entirely
invisible 1: 1
ed in
Dana
but
getting rood to Mr.
tbe little animal having ^evidently been through Mallison Falls, but the bridge across
The chief loss of the Westbrook Manuthe intense darkness.
oould not provision the men in the eleo
drowned out of his home.
the Little River at that place was buried out
will be due to the
It was possible to seo that ono of th
trio
light station. Five minutes later, facturing Company
He
of sight under a mass of ice and water.
water getting in the stock house where
ON
THE
RAILROADS.
great trussos of the iron highway brldg 3
and
had to go several miles up the river to anthere were
thousands of bales of ging- was
The Worst Washouts Ever Known in This other bridge to get
swept against} the wall of the drj
across.
THE GREAT M ASS OF ICE
hams. All those on the lower floor were house on the
Alongside this flooded bridge across the
State.
right hand bank.
River is a small low bridge on
above the mills and the dam began t< wet and
which
part of them on the seoonti
Little
The other truss was piled up agains t
Of course the carrying away of the
two great iron pipes that are the
give way and exoept what piled upoi floor.
the wall of mill ’95 together with th 8 bridge at Westbrook would of itself have are laid the
Sebago water mains. These pipes are about
the
banka the five miles of cake ice
JThe loss li'o the Haskell mills was con- other debris.
stopped travel on the Mountain division 18 inches in diameter. Of course they were
much of it very thick, came down. Tb< fined
largely to the wetting down of
of the Maine Central, but even had the submerged several feet under water.
It is estimated and stated by a ma
The
Dana mills and the eleotrio light build
goods. It is reported that almost 6000 connected with this
bridge been all right, trouble further up man who came down to Westbrook from
great mill and in
boat builder in the winter, was in|lim paokages of goods were moved from the
position to know that the damage t f the lino would havo caused the cancol- there though ; they might have been swept
with the
slowly moving desoonding basement and store room to the rooms this ilood to the mill would not_be fs r ling of trains.
Divslon Superintendent away and that the bridge would probably
conbe
therefore
will
The
loss
above.
mass, and was crushed like an egg shell,
Th! s Hamilton said last evening that he had go also before night.
from the
vast sum of $1,000,000.
fined to the wetting down of a portion
Last evening Mr. E. B. Dyer said that he
,
is tbo biggest paper mill in the worl 1 not roceived any news since three in the
had heard nothing of this danger to the Seof the stock.
0 afternoon,
and
is
from
worth
*
then
learned
that
$4,000,0(
but
had
probably
AN HONEST MAN.
But generates will be the regret at the
bago water mains. He tested the pressur
It is generally stated thf t thore were a number of washouts on the
to $5,000,000.
of water and found that it was normal and
Dear Editor: Please Inform your reader , great loss sustained by the firm that has it would
several small landslides up concluded that the mains were still all right
undoubtedly cost $1,000,000 t o lino and
that if written to conBdentially. I will mail ii ! done so much for the city of Westbrook,
make the mill as good as it was hefoi e among tbe mountains. The trouble with and that the supply of Sebago was not shut
a sealed letter, the plan pursued by winch
still the case of some who lost all they
was permanently restored to health and maul
this awful catastrophe.
the telegraph also stopped oommunica- off from this city.
vigor, after years of suffering from Nervou > had was almost pitious.
It was also reported that the Spring street
Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunkei 1
of stock are damage j tiori along the main line of the Maine
Great
quantites
of
the
the
Mr. Lnmontague,
proprietor
on the Stroudwater had been swept
and trains there were also can- bridge
hundreds
ruined
of
and
Central,
bai
including
no scheme to exhort money from an
shoe store, and the owner of the wrecked
away. This report seems hardly credible bepn6 Whomsoever. I was robbed and swindle'
The calendars, so-called, ai e oelled. The Pullman from Boston was
of
lime.
rels
cause this bridge is very
high above the
by the quaoks until I nearly lost iaith i | building, lost $36C0,
machines in a paper mill that are ver j. an hour aud twenty minutes late and river.
mankind, but thank Heaven. I am poi
out
over
the
ami
well, vigorous
EVERY DOLLAR HE HAD,
strong, and anxious t
valuable and that are of a nature to l a
stopped hore. not going
make this certain means off cure known t
Maine Central.
HOOD'S P1I.LS curs Mver KIs,
nnd he his the reputation of being an ruiDed by water.
The storm along the line of the Grand
slaving nothing to sell or send C. O. D. I wan 1 houest and industrious man. .The damThe mill shut down as usual at mil
Bllioainess, Indigestion, Headache.
so
Address
JAS. A. HAKKIS
money.
TruiiK was very heavy, almost beyond
\ pleasant laxative. AU DrKgsclsta
age to the household effects ot those who night Saturday night. They would bav e
Mmy, Mich., Box 336.
~

With

Spring—Xo

Biddeford, March 1.—Biditefo rd anc
Saco have been in a state of alarm today on account of the rapid rising of the
river and the danger that it threatens.
People living near the river wer<

e•rasli.

sleepers at the imminent risk of changthe harness maker,
ing the level of the traok. A house near
ed by water.
was
surrounded
by
entirely
by water.
Li nooln street is
The pond back of the tide mill at

IN FLIGHT

snoes of the wrecked shoe store. That
fool hardy
performance was repeated
several
times
with but little material
gain to the reckless individuals concerned.
r
lint at the Dana mills two of the mem1 ers of the Valentine
hose company,

.,alone

[SPECIAL,

badly crippled state last night,
awing to the storm, and as a oonseq^uenoe, hardly any telegraphic news disT
were received by the PRESS.
( Looking down Bridge street from the upper side, showing the river running fpatches
J
The
heavy rains washed out the poles in
down the street by the power station.)
11many places, breaking the wires.
coal a day and haul it across the iron Hid New Gloucester, and still another beAT RUMFORD
FALLS.
bridge. Now Jthat this is swept away, iween New Gloucester and Falmouth.
to haul the coal up Vlost of these washouts are small, detain- AA. Day of Excitement With the River at
will have
they
around the bridge at Sacarappa, making
ng, rather than important.
High Water Mark.
a

Bast

Damage Yet.

sstand

were

at Cumberland Mills like a tho north side was weakening.
buttering ram. Down went
When the railroad bridge gave way and
the bridge before it, and the whole mass allowed the accumulation
of
ico to
was
ouward towards the new sweep down stream,gthis caused a percepswept
mill of tho great paper mills, called the tible lowering of the water above that
‘*’95 mill,” that extends across the river,
w.
point, the ice held back by the bridge
-"""■'“--—
with the archways underneath for water had dammed tlio water.
i ffi'ui uU 'wTrr
to pass under. Just in front of this mill,
Frev ousto that, the water had extend(Looking up the river from the centre o' Maine Central Railroad Bridge, show- is the double deck tramway bridge of ed across to Main
street, surrounding the
ing the great mass of accumulated ice in the river, and the wrecked building near iron that all
day had withstood the flood intervening Ileuses and had flooded the
the oentre.
From .a ohotoirraDh taken a few minutes before the bridge went down 1
that submerged the lower deck and the street, flowing
over the conorete sideand made a part of the wreckage, itself was high and full of ice. As the foam- ceaseless battering of the poplar logs.
walk
and causing a
pool of several
the most oomplete wreck of all. A boat ing mass went down straight to the temWhen the huge mass of* debris of the hundred feet in extent, through which
two bridges, together with the vast quan- the
inside, a bit of work on which Mr. Gil- porary
electrics had to pass. When tho
man
had prided himself, was made a
of ioe came sweopiug down upon bridge went down, tho river subsided so
tity
MAINE CENTRAL BRIDGE
mass of the wreckage, simply flat boards
this tramway
bridge, that also gave muoh thar tho water left Main street.
there seemed to those who were looking
and the like.
Tho
way and the whole mass was swept down
Ogdensburg bridge that was
che river not to be the slightest
The wood yard of Henry Blaok, by the down
against the walls of “mill ’95,” only 30 washed away was so dangerously twisted
the pressure
resist
that
it
could
hope
water side, was included in the general
feet
away. At about 8 o’olock in the all day
yesterday that no train was run
even for a moment.
wreok, and ootd after cord of his stock
evening, a PRESS reporter went out over it after 8 p. m. Friday.
For hours the electrio cars had been
in trade passed out into the channel.
on
the tramway bridge as far as it was
and
The temporary bridge over the river on bringing orowds from Portland,
THE STORM IN
DEERING.
possible to go. The whole place was of
seemed to make the railDivision of the Maine these visitors
the Mountain
course
very dark because of tho absence Stevens’s Salt Mill at the Stroud water
road bridge their objective point, perof the electric lights.
Central, was a rather uncertain struoture.
Threatened.
A new bridge: is being built at that haps because it was the most promineut
of the tramway bridge,
the end
At
feature
and down and when the
up
In
there
was no particular cafelt
the
Deering
where It wa3 broken off and bent down
point and the temporary bridge
rush of ice went down
the river the
strain of the great mass or wreokago and
into the water and between the bridge lamity otiier than the flooding of cellars.
bridge was orowded more
Street Commissioner Staples
and liis
ice. The bridge at that time was
was piled up a huge mass
and the mill,
DENSELY THAN EVER
of debris
as
big and as high as a two men were busy all day responding to the
WITH PEOPLE
JJLACK
FAIRLY
calls of oilizens who were being flooded.
and
it was pushed still further down- story house.
Bridge girders were visible
and bent with the strain downward and
Around many of the nouses the water
ward
and settled still more.
Some
of
in
tho
air
above
the
roof
sticking
up
out of line in the
oenter more than
the supporting timbers were forced our, of the mill and these wore mingled with collected in the hollows of the frozen
three feet and at tiie same time settled,
but still the bridge
held. There was enormous quantities of ice and hundreds giound that held it as securely ns if
aud sh owed signs of giving way. There
a wild
rush that made it tremble as if upon
hundreds of
cords
of poplar they had been huge flat dishes lined with
a panio,
after
exv?as of bourse
but
tl^e
ice. These sheets of water wove almost
for- a
but for a seoond time the wood. All
fall,
this
was
bulk
great
heaped
citement was over the people who had
small ponds In many loealiitea. At Hearcrowd frightened from the bridge for a against the
of
wall
the
new
the
mill,
been frightened off Degan to
return
returned again,
and it was roof of which would he distinctly seen ing's bridge that portion of made land
again to what was in reality the best moment,
betweeu the Rochester Extension and
with
black
in the
people and with umbrellas.
middle
sloping downward
point of observation on the river.
Oaks, where the old salt creek was fill d
It was a grand sight.
and
that
a
of
the
indicating
portion
an
immense
Just below the bridge was
up was flooded so entirely from shore to
The mass that was in front of the bridge wall had been broken in. It w'as
possipile of wood belonging to the S. D.
that it seemed as if the old days
bad piled up in the centie until it tow- ble
to see what,seemed to be a great shore
Warreu Company, and it went out at the
ered higher than the bridge itself.
It blaok hole in the wall of the mill. Thors had returned, and the salt water had
rate of 60 cords an hour, sending it down
was
made up of wrecked buildings, a is no doubt that this new mill in which flooded the old creekwith one of its highto oclleot against points below.
vast quantity of lumber and the ibe.
It luckily there is no machinery is pretty est tides.
Of bourse the greatest point of interAt Howard Winslow’s house, just bewas a sight not likely to be forgotten.;
badly demolished.
est was at Cumberland Mills, and the
where the brook
This was at o o’olock and the bridge
behind this mill and extending yond Hearings’ Point,
Just
the
of
great corporation
held for more than two hours dospite the across the river parallel to it and about rnns under forest avenue, the culvert
S. D. WARREN COMPANY,
was not large enough to carry off the acfeet from it, is “mill ’93.” This
pressure made upon it, and was finally ten
whose plant was more than threatened. forced out
water and a large pond
when the last consignment mill contains very valuable paper ma- cumulating
Kon. John E. Warren said that unless of ice came down.
formod between Forest avenue and the
chines. During the day the water was
th8 railroad bridge gave way there wpuld
Rochester railroad, so deep that the fence
The reporters of tho PRESS were un- so high that, it was pouring
through the
be no great damage.
able to get at any definite estimate of the lower
floor of this mill aim over these was submerged, and it reached to the
branches of some apple trees that
In advance of the giving way of the losses
except in the j case of the S. D. machines with a seeming savage delight lower
bridge, two of the great pieces of the new Warron Company. Of oourse the impris- at its invasion of these saored precincts stood in the field.
A oned owner of the
The little ponpin Smith's woods on the
mill, built on arches, went out.
Dana mills, wbo was and its
destruction of
their preoious
portion of the dam by the gate house forced to remain in charge of the entire contents.
edge of Forest avenue,
just opposite
was
carried away aud there was little establishment oculd
Marsh Brothers’ coalyard, was so floodnot be communioatWhat damage was done to mill ’93,-"ftei
ed that it poured a stream across the
apparent difference between the wild
water above aiid the wild water below
road, the culvert underneath not being
the dam. The
foot bridge was out of
large enough to dispose of tbo water.
Near William stieet, in Oakdale, the
sight, and the river was flowing through
the mil 1 yard, arid the machine and oarstream that flows under the Roohester
were

Pride’s bridge is among the victims of the
At noon
yesterday, the rushing watei
(bad made an island of
iron
the ancient
sstructure.
On both ends of it the highway
tliail been swept
away and the bridge stood

of.

llood.

WIRES

way bridge
tremendous

residents

Biddeford and Saco Alarmed

long, however, going down with a
Pride’s bridge, by the way,
is
one
^ewiston Junction and Danville June°
jf
those which the city of Portland has to
11 ion, another between Danville Junction
nmaintain.
Below Pride’s bridge, are a num3er of
others, the first being the old, covered
►vooden bridge, known as Lambert’s bridge,
tt
spanned the Fresumpscot on the road
which leads through Frost’s woods and
hence on to Blackstrap.
This bridge was
ilso carried away. The others, being newer
and stronger structures are perhaps all right
-his morning. At the Martin’s Point bridge
it the mouth of the river, an ice jam formed
ind the water poured over the structure but
it had not carried it away last night and it
svas not thought that it would do so.

is

should
break and a jam of logs formed
at the Somesville bridge.
ihe Swan Pond bridge, a

Structure and Lambert’s
minders

The

Tramway

ON THE SACO,

Bridge Gone.

THREE BRIDGES GONE-

down the river together with
thousands
of
tons cf ice.
It was tho
middle
piece that gave way. The rails
held the sleepers and these were left suspended iu the air.

The

The Ancient Iron

The

Pond.

Very Little Telegraphic

and went

ponter shops

Island

con-

against which the

*

and

washouts
are very numerous.
At Stark, N. H., there is a very extendve washout with one hundred feet of
die trick gone, or under water. There is
mother washout between Look's Mills
md Bryants’ Pond, another between Oxord and Mechanic Falls,another between

Last

Bridges— They Crushed In the

Looking downward
tbe sight

Newman stated last evening that tho storm would oost his line
only about $150, notwithstanding the fact
that for long distauoes the cars had to
A large gang of
run through the wuter.
men was put at work
early in the day

Superintendent

Gorham

ton,

every

BRIDGE GONE.

PRIDE’S

at work.

Newport Suffer*.

Newport,

March

1.—The most disastroi is
1873, visited this vicinity tod! ,y
doing vast injury to the water privile; ;e
along the banks of the Sugar river and '°
branch of tl ie
the Cconcord & Claremont
Boston & Maine railroad.
Early this mori
ing, ice in the river began to break u
taking away two dams of the Granite Wool!
company and two bridges between tli lt
Great fears are e: iplace and this village.
tertained that a large dam at Richards St
At one tin ie
Son’s mill would break away.
over four feet of water was passing over a
part of Edes’ dam and the underpinning
Carr
saw mill was carried
the
away.
stable and other places suffered by the gre
jam of ice, raising the river from ten 0
fifteen feet. One cake of ice broke its wa y
freshet since

^

*t

through the side of a shoe shop and jfurth ar
damage was done to this establishment.
It was feared the railroad bridge betwei >n
ta! :e
Cross and River streets would go and
everything bef’ore'l!, even the Main stre Pt
bridge and water main which cross< s
Tiie basement of Newton’s undertaki
establishment and the Gamosh saloon we
flooded, there being two and one-half feet ,f
Both we re
water on the floor of the latter.
river
it.

J.p

greatly damaged.
At

Chandler’s, much damage

pecinlly
a

to the

Wright bridge.

construction train arrived

and

busy making repairs
can be run Monday. The

men are

that trains

was

done,

e s-

About 3 p.
from Coneoi
in

ord

loss

"■

d*
Br

ca

not be estimated.
Be sure and vote

tba

full

tioket in Ward Six today.

Republic m

hold

a

efront

mann

goods beforo

f

depth

Most of the families living
nonlrinn tVinin

o a

linuoi

on, an I
moving to more favorable locations.
A. J. Carll’s
livery stable near tl ®
head of Water street contained 34 liorsei
a oow and a pen of swine when the floe d

night

came

[special

to the

press.)

1. -Pretty Little
March
Yarmouth,
Royal river has made itself distinguished
today, if it, never did before, by beooming for the time, a roaring, leaping
It seemed to rise today all of a
siream.
sudden and grave fears are entertained
for tbe safety of the
larger bridges
and the mills. A small bridge at Yarmouth Falls ws swept away this mornjng. The water has flooded the stock
mill at the
Shaw’s cotton
rooms of
fails and has done a great deal of damage. If the rain continues
is going to be very heavy

the damage

Along the Auanoosac.
N. H., March 1.—A conset a cr< w of oai
tinuous rain lasting 3tj hours has caused
pouters at work strengthening his buili b the streams to become fearfully high,
iug* and at the same time ho transfers d and business will be interrupted several
The White Mountain division of
days.
his horses to a place of safety. The onl
the Boston & Maine railroad is crippled
of
the
stable
are
th
0
occupants
tonight
Washouts are reported
in several places.
noisy porkers, who have forsaken the ir at Mortilt and Runmey, and bridges
usual aboard for more sumptuous qua [- are weakened at Wentworth, Littleton
Tbe water is over
and East Haverhill.
ters in a favored corner on the next floo
the
track at West Rumney, Bath and
Between 6 and 6 o’clock the ice abo\ 0 Bethelbem Junction.
No trains came
the Somesville bridge began to break n p over this division today. Large gangs
at work making the road
are
and crowd
against the Saoo end of tl „ of men for Monday. The Hath Lumpassable
Groat ice
floes came
sailii * her
bridge.
Company at Bath, lost its new bridgdown and joined in the jam. The Sa< o cs. The Ammonoosuc river is raging at
end of thj bridge Is of iron, while Bi f. this point, being completely filled with
logs, ice, and olher debris. It is estiraatdeford’s half is of wood. Tbe latter se
od that one million feet of logs have gone
tion was more favored at the time of tl 16
river today. The ice in the
o.\n the
breaking up of the ice Holds, but its n g C mnecticut is not broken up above here,
the river is rising. All wires are
wooden stringers nre dangerously nei ,r and
down north of Littleton, nnd there is
the surface of the river and if tho ri 0
with the northern
no communication
the state today. The rain is
continues through tho night at the eon 10 section of
and the rivers arc rising.
ratio it followed today, Blddeford wl II still falling
cold wave reaches here scon
Unless a
very likely lose its share of that impor c" tho
will reach the higest point
water
ant structure.
every known.
Streot Commissioner Clark set his ere
At Bangor.
at work
loading the Somesville bridg ®
Bangor, March 1. —It has rained hard
la:
done
with paving
was
as
stones,
here all day today and as a consequence
spring on the worst day of tbe flood.
tbe Penobscot river
and Kenduskeag
Sections of Walnut, Maple, Pear an j
stream, have risen rapidly and water and
Gooch streets in Biddeford, and Wate
ice flowed over the wharves. The eight
Market and Irving in Saoo, are ufloat,
o’clock Pullman
tiain to Boston was
housi
the
of
being possible to reach some
not sent
out tonight ns washouts aro
there only by boat.
feared along the line.
With a single exception on P.n: street
O
At "Woodstock.
which extends from tbe Somesville brjdg e
Woodstock. March 1.—Over three inches of
to the Bradbury bridge, move out durir
rain lias fallen in the last 3# hours and the
the afternoon. Mrs. Whitney, an age 11 river is
swollen by borken tec and is higher
widow, stubbornly refused to desert hi 11 in some places, than it has been for .10 years.
homestead, though advised by her neig: 1- A large covered bridge, sevyn miles above
and much
bors to do so.
There is no fear of ban n here, has been carried away,
coming to her home, unless tho big boo il damage is done to the hi ghw ay.

began. Profiting by
last spring, Mr. Carll

his

experience

<

Woodsville,

j,

J

RECORD KEPT UP.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SOtH

ANNUAL

The Ocean Liners Certain Fatalities.

STATEMENT

New York
Sunk

OF TQE

Has

Gone

Ashore—The

Ailsa

by the French Liner Burgogne—
After Ocean Travellers.

A Jonah

Mutual

Connecticut

Life Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, Conn.
Net Assets, January 1, 1895,
§60,546,398.30
Less deduction from Home Office

200,000.00

building,

§00,340,398.38
RECEIVED IN 1895.
For Premiums,
For interest & Rents,
Profit and Loss,

§4,681,429.29
3,097,505.69

14,209.40
-§7,793,204.33

§08,139,002.74
f

---

DISBURSED IN 1895.
For claims by death,
and
matured en
§4,382,390.70
dowments,
Surplus returned to

policy holders,
Lapsed and Surrendered policies,

1,242,947.93

655,978.05
f

Policy hold-

Total to
ers,

$6,281,316.08

Commissions to Agents,
Salaries, Medical Examiners’ fees, Printing, Advertising, Legal, Real Estate and
all other Expenses,

779,570.43
314,088.99
-$7,375,582.10

Taxes,

Balance

Net Assets, Dec. 31, 1895, $00,764,020.64
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.

Loans upon

Real

Estate,

first

Hen,

§36,080,328.53

ohor a mile or two further on in tho
upper bay.
Gapt. Grant was ou the bridge
and
extra lookouts were
distributed
about the deck.
lbs big fog born rent
the air with its notes of
warning. Those
on deck were
discussing their lucky escape when tiie vessel,
quivering from

stern, suddenly stopped.
“THAT’S THE EARTH
AGAIN,”

12.300.00

force,

H. N.

given.

g

Many complica- g
by

||

following
by

cold,

I'-

by

I

§Lthe

M

||
}|

catarrh;

certainly
tendency

g

pulmonary

consumption.

||

||

1|
J|
the nasal passages
1|
and the breath pure
sweet with
||

irrh, with its attendant
entailed evils,by keepn

D'v iu

California
Catarrh
Cure.
end for testimonials

to

the

forma Catarrh Cure Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

j

|
|

•§»

Js

-jg

Druggists.

cor sale an! dealers supplied by Cook, Everett &
Pennell aid J W. Perkir.s & Co.
rQooo©o0e00ooc0O0Ge.

1 What’s
©

ft
©

g
$
©

for shortening
pastry ? What’s
best for frying thing's? What’s
best for every
cooking purpose for which lard was for-

merly

used?

What’s

best

for digestion —for health?
.thousands of women answer:

j
!

'__

ijs
j*
^
C
(

Half

a

Mile.

oil Fort

Wadsworth,

at five

o’clook

this
afternoon. The Guyandotte passed in by
the Hook at 4.56 p.m.and was proceeding
through the Narrows when, in the dense
fog, she orashed into the Clyde, on the
port side, amidships, tearing a large hole
in her siue about 30 feet long anti
three
The Guyandotte pulled out
feet deep.
and stood by, while the Clyde began to
Three tugs then got lines to
till.
the
Clyde and pulled her stern on to the Bay
where
she
now
is in about
Ridge shore,
6 feet of water. No one was hurt.

A

Night of Terror in the Canadian City-

ered at the club room at 7.30, attired in
mackintoshes, siik hats, and carrying
umbrellas instead of canes. Where they
were going was the deepest of deep mysteries. Nobody knew but the captain.
First the company was maiohed down

through Congress steret, attracting
siderable attention, until one of the

concom-

eaten up in less than an hour after the
outbreak. The firms' loss will probably
be ovor $100,000. The insurance is small.
The fire died down but at one o’clock It
again burst out fiercely, spreading rapidly to adjoining buildings. The roar of
the burning buildings oould be heard a
mile away and people orowded to the
scene from all directions. It was evident
u..
"J

1

on

4.U„*-

v

_i.i

i_

1WDO

TTUU1U

WW

normous, at least half a million dollars,
and perhaps well on towards the full
million.
At 1.45 all the eleotrla lights in the city
went out on account of the wires being
cut. Gordon an d Keith’s building wall
was trembling but the firemen
were devoting all their attention to other property. The stores immediately south of Gordon and Keith’s are ocoupied by A. J.
Boutilier, confectioner, and M. J. Conroy, dry goods aud
millinery. On the
north are Mrs. A. O’Connor, millinery,
and
Mrs.
MoEohron, millinery. On
Granville street are James Crosskill and
Sons, bottling house and Musio hall.
The other buildings are occupied by Mrs.
Sarah Navllle aud Mrs. Landis.
All
these buildings except the Orpheus were
of
must
the
time.
While
the
burning
efforts of the firemen kept the fire in
these quarters, it was impossilbe to meet
with much success while
THE FLAMES
so

fiercely

prevented

RAGED

the other buildings. Orpheus hall was
also injured some, but the full extent of
damage could not lie estimated while the
fire lasted. Several small buildings ill
the rear of those mentioned on Barrington aud Granvillo streets were wiped out
The Church of England, directly opposite the fire, was red hot and its contents
were moved out beoauso of the
danger to
the building. Eleven other building s in
the burning block were also emptied of
their stocks and the same course was followed by tenants on the lower side of
Granville street where houses ocoupied as
dwellings were in danger of catching.
Streams of water were turned on all the
endangered porperty and the firemen had
all they could do to prevent the heat
from firing a score of structures.
Half
an hour’s desperate work
resulted in the
firemen largely reduoing the danger of
further destruction and while four or
five of the buildings nearest to Gordon
and Keith’s were practioally wrecked by
the flames and water they were not entirely destroyed. The buildings farther
away wero more or less damaged and the
stocks in the store
damaged by .water
and smoke and by hurried removal. The
damage to Orpheus hall is supposed to be
slight as the flames did not reach it at
all.
A number of people occupying tbo upper portions of buildings on Barrington
street us dwellings suffered considerable
loss.
At S. 15, the fire was confined to the
building in which it originated. The
Barrington street seotion of Gordon and
Keith's was
A MASS OF

the walls having fallen out and at the
Granville street side nothing remained
but the frame of briok at the front and
on one side, with Are playing around the
little woodwork left.
The Nova Scotia Printing oompany’s
buiiuing on the corner of Granville and
Sackville streets,one of the largest building establishments in the eastern province, was in some danger but the
flames did not extend that far and the
loss there, if any, will be slight. The
stock in the buiiuing occupied by Gebon
Marche, one of the leading
millinery
houses in the city, was damaged
some
but the fire did not touoh the building.
Before 8 o’clock the Are was under control.

go

Get

druggist's

by it.
Annual

IN

Vote the full
sales

raoiw

than

6,000,000boiea.

Five

today.

Republican ticket

in Ward

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it fails
25c,
to oure.

MISCELLANEOUS.

HATS ■

1896!

“i

lution.
Mrs. Lydia Partridge (Bullard) Cloyes

with her son, Mr. Granville H.
West street.
She is iu her
uinety-third year, aud in full possession
of all hor faculties. She
belongs to that
class of gentlewomen of the “old school”
type, and her interest in everything progressive, artistic and instructive is keen
and appreciative. In person, as well as
mind, she is wonderfully well preserved,
and shows few tiaces of her many years
of life.
Mrs. Cloyes is the daughter of Aaron
and Jernsha (LlttlefUld) Bullard of Holliston, Mass. Aaron Bullard was fourteen years old when, Ang. 1, 1775, he enlisted as a private for eight mouths, but
he saw active servioe until Nov. 23, 1779,
when ha was honorablby discharged.
Mrs. Cloyes has the distinction of having throe anoestors in direot line who
served in the war at the s ame time. Her
“Squire” Samuel Bullard,
r., was a noted mathematician, surveyor, lawyer and justice of the peace in
Holliston, but he laid aside his pen and
grasped his sword in defense of his counHe was commissioned
try and home.
colonel of the Fifth Middlesex Regiment
Feb. 7, 1770, and did not tender bis resHe was
ignation until April 14, 1779.
in General Warner’s Brigade at the capitulation of Burgoyne.
“Squire” Bullard was the son of Samuel Bullard, who was chosen colonel of a
Massachusetts State Regiment by
the
Provincial Congress in their Resolve of
Ootober 26, 1774. Col. Bullard served
with distinction during the whole war.
and was a member of the Council of War
held by General Ward in Boston, April
20, 1775, and he was alao detailed President of the General Court Martial (luring
the campaign iu New York State.
On tbe maternal side Mrs.
Cloyes’s

resides
Cloyes

on

5randfather,

grandfather, Ephraim Littlefield, was a
patriot, receiving a pension for his services
He was Deputy Sheriff of
Middlesex
His
county, Mass., twenty-seven years.
wife, Sarah Grant, was the daughter of
William Grant of Watertown, Mass., who
was a guard at Fort Warren, detailed to
oarn for the
prisoners taken with General
Burgoyne at the surrender Deo. 35, 1777.
Mrs. Cloyes is named for her grandmother
Lydia
(Partridge) Bullard,
whose father James Partridge, whs a
member of
Jonathan Adams’
Capt.
Company at the Siege of Louisburg.
Mrs. Cloyes lias throe children,
all
living in Portland. Her daughter and
two of her graudduughters are member
of the National Sooiety of the Daughter
3
of theAnierioan Revolution.

:—i-■—

The Lot of Land at Corner of

Temple

right without

No mao looks

No matter how wall he may
be dressed otherwise, he needs a
a

becoming Hat,

HAT TO TOP HIM OUT.
We have all the new and

popular shapes, either soft
fancy, and we don't charge

or

stiff, just

as

you

Hat Store Prices Either.
You will find a

saving here In the

tha line as well as ether

things.

TRY US, OR RATHER TRY THE HATS.

IRA F. CLARK 8c
The One Price

MASONS WILL BUY
and

CO.,

Spot Cash

Congress Street.
At the meeting

of

the

oommitteeSaturday evening

Masonic hall
it was unani-

mously voted that the committee

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS 1 FURNISHERS,

recom-

mend to their several bodies to have the
board of trustees seoure the lot of laud
on Congress, Temple and Federul
street,
(or Masonic purposes. The lot proposed
would
streets.

have
It is

26 and 28 Monument
-0--

frontage on the three
the westerly side of

a
on

Temple street where there are now a
number of dwelling houses. The committee had also considered the Clark lot on
the corner of Higli and Deering streets.
Plans were exhibited for buildings on
both lots. These plans, however, were
drawn only as suggestions. The building whioh will be e rected will probably
be four stories in height. It may not be
built this year but is regarded as a certainty In the near future.

Mayor Baxter’s administration merils
tbe strongest support from the voters.
March

Dividends.

remitted for, but
*

not

included

in

this

nra

COUGHS and COLDS.
soothes,

quickly

abates the cough,
and renders
ex-

Consumptives
will
derive
from

benefit

Wakes

in ■Rnefrm

of

We throw in the most valuable

the dates given in tho margin, except ns
otherwise stated. Coupons on bonds for
the towns of Dexter and Corinna railroad

aid, will be paid on the 1st proximo, at
the National Bank of Redemption.
Beal Estate

»■

Transfers.

Weabtrook—Frang H. Dunn to Niols
Hansen Jesson.
Board of

Flans are now perfected for holding a
Farmers’
Institute in Lincoln
Hall,

Damarisoutta, on Friday, March tith,
with the following programme.
1.30 p. m.—“Dairy farm and breeding,” illustrated by charts, by Prof. G.
M. Gowell, of Orono. Disoussion.
7.30 p, m.—“Some problem
in Stock
Husbandry,” Secretary MoKeen, fol
lowed by remarks from Prof. Gowell on
handling milk and oream.
Tho publio are moot cordially invited.

may say, without fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the bost
blood purifier in the World, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.

Ash Your doctor about OUR reputation for CARE.

Agriculture.

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1893.
can speak in the highest terms of

—I

Congress

& Green Sts.

feb20_

BICYCLES.
Seventeen years of

XT
\

reme*
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4W
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TeMtnony fromlhe llajor of Sequin,TtG*
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A
\
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RUST,
Attorney at Lav.

Book

i Blow Diseases Mailed

ALL

V

5

Free.

Q

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BR08.

#
^

PROPRIETORS,
Meamaa’, «aakJavs...a.

Springfield, Green County, Mo«

RAMBLER

I tried every known

CAM. W. M.

food

dLf

\

S

trouble*. Tours truly,

medicine from my ^wn personal
I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, wp.s treated by the very be-t
ana
spent hundreds of dolphysicians
lars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I havo only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
than anything I have ever taken.
can recommend your medicine to all
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

Jour
nowledge.

HAMMOND,

A

8*omsr, TEX., January 14, 1893.

Srties

CAREFUL CHEMISTS,

T

Messrs. Wpmvn Bros., Savannah,
Ga.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
P. P. tor a disease of the skin, usually
known ns skin cancer,of thirty years’
standing, and found great teller: to
purifies th. blood and removes all lrritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I hi ve taken fivo or six bottles
and feel confident that another conraa
will elf eoo a cure. It has also relieved
sue from Indigestion and stomaob

Ladies whose systems are poisoned
•nd whose blood is in an impure condition, due to menstrual irregularities,
•re peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonio and blood cleansing propof P. P. P. -Prickly A5b, Pot©
loot and Potassium.

SIMMONS

WgP

dy but In vain,until P. P. p. was used,
and cm now entirely cured.
J. D. JOH14STON,
.Signedby 1
•
Savannah, Ok
•bln Cnncer Cared.

my face.

eczema—wa

scription is valueless.

mBr
t.
^

3b oW whom t: may concern: I hark
by testify to th. wonderful properties
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
loitered for several years with an un*
sightly and disagreeable oruptlon on

primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcors,
totter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,

It costs you nothing extra for
that, and without it your Pre-

(r
is

Aberdeen,
~y,
Capt. J. D. Johuiien.

P. P. P. purities the blood, bulldJ np
the
weak
am1
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
where
sickness,
gloomy
happinessand
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings

EXTREME CARE.

^

acsp*ctf11i/:S”KKWTON.
Blown Cour
Oh

For

The following transfers of real estate
In this county have been recorded ir
the Registry of Deeds:

Maine

and Scrofula

adjunct otthe apothecary, i.e.,

t
S

Arsxdsw, O.. July 21,1891.
Hs?t’?.9 Lipfkan Bros. Savannah.
©a-: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of
your P P P, at Hot Sprisflrs,Ark..aitd
It has done zao mare j?ooa than three
wonths’troatmeatattho Hot Springs*
goad throe bo tlea C. O. D.

Rheumatism

US,

#

Are entirely srentTca by P.PA
—Prickly Ash, Poke Root and Potee*
■bin, the gruacaet blood purifier 00
earth.

in Blood Poison

Prescriptions

i

AND OLD SORES
CATARRH. MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
anil DYSPEPSIA

invariably

its
us e.
Many who suppose their cases to
be
consumption
are only
suffering from a clironic cold
or
deep
seated cough, often aggravated by catarrh.
Balm.
For catarrh use Ely’s Cream
Both
remedies are pleasant to use. Cream Balm
50 cts. per bottle; Pineola
Balsam, 25 c.

When you buy your

£

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

pectoration easy.

OF
nnvahlo

Proprietor.

ELY’S FINFOLA 1-ALSAM is a sure Rem
dy for coughs, colds, ore throat and
for
asthma.
I

Quarterly.

Thfi dividends

Square, Portland, Me.

REDLOKT,

These dividents are payable in March :
Date. Name.
Per Cent. Amount.
3, Eastern 6’s 1906.
b 213,685 Sold by Druggists.
3,
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York.
3, Boston & Me.Prof.,
3,
94,494
3, Portland & Rumford Falls *1K, 3,750
b. Interest on *1,537,380 sterling bonds,
sum.

RUINS,

Beecham’s

your

The reoent celebration of Washington’s
birthday by the Sons and Daughters of
the American Revolution, has brought
before us the names of many of the older
citizens, whoso auoestors were lighting
with the “Father of his Country” instead of jubilantly blowing fish horns
and burning tar buokets.
it may be of
interest to some to know that we have
a
us
living among
daughter of a patriot,
who is a member of the National Society
of the Daughters of the American Revo-

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

Spring styles-

Revolution,

in the furniture building and
them from fighting the fire in

modious Union station oars was found
waiting on Pearl street. Then started
one of the first trolley parties every held
in the oity. Illuminated with red fire,
and conveying a laughing and singing
party the oar was quickly shifted to the
NEW YORK AGROUND.
Westbrook track, and soon that oity wus
Once She Struck and Floated Then She reached.
There they lost the trolley, and
a half mile walk was
ordered. At first
Stuck Fast.
it was thought the supper was to be
Misfortune has again
overtaken the served at the end of the walk, but it wns
Saturday Night’s Fire.
a
“blind..” Again the car was
American line today when for the second only
boarded and into town the party Game.
The alarm from box 54 at 8.15 Saturday
time within
a month
one of their vesUp over Spring street was the route, an d night was for a slight lire in the briok
sels, the New York, grounded during a down Congress to Monument square, the
stable of Dr. Gordon in Avon Plaoe. The
dense fog.
The steamer lies easy mid- happy party went, constantly* guessing
A good Are was in a small room at one side of
way between Sandy Hook point and Stat- what the destinaiton was to be.
en Island
on
what is known as the tail supper was promised, and at ten Col go k the stable used as an office and sleeping
of tho west mud bank in the main chan- an excellent banquet was found prepared
room, but how it originated is a mystery
nel. Although she ran aground, her nose at Weferling’e, after the party had gone
as there was no Are or light of any k lnd
being burled some six or seven feet in all over and out of town to find a meal in the room. The
wood work on one side
the mud and is exposed to any violent waiting opposite the club rooms.
was badly burned but no other damage
gales, the owners are not apprehensive
was done, and the
loss is slight.
The
and her position is not considered u danTHE MUNICIPAL COURT.
upper part of the stable is used as living
gerous one. A point in her favor is that
rooms by Mr. Hansen, the hostler, and
sho went on at comparatively low tide.
ROBINSON.
BEFORE
JUDGE
liis family. Box 54 wns pulled for the
The New York sailed from
SouthampSaturday—Wm. T. Stigman assaulted reason that the box on the corner of
ton for this port Saturday, February 23.
and
40
costs
Cumberland and State streets oould not
Carl Kaiser.
and
Fined
$0
Tho men on watch this morning were"
be opRnod.
startled by a violent shaking of the boat days In county jail.
and a sudden quivering Followed by a
The Heath Kate.
Marine Notes.
loud grounding sound, which told what
There were 18 deaths in Portland durThe steamship Sootsman arrived at
had happened.
“My God, we are aground, despair- ing the past week from tho following Halifax Saturday but will probably not
ingly shouted the pilot.
oauses:
Appendicitis, 1; congestion of be^here before Tuesday.
“Reverse the engines quickly; reverse
the brain, 1; bronchitis, 1; diabetes, 1;
J. W. Trefethen reported the arrival
are
we
hard
was
them;
the
ashore,”
command. Quiok as a hash the engines epilepsy, 1; general debility, 1; fatty Saturday of a single fisherman with 2,500
were reversed and the big liner began to
degeneration ot the heart, 1; inan ltion, pounds of cod ana haddook.
move and wae once more in deep water 1; congestion of the lungs, 1; nephritis,
The mate of the
schooner William
of
the
Middle
south
pyaemia
buoy.
1; phthisis, 1; pneumonia, 4;
just
Keene, Captain Nelson, had a narrow
“That was a close call,” said the piot 1; suicide, 1, uraemia 1.
to the l-.okout.
escape during the late bad weather. The
Police Notes.
“That’s as close to it as I evor saw.”
sohooner iced up badly, there being at
then
steamer
Tho
prooeeded slowly,
The number of arrests for the week least two feet of ico on her decks. The
fairly groping her way, intending to au- was
67,for the following causes: Drunk, mate went forward just as a wave struck
48; larcony, 3; suspicion, 2; breaking the sohooner, and but for
prompt assistfor consti- and entering, 2; vagrant, 1; safe keep- ance would have
gone overboard. All on
ing, 1.
board suffered greatly from the extreme
the
made cold.
Offloers Keating and Woottsom
street
Pleasant
a call on
Saturday night
book at
and and captured a barrel of beer.
TO Dt'KK A COLD
ONE DAY.

pills
pation io* and 25*.

Lydia Cloyes, 93 Years Old, Had Two
Fathers and a Grandfather Who Fought
in the

29.—The steamline was sunk at

FAIRBANKS, General Agent,

irtions

Reached

York, February

1,100,955.66

Consumption

Mrs.

Roaring

Whose

stem to

the Ailsa. Only a few mlnntes elapsed
Philadelphia for a
new set.
Before she became an Amerifrom the time the vessel struck until she
can line ship one of her shafts punohed
went down. As far as oould be learned, a
Cost of Real Estate owned by
hole in her bottom, hfci
the Company,
7,079,481.G8 La Bourgonge suffered little or no injury
Cost of United States and other
LOST HER RUDDER
from the compact.
Bonds,
13,687,057.83
The orew and passengers of the sunken
and
had to oome about and return to
Cost of Bank and Railroad Stocks, 389,954.00
steamer weie brought to the city by the
and
landed at the ship news office Queenstown. While being reparied after
Bills receivable,
2/782.50 tug
Agents’ Ledger Balances,
2,308.77 of the United Press. The offioers ot the this acoident sne suffered a $100,000 Are.
iQ^niicu tu uuc uuuipauj a
Tugs were sent down to the New York
§60,7G4,020.G4 ollice,
24 State street.
In Interview
to take off the passengers in case the vesADD
with tbe passengers, it was learned that sel does not
Interest du© and acpreviously get off.
the orew of the Ailsa behaved in a most
There are 87 first cabin, 130 seoond
crued,
§1,056,582.84
brutal and cowardly manner. Airs. Mil- cabin and 260
Rents
du© and acsteerage passengers on tbe
crued,
37,588.90
ler, one of the passengers, foil overboard New York.
Market
value
of
In the excitement, but was gallantly
“The
New
York
went aground about 6
stocks and bonds
resoued b/ her husband. It is asserted a. in.
over cost,
today,” said Mr. Wright to a re591,834.17
that
when La Bourgogne struck the
Net deferred premiums, 309,739.40
porter at the American line general offithe orew, Instead oi trying to as- ces
this afternoon. She is about five
-$1,995,745.31 Ailsa,
sist, seemed to be inspired only with a miles below quarantine, between HoffGross Assest, December 31, 1835, §62,769,765.95 deBire to save themselves.
They seized man and Swinburne islands. She was
the only available boat whloh they qulokLIABILITIES:
running slowly in tne fog when the aooily lowered and, jumping into It, pushed dent ocourred and was In oharge of a
Amount required to
the
to
fate.
their
off,
leaving
passengers
rd-thsure
all outpilot.
Fourteen cabin passenger were on board
“As soon as we heard of the grounding
Policies,
stading
tbe Ailsa,
net,
among them being several we
Company’s
the Merritt
immediately notified
women.
The latter were
standard,
§54,491,834.00
Wrecking Company, and tugs wore disAll other liabilities,
1,171,675.52
patched to the New York’s assistance.”
VERGING ON HYSTERICS
-$56,663,509.52
“We do not expect,” Mr. Wright conwhen seen at the pier. Some looked as
tinued, “to have any trouble in floating
$
7,090,256.4ii
Surplus,
Ratio of expenses of managehad
been
some
the steamship.
though they
subjeoted to
She oan probably move
ment to receipt© in 1895,
10.00 per cent.
hard usage. The
officers all deny that off under her own steam at higli tide. If
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1895,
not
the
passengers will be transferred
66,606 Insuring,
§158,042,056.00 the orew abused the passengers or were and
brough up to the city on other
guilty of any oowardice.
boats.”
JACOB L
GREENE, President,
Morris
of the Ailsa refused
Capt.
The Cunard
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice-Prest.
to
make any
statement in regard to
EDWARD M. BUNCE, Secretary,
how the acoident occurred. J. WeathSTAMSHIP CAMPANIA
the
chief
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary.
erspoon,
engineer, spoke passed through the narrows at 7.16
the aooident.
He defreely abont
clared that La Bourgogne was to blame o’olook. It was raining hard at the time
aDd said that the Ailsa’s bell was rung and the fog shut in shortly afterward.
continuously while she lay at anchor. The marine observer at
Sanday Hook did
He was rather indignant at the manner
47 Main St., Bang-or, Me.
not see her pass
out, but reported tbe
in which the Frenoh steamer behaved.
feb29
dStnrro.te
too
thick
to
fog
distinguish anything
He denied in toto the passengers’ stateoil shore.
ments that the orew had seized the only
At the offices of the Cunard Company
available boat and abandoned the passen- it was
said that the Campania left her
He asserted that the dock
gers to their fate.
this morning at 6 o’clook. They
passengers refused to go into the small did not think she was in
distress, as if
Doat a lid sought refuge In the rigging.
she had gone
ushore in the lower bay
He says that upon the refusal of the pasj
there would
have olapsed enough time
sengers to enter the boat, tbe captain or- after the
accident to allow of notice
dered the orew to pull for the shore. He
sent
to the office.
No ono of any
being
says the vessel filled and went down so kind bad been received.
rapidly that neither the passengers nor
Tbe tide was remarkably high at 8.30
crew were able to save any of their
o’olock this morning and was failing
effects.
S
caused
fast at
10 o’olook. If any steamship
The Ailta now lies sunk to her lower went
ashore at
top of high water it
catarrh is a verdict often
yards on a hard bottom off Fort Hamil- would be an extremely difficult matter to
ton.
The orew numbered 37, including float
her, it was thought.
«
Captain Morris. It was composed of
Spaniards, (Cubans and Italians. The
The polls will be open at 8 o’cloek.
be
caused
may
g Ailsa is a British sorew steamer, 290 feer,
in length, 34.3 feet beam and 23.9 feet
attacks of acute
Republicans should vote early.
Her tonnage is 1331. She was
depth.
catarrh
at
and
built
is
owned by the
Glasgow
THE CAPTAIN’S LITTLE JOKE.
every g
Atlas Steamship company. She hrd n
or
the constant
genera! oargo. It has been learned that He Got the Wheel Club on a
“Blind
La Bourgogne proceeded but a short disinsidious advances of
tance after the collision and earns to anKnn,”
chronic
which
chor. It is not positively known whether or not she sustained any
injury. She
accelerate any
Everybody knows it was stormy Satur
has 45 cabin passengers on board.
The
Old
Dominion liuo steamship day night, but not enough to daunt the
to
Guyandotte, in-bound for Norfolk, va., Portland Wheel club. A “blind run” had
ran into tbe
Clyde line steamship
been planned, and it was held rogardless
UiliUittiJli YV. (JLiYUE,
au
ot the rain. Twenty-five members gathjorms oj g
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds,
Premium Notes on
Policies in

MISCELLANEOUS.

THREE REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS

A HALIFAX BLAZE,

loss Will Aggregate a Million—Tlie Dewere the words that broke the
silence,
tails.
coming from the pilots lips. Once mure
ship Ailsa of the Atlas
the englnos
were
reversed and every
Marob
1.—Fire broke out
Halifax,
about 2.30 this afternoon
by the steam- oflort was put forth to get the ship baok shortly after midnight in Gordon and
La
ship
Bourgogne of tho General Trans- in the ohannol, but it was of no avail. A Keith’s wholesale and retail house furAtlantic
line bound for Havre. The close inspection showed that she was well
bank with her bow pointed nishing establishment, one of the largest
Ailsa had sailed frnrn New York en route up on the
directly towards Stuten Island, it was in Canada, and the building was in
to
Jamaica.
to
the
Kingston,
Owing
when she went ou, but the flames in less than fifteen minutes. The
low
water
dense fog,
the Ailsa came to anohor at oceans bed boing soft amt
yieluing, tlie entire plaoe was threatened with destruothe south mouth of tho Narrows. The steamer ran far up in tlie mud before
number
The
shock
checked.
was very ton, involving great loss and a
strong tide running swung the vessel’s being
to wake the pas- of .wooden buildings on both sides were
head so at the time of the oollision she slight, not even enough
At 7 o’clock tho passengers be- in
sengers.
danger of burning. Gordon and
was
pointing toward New York. Accord- gan to assemble on deck. Then they Keith’s fronts on two
streets, Barrington
of
the
to
boat, it
the statements of several of the teamed of the grounding
ing
news to the 210 cabin and Granville, and the main building is
orew, the vessel had been at anohor but was not pleasant
took the situation good a handsome brick structure of five stora
few minutes when a huge steamer passengers. They
however, and made them- ies. A wooden building adjoining is also
uatureuly,
hove in sight and, although a continu- selves as comfortable as possible.
occupied by the firm.
ous
Three tugs were sent to the vessel’s asringiug of the Alisa’s bell bad been
At H3.45, the furniture building was a
kept up since she oame to anchor, the sitanoe.
They made no effort to pull
vessel oame on and struck her full in the the vessel off during the morning or af- roaring furnace and the blaze was comLater in the afternuou the municating to other houses. At that
port bow, tearing out a large portion of ternoon.
her side.
steamboats John
G. Moore and George hour, th e whole
Immediately after striking the French
square bounded by Barwith lighters arrived and took rington, Saokville Granville and BlowAilsa, La Bourgogne
baoked out and,
after disengaging herself,
the baggage and oabin passengers.
ers streets was threatened and
on
it looked
proceeded
her way
At the company’s office the general air as though few of the stores or
without making the slightest
dwellings
Emoffer
seemed
with
to render assistance to the Ailsa.
would escape unless the flames were got
exasperation.
charged
the
that
facts
was
the
laid
undor
J.
W.
cuntrol
phasis
Capt.
upon
Morris of the Ailsa was
very rapidly.
on the bridge at the time the collision New York was
proceeding slowly and
By one o'olock all the firemen in Haliocourred and Immediately gave orders to was In charge of a pilot.
fax were working on the fire and were
The St. Paul spent 10 days in the New succeeding fairly well in
weigh anohor. This was instantly done
preventing the
and the vessel was headed for the Fort Jersey
sands reoently,
and only last flames from doing serious
damage to the
Hamilton shore.
Before she had gone Thursday left New York city on her first buildings not within the immediate
far, however, she filled and sank. The trip since the acoident. Shortly before
REACH OF THE FIRE.
captain, passengers and part of the crew an explosion in her engine room resulted
in the death of uine of her orew. The
Those next door to Gordon and Keith’s
TOOK TO THE RIGGING
within a month, ran into
Paris, too,
on both streets caught fire but the fire
from which they were rescued by the tug and sunk a steamship on the other side.
She la at Newport News now being over- department devoted their attention to
Harold.
hauled.
saving them. The loss of Gordon and
The
Harold pioked up later a part of
Earlier in the year all of her boilers but
Keith oould not have been more oomplete
the orew from a small boat belonging to one became oaked, and upon her arrival
Everything in the establishment was
here she was sent to

New

J

v

I
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steady improvement

-AND—

LEADING.

STILL

1896 31odels Now In.
For FAMILY Use.

Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all aches
and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds,
coughs
catarrh,cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, choleraearache, headache, hooping couoi\
Sorbus,
flammatlon, la grippe, lameness, mumps’
muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous headache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
strains, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,’
sore throat, toothache, tousilitis, wind colic.
Originated in_i8io by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.

All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is safe, soothing,-satisfying; so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. U9ed Internal and External.
The Doetor’g signature and directions on every bottle.
IH'rt'd Pamphlet free. Som everywhere. Price. 35 cents.
Six bottle., 12.00. i. S. JOHNSON Sc CO., Boaiou, lira.

)

N. M.

PERKINS&CO.,

Hardware

Dealers,

8 Freest

feb2t;asm

CO-PARTNERSHIP

NOTICE.

MR. JOSEPH S. HAM
this

day admitted

a partner in our house
WM. N. PRINCE & CO.,
Jobbers of Fancy Goods. Small Wares and
Gents’ Furnishings,
255 1-2 Middle St.,
Portland, M©
jan28
(U.K*

QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.
Ginger Carl wheels,
10 cts!
Lemon Gan Wheels,
10 cts
Rifle Nuts,
10 cts.
Animal Crackers,
10 cts
Vanilla Crisps,
10 cts.
Fruit Biscuits,
IS cts.
Assorted Cakes.
12 cts.
Graham Wafers,
12 cts.
Tea.
25c to 00c
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee in
2 lb. cans.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orloff Tea,
try it.
s

A

Telephone, 318.3

-m

lb!
lb.

lb.
lb.

lb
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

-r

iu,

ccuuiona

jKiiains, iUt

6 lb. Currants for
C lb Good Raisins,
3 lb. Fancy Raisins,
loo Crackers,
20 lb. Sugar and 1 lb. 00c
Good Cooking Molasses.

2l» CCS

Tea,

Sauer lvraut
101b. Rolled Oats,
4 lb. good California Prunes.
Sail Pork by the Strip,
Keans. all kinds,
Good Canned Salmon,
Try High Fife Coffee.

26 cts
26 cts
26 cts
26 cts
*1 60.
86 cts gal.
a ct«. lb.
28 cts
96 cts.
7 ots. lb.
60
pk.
10 cts. can.

m

35 & 37

Middle,

St.
jtnMlit

PORTLAND DAILY PRfcSS

publioaus should stick to their party
didates.

—AND—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $0 per year: S3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
late of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
6o cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
first
Three Inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less,
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in uonpanel type and
classed with other paid uotices, 15 cents per
line each insertion.

can-

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

leaders compared.

We Offer the

Voters should be careful about mark-

ing the ballot, because an error in the
process may cause them to lose tliei
votes
entirely. A cross in one of the
squares above the party designation is
absolutely essential. If no cross appears
in
any of those
squares the ballot is
thrown
out as
defective.
Therefore,
when the voter enters the booth the first
thing

for

him

to do is to make a cross
in the square above the ticket the most
of which he intends to vote. If he desires to make olianges in his ticket, let
him make them after he has marked the
cross iu the square.
If
he makes the
changes first he is liable to forget to
make tbe
cross, an omission that will
be fatal.

Republicans

should keep in mind
today
the fact that this is a Presidential
year,
and that a Demooratio viotory in this
will
city today
give that party a great
advantage which it will use unscrupulously in the fall elections. A

V

Reed and Olney and Their Characteristics.

ENGLAND.

2.

oentration
few

MUNICIPAL ELECTION
FOIL

MONDAY, Mar. 2.

1913.

Manley Writes of the Two Men

sive

and

Journal—A Comprelie

who

have axes to

enjoyed

has

of

a

grind and selfish

purposes to promote.

fore,

hands

Portland,

hereto-

for the most part good

government,

but apathy

on

the

part of the people here will in time
produce the same results that it has

brought
WARD ONE.

alive
James

municipalities.

in

voter

every

politics,

municipal

and that

take part in the selection of

public officials.

Ward Clerk—Osman C. Monroe
School Committee—Albert B. Hall.
Constables— Ruel N. Field, Edward
K. Heath.
WARD TWO.

Wo are to determine today what particular men are to have the management of

city affairs for the year

making

Alderman—Isaiah Daniels.
Councilman—Stephen W. Carle, Frank
E. Davis, Thomas J.
Frotbingham.
Warden—Frank B. Snowman.
Ward Clerk—George M. Eastman.
Constables—George H. Skillins, Leander E. Woodsome.
WARD THREE
Alderman—Zenas Thompson.
Councilman—James A. Pine, Samuel
A. Stone, Edwin E. Brown.
Warden—Willard C. G. Carney.
Ward Clerk—William F. Morse.
School Committee—William H. Brownson.

Constables—Oliver A. Skillings, Chas.

H. Hanson.

•—•

WARD

about in larger

It is therefore of the highest consequence
that the iutsrest of the masses be kept

Alderman—Frederick J. IlsJey.
Council men—Wilson Sprague,
T. Johnson, V. Richard Foss.
Warden—Edward H. Sargent.

FOUR.

Alderman—Horatio Clark.
Councilman—Samuel A. True, Frank
I. Moore, Charles E. Woodbury.
Warden—Willard H. Dnrton.
Ward Clerk—HarryjW. Way.
Constables—Frank Merrill,
Wm. S.
Morse.

WARD FIVE.

to

come, and in

selections the character,

ability,

and experience of the candidates must be

considered,

and

also the influences with

Pungent Sketch of Maine’s

BA.WM3IB.Sj

Great Political Leader.

men

of

Edward H. York.
Warden—Edwin A. Giay.
Ward Clerk—Riohard H. Ball.
Constables—Samuel W. Joy, Clarenoe
A. Johnson.

WARD SEVEN.
Alderman—Adam P. Leighton.
Councilmen—Theodore
H. Johnson,
Winfield L. Smith, Fred N.
Mayberry.

Warden—Lyman

W. Hanson.

Clerk—Herbert O. Phillips.
Constables—Charles A. Jones,
E. Cousins.

Charles

A

rousing Republican victory is asif the Republicans turn out today
they should.

sured

The election in Portland will attraot
attention a!l
over the oountry because
Portland is Mr. Reed’s home.
are

election,

very profuse In promises
but their subsequent per-

formance is very meagre.

Mayor Baxter has made
mayors we

have

re-election by

a

ever

had.

of the best
He deserves a

one

big majority.

The

Republicans of Deering should see
to it today that Mayor Mitchell is re
eleoted by a handsome majority. He deserves it.
Remember that the polls will be open
at 8 o’clock this
morning. It is a good
plan to vote before going to business.
The circulars the Democrats have been
sonding broadcast over the oity filled
with

slander

iesperate they

and

falsehoods,

show how

are.

°

The Republican ward tickets are made
up of unexceptionable men.
Many of
them have had experience in city affairs
and all are oapable and thoroughly lndentifled with the interests of the city.
Certain
candidates of the other party

appealing

to

Republicans

vote
for them on personal grounds. A Republican who yields to their entreaties
will make a mistake. These Democrats
are

Semi-Annually
$1,000

to

may promise non-partisanship now, but
if they are elected they will speedily succumb to the pressure of their party. Re-

ul

ins

incuts,

ue

won

repudiated.
He is

and

ability.

three

But

one

character

of them has had

years’ experience, while the other

has had
strated

Mr. Baxter has demon-

none.

his

ability

to

give the city a
business-like administration. We know
from experience that the financial affairs
of the city will be ably managed by Mr.
Baxter, that all its interests will be care-

ully guarded,
watchword
know
Mr.

that progress will be the

of

hie

too, that
Baxter is

in

the

reason

We

administration.

the party that is behind
a

progressive party, that

large

interests at stake

and that they have every
city,
to desire efficient and painstaking

administration of the city affairs. About
Mr. Bird’s capacity for civio administration little

or

nothing

is

will not be

a

known.

He is

specially condusive

to

GO.,

BANKING

NORTHERN

RONDS and
SECURITIES.

the

injunction

was

cf the

ohairman of the Democratic city

parting

Is

committee to his constituents in Ward 4.

cal

torpidity

gobbling

spoils for the benefit of his

politi-

food, which

spirit

utter-

of good

terance of
up the

by

ol
the liver. This
prevents the
digestion of

This in not the languago of
tous

caused

a

government.

man

henchmen.

a man

bent simply

It betrays a

solici-

It is the uton

ferments and

decomposes

in
the stomach
and causes dis-

ly incompatible with good government.
'TO CURE A COLD IN ONE

DAY.

Take laxative Brorao Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it fails
to cure,

tress, dizziness, headache, insomnia,
Hood’s

Pills

ner-

Invigorate
liver, cure biliousness, constipation, jaundice, sick headache, etc. 25c; all druggists.
vousness.

the

MOULTON,

Portland,
mar2

MOUSAM

Committee,

I

J

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
0HA8. L. MARSXON, Seo’y,

€0(ltf

0021

^

j [ The
j Choicest Pudding,
appetizing gridj the
die cakes
made with
j
■

■

*

g

Bonds,
Me.

The beautlfifl SACRED CANTATA

Interest April and October I.

germ product of the wheat
parched is something en-

by-

MERRILL,

the door.

Bankers.
Portland, Die.
d2w
febl4_

j

i

*

•

i

j
{

■

H

Brown &

Josselyn,

][f

Portland,
Agents for Haine,
Supply

1500

j.
[
it

CO.,

Akron, O.
barrels daily capacity.

^ ^

I

R. H. JORDAN,
A&EJMT.

STATE

104
0f the

II

Stearns

Bicycle

is made with a view to its forming a part of the
It’s a good rule to buy only that which has given
satisfaction. The Stearns Bicycle has countless friends, who have weighed
their mount in the balance of service and found it far from wanting.
He
who seeks the best and is willing to pay for it should linger no longer
on the brink of indecision.
Get a Stearns catalogue, buy a “Yellow
Fellow” and obtain

|•

best wheel

ij
i

?
p
i

on

After using

earth.

al Cash
we are

STATE

of the

one

Nation-

Registers about a year,
fully convinced that it is

of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,

Drrggists. Monument Square.
dtf
1

jan2S

MCALLISTER*

RANDALL &

F. 0. BAILEY & C0M 46 Exchange St.

(

St.,

one

Measure for Measure.

j

Exchange
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

COAL.

AGENTS.
feb25dtf

Lehigh and Free-

A Full Assortment of
lis oountry and his party is known and
idmired. Notwithstanding this, the Republicans of New England believe that
it this present crisis Mr.
Reed possesses
those characteristics which, without comparing him to any other leader in the
party, make him the logical and strongest candidate the party oan
present, and
that as Chief Executive he would make
tiie safest and the strongest President.
Mr. Reed has had a remarkable career,
and possesses just those traits of character that are needed in a party leader and
in the Presidential office, for the difficult
and troublesome times that are before us.
He is eminently a man of the peoplo,
having in his early life been compelled to
struggle for an education, and to light
hie way through successive grades to the
commmanding position he now oocupies.
After graduating from college he taught
school; he studiod law he entered the service of his country; and after leaving it,
by hie industry and application and bis
perseverance, he became one of the leading lawyers of New England. He has
been Attorney General of his state,sorved
in both branches of the legislature of
Maine, and lias been for twenty- vears a
of the House of Representatives.
member
His public career is known to all men.

Possessing great literary tastes,

a

mar-

velous fund of humor, industrious, untiring in his application, lie, from the
first, became a conspicuous figure in
Congress. He has been ohairmau of the
committee on judiciary, served on the
committee of ways and means, and twice
been selected ns Speaker of the House of

Representatives.
Ho is a

thorough American,

with

no

Y-P-8-G-E.
of the First Baptist Church, given by
Ltnnie IS. Treadwell, and her classes in
ical Culture, assisted by

195 Middle St P. a Box 1108.

of

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

AND

Tickets 35 cts.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Current

Awointi received

an

allowed

Correspondence
als, Corporations,

on

Time

tracy of this nation would mark the
dawn of a new era in American politics,
and restore the country to its palmiest
and best days.
An extensive traveler,
not cniy in iii3 own country but in foreign lands,a great student of history, a

English and American Cannel.

Wednesday Evening, March 4th.
A reception will be given interspersed witt*
nusic both vocal and instrumental and an ad*
Iress by Mrs. Geo. e. Hunt, followed by dauc*
ng the latter part of the evening. Tickets cat)
)e procured of the members of the Association.
Light refreshments will be served. feb28dtd

favornble

Deposits.

solicited from Individu-

AUCTION SALES.

Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business ofauj description through this Bank.

STEPHEN R. SSHALL. PrssiJm
MARSHALL 1 6001,13.

F, O.

Hand.

ly

Ca|h!si

100-2

...

and

of public
foreign affairs would not
bo
surpassed by any Administration
wbioh this oountry has ever received.
Unlike the candidate of the New England Democracy, Mr. Olney, Mr. Reed
is immensely popular with the common
people. He knows their wants and interests, and is in thorough sympathy with
them. There is not a tinge of demagogism in his makeup. In the ordinary
sense of the word lie is not
a
politician.
He lias never, he never can, and he never will, play politics.
There is no indirection about him. He must and ho will
pursue what he believes to bo right, regardless of coneqeuenoes to himself. He
will be earnestly supported by the Republicans of New Euigand, not because
ho is a citizon of New England, and yet
it should not be denied that the people ol
Now England take just pride in the fact
that lie is one of their own citizens; hill
be will be supported because they believe
he represents in himself the ideal candidate of the party, and that ho would
make the ideal Dresidont of this groal

jingoism in his veins, intensely patriotic,
loyal to all tho principles of the Republiparty, whioh lias made it tho great republic.
party of this nation; conservative, yet

HOW MY PEOPLE
There are who enjoy good music, but who
not play upon any Instrument! Such

can

OFFICE:

I INVITE

7b Commercial & 70

Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf

ap3

FIRST CLASS
X»

X

3NT

jSl.

O

£3

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
o xx o

.a.

Very Fancy

or

s

Plain at

HASTINGS’.
MANTELS

WOOD

O.

BUY AN AEOLIAN !
Dreary and monotonous practice is no longei
necessary. All needful instruction is acquiru
in a week, and you are then ab'e to play air
music ever
Call at our wareroom:
ana let us show you how easy it really is.

published!

Recitals Daily from 3 to 5 p.

Largest and finest stock.

Low-

est Prices.

W.

A.

ALLEN,

Foot of Preble Street.

octSdtf

THE M. 3TEINERT & SONS CO.
T. C.
iMcGOCLDRlCK,

feb27dtf

a 17

lYIana ger.
Congress Street.

DENTON,

Contralto,
just from Europe, can be enuauecl for Concert!
Muslcales, leader of choral Societies, Voet
lenaons. Address FEEBLE HOUSE. febl2l

CONTRACTORS.

TO

NS ami specifications of new buildings
for the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital lo|
it Bangor, Maine, are now ready for estimates,
Mid can be seen at the office of the Architect
Middle street,
John Calvin Stevens. 185
Portland, Maine, and at the office of the Commissioners in MeGuire building at Bangor.
Maine. Full particulars regarding method of
estimating may be obtained from the Architect.
Bids for construction will be received until 12
A. M., Wednesday, March 25, 1896.
A. LITTLE,
S. M.BIRD.
S. M. CAMPBELL,
Commissioners Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital.
d3w
feb22

PL

a

_

-CARDDR. F. AUSTIN

1908.
1905.
1901.
1930.
1915.

and
Office
Woodford*.

TENNEY,

Resideuc.

183

OCUIiZSZ?
Deering 86

to diseases of tlio
Special attention piven
of LENsES. Consultation

and the fitting
Will call within city limits of Portland
andHeering on notice by postal or otherwise
free

_d«

dec27

-FOR SALE BY-

MORSE & CUPTILL,

H. Hn. PAYSQN & GO..
BANKERS,
dec31

Fire Insurance

32 Exchange S«.
dtf

UNITED

Agents,

Have removed to tlieir
NEW OFFICE,

$45,000

No. 50
febl

Exchange St.
<U
^

in

^CAUTIOKT.

STATES

corporations and persons
ALLagainst
receiving, buying

or

cautioned
discounting a

are

piece of paper purporting to be a note, signed
by'me for $360, dated October 15th. 1895,
payable to the order of James DeWolfe. nine
months after its date. The same being without
consideration, and payment of same will be

BONDS

contested.

Portland, Me.,

Feb.

fel)25eod2\v*

STew Loana
_

E1EEI

Prlma Donna

dim

No. 214 I’wloral st.

INVESTMENT!

m.

MADAME

CYCLES

:=

MARCH

feb21

and TILING.

people should

INSPECTION

World-Famed

HUMBER

NO. 1141-2 EXCHANCE ST.

W. P.

YOUR

Suilfc by the oldest and largest house In tha
2ycle trade and for twenty-eight years thd
standard of excellence as the highest type of
L’ycle construction known to the civilized
ivorld, copied by every manufacturer, an<$
:oday unapproachable by any other Cyd«
nuilt in Europe or America.

Street.

City of Zanesville, Ohio, 5’s, due
.4 1-2’s, “
“ “
“
Wisconsin; 6’s
^Masd,
“
“
Ci innati, Ohio, 5’s,
“
Town ci Pittsfield. Maine. 4’s,

C. \V. ALLEN

of the

dtl

MUNICIPAL

O. HAILEY.

marl4__dtf

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle

GO.,

Salesroom 46 Exchange Sire;;!.
!■.

Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
City of Calais. Me., 4s, due 19011911.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, dne 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1908.
City of Seattle, Wash., 5s, dne 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, dne 1927.
Maine Central B. B., First Mortg. 7s,

jam

BAILEY &

UctioQcers and Commission Merchants

BONDS.

Above Coals Constant-

distinguished linguist, a thorough patriOn
ot, and an uncompromising and an unflinching Republican, his administration TELEPHONE

On

dlw

THE SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION

SALE BY-

Lykens Valley franklin,

Genuine

Reserved seats 60 cts.

Will celebrate tbeir Sixty-eighth Anniversary,
at Gilbert’s Hall,

terms.
Interest

Mis*

Fhys»

Miss Florence G. Knight,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and La Troubadour Club.
Miss Grace A. Graves, Accompanist.

sale at Stockbridge’s.
feb28

8UKFHTS

acquaintance with public men in every
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
Burning Coais for Domestic Use.
section of this land, his keen insight and
1912.
knowledge of human nature,bis construcPocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and Maine ICentral R. R., Cons. Mort,
6s,
tive turn of mind, with his unsurpassed
1912.
his Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
courage, his spotless and pure life,
Duluth Street Railway, First Mortar.
executive ability of the highest characfor general steam and
68, 1920.
tsr, earnest convictions, and the oourago unsurpassed
of them,his elevation to the Chief Magis- forge use.
FOR

can

Arm and unyielding, be has a creative
mind, and possesses executive ability in
a marvelous degree. His oareer as
Speaker of the
Fifty First Congress gave him
world-wide fame. E’ew inen oould havo
done what ho did. Ho overthrew the precedent and usages of centuries, and insisted that parlnmentary jaw should bo
based upon common sense. He made
himself the narliamentarv figure of the
nineteenth century, and what are known
as the “Reed Rules,’’ with stand
forever
ns a monument to
his genius and Ids
oould
inspire
leadership. No candidate
the masses of the party as can Mr. Reed,
and be possesses just the qualities for
President of tho Unitod States which are
necessary in these times.
His great varied experience in legislative matters, his thorough and intimate

March 5th„ 1896,
auspices of the

under the

PORTLAND, MAINE,

f

HALL,

Thursday evening,

-OF-

«

AKRON CEREAL

CITY

Casco National Bank

■

Trade in 2lb. packages.

the

■

j[
j

[

^

Jl

j[J

-AT-

TUB

j
\f
1F

One trial will
surely deserve another.
Try it to-morrow.

■

f

feb28d4t

ENTERTAINMENT

W

]

tirelynew.

it
i

a

Great preparations have been made to
have this the most brilliant musical success
of the season. In order that all
may be able
to attend the price of admission has
been
placed at 25 cents for adults and 16 cents for
•liildren. Tickets for sale at T. ,T. Stevens's
Drug Store, by members of the choir and ai

ME.

98 Exchange St.

j[

SHEPHERD BOY,

large chore of children will be given
by the Congress Street Choir, assisted by
some of the leading talent in the
city unde*
the direction of MR. CARL F. A.
WSBER, in
Congress Street M. E. church on
with

Wednesday, March 4th, at 7.30 P. M.

MASON &

j,
J t

I

GRAND CHORDS CONCERT.

I, 1915, DAVIO THE

Due October

I

] Oc, 20c, 30c.

—

ing Tuesday.

$500 and $1,000 denominations

-For sale

Order it to-day. Full
directions on every packWheatolene—the
age.

B
I

Dime Matinee Daily, Commeoc-

Mortgage

PORTLAND,

I

Wildcat!
5J,at.Little
Night.Colleen

1

Bawn.

m

are

j

I
I
I
I

1

B

£

most

hCHANe.
at I.ast.

.1 WO

vveu. Mat.Righted
Night.Michael Strogoff. ■
Thors. Mat..........
..East Lynne, g
Night.. The Prince or Liars. ■
.Love and Duty- H
*JL

dtf

Kennebunk,

§

REPERTOIRE.

WATER COMPANY 1 P°kicks'

First

ORCHESTRA.

Mon. Night.A Kentucky Home.
.‘es- Mat...May Blossom.

Maine.

Gold 5 per cent

Executtye

j.

1A \1 E8 K McDOWKI.L,
j \ME8 E. HEWEY,

AND

_

$20,000

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

good

out,”

CO.
BAND

53 Exchange Street,

,<r

the last quarter of

&

COMEDY

w

natural

;y-seven votes of securing the nomination
he reoeived only thirty votes from the
a
century the people of Portland have New England states, while fifty votes
from these states were cast for Rutherseveral times entrusted the administra- ford B.
Hayes. Again, in 1880, when
tion of oivio affairs to the Demooratlo Mr. Blaine was a candidate foi this nomination, New England only gave him
and
party, but the experiment has never been thirty-five votes,
cast forty-five
him. And in 1884, when the Resuccessful enough to make them desire against
publican National Convention nominatto repeat it more than ono year in succes- ed James G. Blaine as their candidate
for the Presidency, New England only
sion.
One Demooratlo administration
gave him twenty-five votes,and cast fiftyhas
invafiably been sufficient to de- one against him. In 1888, and at the
Minneapolis convention in 1892, the vote
monstrate that the Democratic party as of Now
Enlgand was divided, and did
a party
is far inferior in ability or dis- not with unanimity favor any of the onndidates. At the convention at St. Louts,
position to manage city affairs efficient- it is conceded by all, that the seventyvotes from New England will be
The last experi- eight
ly to the Republican.
cast for Honorable Thomas B. Reed of
ence
of this sort is fresh in mind, and Maine, not because he is a resident of
New England, hut because, in the judgeverybody knows it was productive of ment of the
Republicans of New England, ho would niako the strongest cansome of the worst scandals i n the history
didate that tho party could nominate,
of
municipal government in this city. and the most ideal President that could
is no reason to believe that the be selected from aong themany lllustrous
There
and distinguished members of tho party.
Democratic party of Portland has im- This belief does not in any way involve
any oriticism upon the various other canproved in the last three yeurs; there have didates that will
be presented to the conbeen no signs of a change of heart. The vention. All Republicans recognize the
distinguished services and tile Bplendid
tone of its spokesmen who have deliv- qualities of the Hunorable
William Mcered themselves in publio the past week Kinley, Jr., of Ohio. They kuow that
Honorable Levi P. Morton of New York
shows that the spoils idea is uppermost has hal a career which has been
equaled
few men in this country; that he has
in tlieir minds and that their eagerness by
filled every position to whioh he has been
to get possession of the city is that they called with marvelous tact and discretion
and would make an admirablo President.
may he able to get Lold of the patronage
Honorable William B.
Allison is as
in
order to use it for political ends, popular in New England as in his own
state.
His long and patrietlo service to
“Turn the damned Republican rascals

During

government.

I

Boston.

|

MCKERSON

sa.]vb:x:h.s.

ins

much better President than candidate.
He has the courage of his convictions;
he is firm even to obstinacy, but he does
not possess the grace of tolerancy for
the opinions of others. He hns not a
wide acquaintance with publio men, nor
oan he he called versed in publio nffairs.
He is unquestionably the strongest man
in President Clevelands Cabinet, and un
doubtedly the most trusted udvieer of the
present Chief Magistrate of the nation
While he may receive the indorsement o
Che Demooracv of New England for the
Presidency, he cannot receive the nomination at the hands of the Democratic
National Convention. He is in every
way better than his party, and he stands
tor those principles whioh in past times
made the Democratic party strong, patrintio and powerful.
The Republicans of New England are
In a much stronger position regarding
their candidate for the Presidency. Nevsr before in the history of the Republican
party have the Republicans of New England been united upon a candidate. They
wore divided at the first Republican National Convention, in ’66; they were not
united in 1860, a large portion favoring
the nominaiton of Wiiliam H. Seward,
rad a strong portion favoring the nomination of Abraham Lincoln. Even Gen.
Grant was not the first ohoico of ail the
of New England, and in
Republicans
oru
i,_
uni_j
7-

in

and $500.
Price 103 and Interest.

dec3l_

a

acknowledged good

WARD SIX.
without experieuoe in that line, and the
Influences with which he will be surAlderman—Charles J. McDonald.
Counoilraeu—John L. Corey, Rufus rounded, to judge the future
by the past,

Lamson,

luiue

ONE WEEK.
Commencing Monday, March 2

Denominations

WOODBURY

STREET.

EXCHANGE

32

Hou. Joseph H. Manley writes in the
Boston Journal:
So far as New England is concerned,

aristoorat, and has
which they are likely to be surrounded. nothing in common with the plain people.
Ho has no sympathy with the Populistio
Both the candidates for Mayor are gentle- tendencies of his party, and would make

its members have

Alderman—John T. Fagan.
Councilman—William H. Dow, Harry
R. Virgin, Flank O. Thompson.
Warden—George A. Bynon.
Ward Clerk—Louis B. Laugblin.
School
Committee—Dr.
Edwin
F.
Vose.

before

Interest

H. M. PAYSON & CO,

n-

way to the trout rank in his profession,
and secured for himself a praotioe both
lucrative and honorable.
He was much bettor fitted for the high
office of Attorney General than for that
of Secretary of State, hut it is only just
to say that he had discharged the duties
of his present office much better than his
public life would seem to warrant. Still,
he cannot be oailed a model Secretary of
State. He does not believe in the way3
and methods of diplomacy. He is not a
believer in the theory that language
should be used to conceal thought, and
his blunt and undiplomatic and undignified letter to Lord Salisbury upon the
Venezuelan question illustrates his uuadaptability to guide the affairs of state.
Mr. Oiney ocoupies a prominent social
position,and is a geutlemau of high obaractsr and rugged integrity. He is an old
fashioned Democrat, and not iu touch
with the Democratic party of today, in
taot, upon nearly every publio question
ho stands for what the Democratic party
does not stand for, and he represents in
politics what hte Democratic party has

BELFAST, MAINE,
Refunding Bends,

Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,

iin.

of power in the

municipal

MAYOR:

James P. Baxter.

Democrats

CITY OF

1904.

in the Boston

$30,000

HRESS.

MONDAY, MARCH

as

SECURITIES:

AMUSEMENTS.

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
Wis., 5’s, 1924.
4 Per Gent
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
111., 5’s. 1914.
DATED SOY. 1, 1895.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
DUE SOY. 1, 1925,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,

members of the two great political parties will present to their respective National Conventions theolaims of two citirousing zens of New England for the Presidential
Republican majority in Maine in Septem- nomination. The choice of the Democof Now Eugiand will be the Honorber will be of great help to the
Republi- racy
able Kiohard Oiney, the present Secrecans all over the country in
winning a tary of State; and the Republicans of
national
victory in November.
But New England will, with a unanimity
with
Maiue cities iu possession of the which nover before occurred iu the history of the Republican party, present a
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, Democracy the task of rolling
up a big solid
favoring the nomination
Hi. cents per line each insertion.
Hepubliean majority is going to he an of thedelegation
Honorable Thomas B.
Hoed of
Wants. To 1 yet. For Sale and similar adver- arduous one.
One reason of Democratic Maine.
tisements, 26 cents per week in advance, for
Mr. Olney is a gentleman in the prime
activity is undoubtedly the desire to get
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed adverwho has always acted with the
possession of the city to work it for all of life,which
tisements under these headlines, and all adverhas so conspicuously honored
party,
it is worth politically in the fall.
not paid!
lin advance, twill be
isements
him, with the great cilices of Attorney
General and Secretary of State. Prior to
l arged at regular rates.
his entering Mr. Cleveland's Cabinet. In
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
TO-DAY’S ELECTION.
1893, he had never held public oilioe. He
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
It is unnecessary to say that
today’s was a lawyer practicing at the Suffolk
each subsequent insertion.
takiDg high rank in bis profession,
city election is an important one. It Bar,
Address all communications relating to sub
and standing pre-eminent as a corporaand
advertisements
to
Portland
affects
tion
Interests
flcrlptions
counsel. He hRs been the attorney
olosely related to every
of many trust iutercsts, was counsel for
Publishing Co., 97
Exchange Street,
and it is the duty of
citizen,
every one the Atohison and Topeka railroad, and
Portland, Me.
to assist in determining its result. The lias for many years been the counsel of
New York Office:
the Boston and Maine railroad system.
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
prioe of good government is individual He was particularly well adapted to this
Byron Andrews. Manager.
interest.
Underneath almost all of our liue of professional woik. He is a man
learned in the law, a natural fighter, belhad municipal governments and
repon- ligereut, thoroughly enjoying a contest,
sible for them is the apathy of the masses unyielding, possessing no spirit of compromise,tenacious, having what is known
of the people, and the consequent con- in popular language a “bull dog” spit it.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTE.

FELL THREE STORIES.

Directions to Be Followed Bt the Ballot
Box

Sad

Monday.

Give your ntuna and residence to the
ballot clerk.
Go along to a voting shelf and there
unfold your ballot.
To vote a straight ticket, mar* a cross
X iu the square over the party naino at

Death

of

John

Twitchell

Q.

Saturday.

in tanks,after whioh it is placed in
large
storage tanks, and then Barrelled. They

Sketch of the Successful Life of
Business Man.

a

Leading

Saturday
.John Q.
morning Mr.
Twitohell, of the Twitohell-Champlin
Company, went to his office, and after
the top of the ticket
over liis
letters, started to make
To vote other than a straight ticket, looking
his daily tour of
inspection of the factory.
mark a cross X in the square over the
Ha bad readied the third
story from the
party name, as if to vote a straight ticket
basement, when he signaled for the eleerase
oolumn
then below, in the same
any name or uames,and fill in the names
of any candidate you choose, in the space
left for suoh purpose.
Do not mark your ballot in any other

way.
If you spoil a ballot return it to the
ballot clerk aud he will give you another.
You cannot have more than two extra
ballots, or three in ail.
You must mark your ballot in five
minutes if other voters are waiting; you
cannot remain within tho rail more tuan
10 minutes.
Before leaving the voting sheif, fold
your ballot as it wasjfolded when you received it and keep it so folded until you
plaoe it in the ballot box.
Do not show any one how you have
marked your ballot.
Go to the ballot box ar.d give your
name and residonee to tbe warden or presiding election officers,
g Put your folded ballot in tire box with
the certificate of the city clerk uppermost
and in sight.
A voter who declares to the presiding
offioer or officers (under oath if required),
that he oannot read, or that he is physically unable to mark his ballot, shall,
upon request, be assisted in the marking
of his ballot by two of the election clerks
who shall be directed to so assist by
the oresiding election officer or officers.
EDWIN L. 11TER, City Clerk.
_

_,

To tlie Voters of Ward One.

Mr. Y. Riohard Eoss, whom the Republicans of Ward 1, have nominated for the
Common Council, is a candidate whose
election is demanded by the best interests
of the ward and city.
He is a gentleman of the highest character, a speaker of rare power and thor-

oughly

familiar

with

our

municipal

affairs.
rur uwu

years

no serveu

iu

tile

sum-

Council, during one of whichshe
was president, performing
the duties of
that position with ability, tact, and absolute fairness—winning golden opinions
from members of both parties.
The city needs a gentleman of his experience, intelligence, and advanced ^,view
upon municipal matters to suppoit and
sustain the administration of Mayor Baxter next year.
I confidently predict his
election tv a large majority.
mon

he sent
down, and it was started
from the seoond story above him.
The
elevator was still one
story from him
when those in the basement heard a
cry,
and the sound of some
vator to

body falling

down the elevator well. Howard
Cotton,
one of the men
in the basement, found
Air. Twitchell on the

flour,

apparently

dead.
He was taken to his
private office, and
his wife was at onoe notified of the accident, and was at the store within a few
moments after the removal of the sufferer to
the office.
Air. Twitohell
was
placed on the floor. Dr. Merrill was first
called, and when he reached the office it
did not seem possible that Mr Twitchell
could live beyond a few minutes.
He
however revived to some degree,
and
Dr. Gordon, Dr. Waller and Dr. Twitohell joined Dr. Merrill. An examination
showed that one

LEG WAS BROKEN,
the other

badly injured,

and that the
dislocated.
It
was
thought that he had also sustained internal injuries likely in themselves to prove
fatal. All that medicnl skill could then
do was to keep the spark of life in the
sufferer.
When Dr. Gordon arrived, he said 'he
did not think Mr. Twicheli could live ten

right shoulder

was

minutes.
The sufferer regained consciousness for a moment, and asked what
had happened.

“Well, John,

“you

said Dr. Gordon,
have fallen down the elevator.”
_

"1

J vuj

street, w hi oh ai e owned by them and all
told they have In Portland some four or
five aores of floor space.
At their oil works they receivo kerosene

T

«•

ivuiuuiuci|

.1
ntiiu

If.

util

Twitcheil. “I reached for the rope and
something slipped.”
That was all he could say and

speedily

large manufacturers of brooms, confeotioneiy and other specialties, and are
packers of canned goods as well.
About the middle of July, 1890, they
established their mammoth Boston store,
a
handsome building specially fitted up
for them at 37 Sudbury street. Later the
Boston house was obauged from a general grocery to a distributing depot for
their specialties, tea, coffee, spices, eto.,
and goods which they manufactured.
of the most
Mr. Twitohell was one
active
members of the old Mercantile
Library Association, when it was in existence, and had served as its president.
He was secretary to the Board of Trade

AT LAST MU. BIRD
In Augusta,
land and Miss

Himself

D cclares

to

porters.

member of
the Ancient Landmark lodge, Mt. Vernon Chapter, and Portland Coinmandery
of Masons, and Unity lodge of Odd Felfrom

1863

to

1864. He was

a

lows. He was also a member of the Cum
berland Club.
Mr. Twitcheil was not only an admirable business man, keen and alert, but
his manner
was so bright ami genial
Several
that ho
woo hosts of friends.
years ago he applied himself so closely
to his business that be was compelled to
seek rest
and recreation from a trip to

Europe

and returned much benefited by
We know of no business
the
change.
man on the street who will be more genmissed or whose demise will be
erally

a

Democratic

lially at the Y.

D.

M.

C.

Booms—Says He Didn't Want the Nomination But Deairea to lte

Elected—Aska

‘‘Vote of Every Citizen in the Inter-

For

net of Civic Reform."

The last Demooratio rally of the camwas held Saturday
evening at the
rooms of the
Young Men’s Demooratio

paign

Nathan Clifford, Esq., the chairof the Demooratio city oommittee,
presided, and again appeared to be afraid
that the members of his party would not
club.
man

take interest enough in the eleotion to
vote. Mr. Clifford’s state of alarm was
exhibited In his urgent appeal to his follow Deraoorats to go and vote.
Mr. Bird

there

was

aud

than

more

that, he made a speech. Ho was introduced by Mr. Clifford and when the meeting saw that the candidate was at last
about to bo

heard, their loi g repressed
feelings found vent in applause. Mr.
Bird said:
“I thank you all for your
presence here
tonight. I am glad that so many have
been willing to bravo the storm aud
the wind, because of their devotion to
Democratic principles.
It has been said everywhere that I do

In Corinna, Feb. 22,
Leroy R. Folsom and
Miss Alice K. Merriil.
In Gardiner. Feb. 2G, Elbridire Blodgett of
Bowdoinliam ana Miss Lelia G. Harriman.
fn Waterville, Feb. 25. Arthur E. Runnels of
Albion and Mrs. Florence E. Gullifer.
Jn Hersey, Feb. 19, John Noyes and Miss
M. M. Davis.
In Dedham. Feb. 15,
George II. Robie of
Brewer and Mrs. Clara Rideout of Dedham.
In Princeton. Eeb. 15, Charles H. White and
Miss Mertie Fitch.
In Norway, Feb. 15, Willis E. Flint and Addia E.

At one time

it

All

1 lu

AJ.

DEA~i HS.
In this city, Feb. 29. John Q. Twitchell.
funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2
O'clock from his late residence, No. 20 Deering st reet.
In this city, March 1, Miss Emma S. Walker,
aged 51 years.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from the residence of her brother, John K.
Walker, 139 Franklin street. Relatives and
friends are invited to attend without lurther
notice.

In this city, Feb. 29, George W. Patch, aged
9 mouths.
Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock at his late residence, No. 3 Stetson
Place. Burial at Greenwood, Me.
fn this city. Feb. 29, Margaret L., wife of
William L. Wet >erbee, aged 68 years.
Funeral Monday afternoon ;it 2.30 o’clock
from the re-icJenee of her daughter, Mrs. R. s.
Gould, No. 49 Quebec street.
In South Portland. Feb. 29, Alexander Campbell, aged 56 years 10 mouths.
Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2.30
o'clock from liis late residence, No. 42 Sawyer
76 years

Loyalty to tho party
every Republican should

that

mands

We have

promised

this

of

Items

sale

feathered

pondents

of the Press.

by
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In addition to this are the Pine
Utate oil
works on West Commercial
wharf.

Centre.
Mrs. Elmer E. Adams, Saunders
been ill with a severe

street, has

Harpswellf March

West

1.—Mr.

Mr. and Mrs.
friends in
a

Wm.

Randall

ready and
past eight

tfie

goods
are

Cheap.

I 5 CtS.

19 cts.

A lot of

25 CtS.

Skirts,

prices-

Corset Covers,

39 CtS.

none

foundation with

69 CtS.

lustrous

a

goods.

safely

can

say

have

we never

tunity to buy such desirable

given

customers an

our

underwear so

new

This Morning at Half Past

BROS.

cheap.

New
New

&

BANCROFT.
■

....

ing

prices that “WERE” !
(Sale closes Thursday next

at 6 p. ni.)

was

in

Portland Friday

purchasing goods.

prices.

be made into shook.

Albert Hill of Gray was in this place Fri-

day.
£ Fred Spiller is driving a team for Frank
Hawkes of Raymond.
Deputy Sheriff McDonald of Gray was in
th is place Friday.
Vote

the

Republican

ticket

in

Ward Seven.
TO

CURE A COLD

IN~ONE~DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it fails
to cure. 25c.

eight designs,

or

$1.50

MULTITUDE OF CHAR M.
ERS at a Dollar, smallish
designs. Some are printed
with
minute pimples of glossy
warps,
Mohair. Every conceivable tint,

A

lustres, glossy,

journeying

gowns,

strong, holds the stitches.
Refluffs after months of flattening,
Three shades, Black, Slate, White,
Three weights, Heavy, Medium,
Same

put off till
just “now”!

too late, what you can

price

the

as

ordinary

kinds,

35<S
makers’ requisites of every
kind, tha
best qualities at the lowest

Dress

.

.

Never

can

March
rowdy

is

always

month.

It’s

a

never

safe to be ten minutes,
of the barwalk from your umbrella in March
gains obtainable during the next 4
or April and as it is as liable
to be
days unless sooner closed out:
sunshiny as showery your Umbrella

Here

are

a

few

samples

NOW.

WERE.

Best White Curled Hair Mattresses, weigh 40 pounds,
with very best ticks,
$18.00

$24.00

Elegant Polished Oak Hall Tree, fine design, with
25.00
24x30 French beveled mirror,
Solid Mahogany Chamber Sets, iarge and massive, or
69.00
rich and dainty,
....

37.00

------

115.00

Oriental Couches, all hair filled, covered with Negrus

19.00

28.00

2.00
goods,
Oak Sideboard, nicely polished, No. 200, swell front pat14.50
tern,
I
Solid Oak Extensiou Tables, 8 feet, ex., pretty pattern,

3.00

Tapestry,

new

goods,

of course,

Beautiful Axuiinster Rugs, 27x55 inches, regular $3.00
-------

l
♦
I

X
♦

J

I
4,
♦
T

X

£

GENTS’ WATCHES.
A hundred of them.
Any good
kind you wish.
Don’t keep the
Elgin and Waltham
poor ones.
are all right.
They have suited
millions and will suit you.
$5.00
to $100.00.

LADIES’ WATCHES,

I
J

30.00

Mahogany Morris Chair,

37.50

....

29.00

9.00

f-'.

£
•

♦
X

X

j

in quality. Way down ♦
We have a hundred of ♦
No old stuff but the latest J
them.
produccions of the Elgin and ^
•
Waltham ConJpanies. $10, $50.

Way up
in prices.

22.00

6.33
square top,
12.00
Polished Oak Chiffonier,
This is a rattler ! It has a moth proof cedar chest of
large size and a beautiful French plate beveled mirror.
....

♦

O. Small intends to start his mill nex t
He has a larger amount of lumber in
his yard than usual, the most of which is to
J.

week.

full

Six

Light.

YOu can save from 25 per cent to 75
per cent id you buy at the “NOW”

adventuress,

this week.

Walter Brackett

is

FIBRE, the best interlining we know of. Tough,

the

spent

Gloucester, March 1.—J. D. Dunn an d
Poland were in the place visit-

are

RAMIE

visiting

wife of East

Tha

armures.

printed before
weaving,the looming brings

the

Gloucester.

a

warps

♦444444444444444444444444444444444444444

academy, Wednesday evening,
The drama was
entitled
February 26th.
“Finnigan’s Fortunes.” The following was
the cast of characters:
Larry Finnigan, an old brick mason,
B. M. Patten
Patrick, his son,
E. C. Patten
A. A. Plummer
Rafferty, his friend,
Dutch Jake, his particular aversion,
C. E. Shaw
Count de Mooney, a black sheep,
R. J. Patten
Mrs. Finnigan, Larry ’s ambitious wife,
Miss Annie M. Spencer
Katy, Jake’s daughter,
Miss F. Louise Plummer
was

in

separate skirts, summering suits,
50c, 75«

Harpswell

Music

AnotherPaisley,
Mohair

Eight.

.....

vote

Miss Annie M. Tate
furnished by Jack’s Orchestra.

5

lustrous.
Excellent for

do

an

wools

Some
firm.
changeable,
all are
others monotint,

club of Topsham
entertainment at North

Lovejoy,

ot

at $1.75. woven
or
Broche
This is Silk and
style.
oppor- Mohair, and it’s difficult to say whici
contributes the most to it’s beauty,
the Silk, or the Mohair,
$1.75

About one-quarter of the entire lot are fine Night Gowns
and Skirts that sell usually for from $1.50 to $4.50.
These we have marked very low—89 cts. to $2.50—and

The
finer

wheels.

Hannah

cord

Mohair surface, if

polish.
changeablehundred pieces of all kinds—such high,
combinations.
goods as are in our stock at from 75 cts. to $1.00.
(b) “Alsace” Novelty Silk and>
Mohair woven into smallish irregu«
fine
lot
about
Another
one hundred
garments.
lar designs.
Some pieces that sell at $1.25 and are worth at least a dollar.
3 styles all at
$2.0(1
In this lot over

50 CtS.

Mohair

The Oak Hill Dramatic

Lady

at

$1.00

Lewiston.

dramatic

Exhibition

“Opening Ex'
every sunrising.

ERE ARE TWO
EXAMPLES of the charming possibilities
of
Mohair
a®

Drawers and Chemises

worth less

..

day.
a

an

new

ordinarily expect to cost 38c to 50c each.
Night Gowns, Skirts, Drawers, Corset Covers and $2.00.
Chemises—including some goods that are cheap at 65 cts, and
(a) irieavy whip
than 50 cts.

Isaac Merriman of North Harpswell
purchased a nice horse of Dr. C. F. Curtis, Fri-

gave

A

Mohair

that you would

monday evening.
Snow is rapidly disappearing. Most of the
travelling in the southern part of the town
on

DAY is

position”

samples

An idea of the

Bibber

is done

point—bulk.

that were used by their travWe don’t own a newspaper therein
this
salesmen
season,
eling
taking'orders
fore we can’t tell you of one per
About five hundred pieces in the lot and all different,
cent, of the worthies that grace our
ah medium sizes.
shelves and counters.
Every piece perfect—a few slightly soiled or mussed.
has broken ouir
like a fascinating rash of
gloss all over the surface
of the Spring things.
Two small lots of Corset Covers, Drawers and Chemises
Mohair gleams out of Wool and
that sell usually at from 25 cts. to 40 cts.
Silk and glorifies both.

Literary club meets with Miss Susie M.

The

one

EVERY
day.

Manufacturers’

Why

EASTMAN

Corres-

Chester L. Stover and Clarence Farr
few days in Bath last week.

finest stock of Spring
Dress things we ever saw in
any New England city out of Boston, and Boston can beat it only aft

out a Chene effect, besides which
set brocade figure.

Comfort

are

LARGEST, the noveiest,

the

de-

town,

day

a

Harpswell.
Larrabee of Webster corner is in
guest of Mr. Paul It. Thomas.

every

since.

,

TOWNS.

Interest

rapid blossoming volleys

THE

at half

begins
morning.

the sale

a

you

of Muslin Underwear.
The goods are all

for them.
MAINE
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Every Republican
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In Andover, Feb. 17, Ransom I). Wyman of
Kumferd Falls and Mrs. GeorgiciJ. Thomas of
Canton.
In Castine, Feb. 12, Joseph Hackett and Mrs.
Maggie Courts.

relapsed into unoonsoiousness.
While it was at first thought that death
must come within a few moments, the
wonderful vitality of the injured man
enabled him to slightly rally, and he was
able to whisper a few words to his wife.
It was a pathetio scene. The stricken
head of the great house lay on the floor
WARD ONE REPUBLICAN.
of his offioe semi-conscious, surrounded
by his immediate associates, and attenMusic at Edward H. Thomas's Funeral,
ded by his wife with every movement or
t! One of the features of the services at
indication of life anxiously watched by
the funeral of the late Mr. Edward H.
the physicians
in
attendance, while
Thomas was the musio, whioh was esoutside in the rain, leading Commercial
beautiful.
The
pecially
quartettes, street merchants
gathered to hear the
“Abide With Me,” and “Heaven is my
latest news.
‘‘There is no hope, but he May Bloiisom,
Homo,” were
and was applauded from fltHd to last. Ho
finely rendered by the is still
living,” was sent out from time capital one, each member being partiou said of Hon. Thomas B. Iieed: “He is
members of the First Parish oboir. Miss
to time.
Mr. Champliu gave orders for larly qualified for his or her port,and the
not only n very prominent Presidential
Rice, Mrs. True, Mr. Barnard and Mr. the
closing of the outer doors, fearing entire oompany is in every way admiraCarletcn. The solo “One Sweetly Solemn
but as Speaker of tho House
candidate,
ble.
The
the
colored
the effect of the presence of a large crowd
specialties by
boy,
fills a position that carries with it in
Thought,” was exquisitely sung by Mr. on Mr. TwitohelL
Brundon, was oiever, also the cornet solo be
G, S. Garleton, whose clear, pure tones
some respects more power than the PresiOf course it was impossible to at onee by Manager Nickerson, but the hit in tire
floated through
the still
house and
dency itself. If lie is nominated for
line
was
those
armade
little
specialty
all
by
the lines of activities of the
seemed to breathe the gentle spirit of him suspend
President, then we shall all bo proud to
Frank
Biossom
and
Master
and while the head tists, Baby
who lay so calmly sleeping in the midst great establishment,
see a Maine
man
so
honored, and we
of the house lay helplessly
Richardson, in fact so dainily aitistio
of those who loved him.
that they won the affection of every per- will do our beat to defeat him, but if
FIGHTING AGAINST DEATH,
son present.
The orohestra also come in against our wishes he should be eleored,
An attempt is made to defeat the Regoods arrived and were sent out, but in for their full sliara of
then as Democrats wo will say to him,
applause.
publican candidate for Alderman inWard the building where be lay there was siI'he following are the plays tobegiveD : ‘Do the best you can considering the
Five by his opponent asking for Republi- lence, all business having ceased tbero.
platform on which you stand, and the
Monday night— A Kentucky Home.
And outside there was hardly a Coraadverse circumstances under which you
can votes.
Tuesday matinee—May Blossom.
Rally to Mr. Fagan’s support
merial street firm without its represenTuesday
are laboring.’
night—Two
Orphans.
in a manner that will rebuke Mr. WoodWednesday matinee—Righted at Last.
tative. “The best man on the street is
Colonel Bradbury closed with an apWednesday
night—Michael
Strogoff.
monumental
nerve
bury’s
there,” said an old merchant, with evipeal for unity of action at the polls. Mr.
Thursday matinee—East Lynn.
dent emotion, and ail spoke of the great
Clifford followed in tho same line. Three
The Y. M. C. A. Building.
Thursday night—The Princo of Liars.
loss the city and its business interests
Friday matinee—Love and Duty.
cheers were given for Mr. Bird and then
The committee having In charge the
Friday night—Camille.
he was permitted to fly away.
might sustain, for at that time the phyraising of funds for the new Y. M. G. A.
Saturday matinee—Little Wildcat.
sicians did not hold out the least hope ot
Saturday r.ight—Colleen Hawn.
buildiug will commence the canvass for
recovery.

I B. LIBBY.

Feb. 27, Frank M. Holies of PortLillian Grovesner of Augusta.
Nathan R. Miller and

not want to be elected; that I do not destreet.
In Everett, Mass., Feb. 27, Mary C., widow
sire the sucoess of tbo Democratic tioket,
of the late Abram Osgood of Scuth Portland,
more sincerely mourned.
but that is not true. It is true that I
aged 83 years.
Mr. Twitcheil leaves a widow, who was did not ask for the nomination, aud that
Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
from residence of Henry 11. Upton, Preble St.,
Miss Marble—a son, Arthur, in Williams I did not want it, but I
nooeptea it with South Portland.
In Augusta, Feb. 28, Henry E. Lang, aged 46
college, and a daughter, Gertrude, both a full sense of its importance and respo
27 days.
at present away from home.
sibilities. I have not asked for the vote years
Funeral from his late residence, 191 Fore
Mr. Twitohell’s funeral will take place of any man,or the support of any faotion street. Monday afternoon at 2-30 o’clock. Services at St. Paul Episcopal church at 3 o’clock.
from his late residence on Deering street, but I do ask the vote of
every Demoarat
In Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 28. William T. Kolfe,
next Tuesday at 3 p. m. During Satur- and ofevery citizen in the interest of aged 69 years 3 months 10 days.
[Funeral Sunday* afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
the
afternoon
on
the Cumber- oivio reform. A time whan the ouruings
flag
day
from his late residence. Cape Eiizabetb.
land
Ciuh house
wns placed at half of the
In Hallowed, Feb. 24, Samuel Smith Walker,
people have been deareased, should
47 years.
mast.
also be a time for municipal economy. I aged
In Mercer, Feb. 23, Thomas J. Blaisdell, aged
0<6 JCHI3.
can only say that if I
am elected mayor,
Vote early.
In Tans, Feb. 22, Mrs. Ellen A. Chase, aged
I will be turned by no man or
faction 75
years.
from dnincr what I heliovp. tin hn mv ilntiv
In Dexter, Feb. 23, Mrs. Rose Libby, aged
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
32 years.
and I am free to do my whole duty.
I11 Bangor. Feb. 24, Mrs. Ellen Dougherty,
“If this burden is laid upon me I will aged 78 years.
Nieker.on Comedy Company.
In
Bangor, Feb. 26, David W. Eldrl 'ge, aged
or tittle of my duty, and
60 years.
Commencing this evening and con- not abate a jot
of
the
if
the
affairs
of
this
In
management
Limestone, Feb. 17, Mrs. Mary A. Morse,
for
one
tinuing
week, Edward E. Niokaged 55 years.
erson’s Comedy company, with military groat oorpoiation calls for every moment
In Sherman, Feb. 18, Mrs. Nelson Roberts.
In Bangor, Feb. 10, Mrs. Mary Jordan, aged
band and orohestra, will be tne attrac- of my time, then tue city shall have it
67 years.
tion at Portland theatre. There will be all. (Jan 1 say more?
In Dover, Eeb. 18, Mrs. Sybil Packard, aged
“This is no time for apathy, and it is 1!4 years.
a matinee daily exoepting Monday.
This
In Eastport, Feb. 18, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Bell,
of every man to vote for the
comes strongly recommended the duty
oompany
aged 71 years.
In Eastport. Feb. 17, Thomas Daggett, aged
and is said to give fine performances, ticket I believe represents good govarn68 years.
while the oompany throughout is excep- ment, good order, municipal economy
In Westbrook, March 1st, Lucy Lamb, widow
of tlie late John Lamb, aged 87 years and 6
tionally strong. Popular prices will pre- and the happiness of the oity.
months.
At the close of Mr. Bird’s brief advail.
Burial Tuesday at 2 p. m. at her late residress
Mr.
Clifford
introduced
A.
deucr
at Deer Hill. Westbrook.
Colonel
A Portsmouth paper says: The audiIn Gastonia N. <)., Feb. 27, H. Carroll
YV. Bradbury, as a Portland Democrat
ence at the Portsmouth musiohall ThursHardy, eldest son of Henry II. and Hannah L.
Haruy of Deering, aged 34 years and one
day evening enjoyed themselves, if the who once made a hurried trip from month.
to
Portland
in
order
to
vote
Burial at Gastonia.
applause and laughter whioh filled the YiVashiugton
for Hon, William L. Putnam for mayor.
Massachusetts papers please copy.
The play was
place means anything.
and the entire oast was a Colonel Bradbury made a bright speech,

thought
a short time.
All arRossini Club Concert.
snbsoripitons in
that death was at band. There was but a
The Rossini club was not favored with good
rangements are now made and a oompafaint action of the heart, but the
small sum remains unpledged. very
weather for the celebration
of the
ritivel.v
great
administration of stimulants re- master’s
the
On
when completed will be prompt
The building
birthday, Saturday.
vived the patient, and the Immediate
a
more disagreable storm
could
contrary
the finest east of Boston.
was
over.
This affected
danger
hardly have been imagined.
Devotional Meeting.
At 11.30 It was decided to attempt to somewat the size of the audience but not its
Tiie Woman’s Christian Temperance Union remove him to his home,
and it was briliant or musical character. The society’s
held its regular
week ly meeting
Friday successfully accomplished at 13 o’clock. programmes are always well arranged and
that of Saturday
was
particularly well
afternoon with a large attendance. Mrs. C. Mr.
T witcheil stood the removal and
selected. It lias already been published in
A Parsons presided and spoke on the subsubsequent treatment well, and even re- these columns. From the
opening Rossini
ject, “The Prominence Given to Woman’s vived
His general
slightly.
condition chorus of “La Sneranza.’’ so well suner bv
UVJIH'MIH
IUU11J
showed
a
marked
o(
degree
improve- the club and so well conducted by Mrs. White,
mentioned were those of Martha, in
the
kitchen, Mary the entertainer, Hannah the ment, and for the first time there was a to that delightful chorus with duet and altosolo entitled, “The Good Shepherd” by Menfaint hope that he might recover.
care taking mother, Pliebe the helper in the
the
The hope that Mr. Twitchell might delssohn, that closed
concert, every
church, Dorcas the dispenser ofjjounties.
Mention was made "of the
distinctively rally was not to be realized and at about moment was a delight. The stage, with the
Cliristian character of the W. C'. T. U. and half
striking grouping of the club members, in
past two he peacefully breathed his
and
their rich costumes, set off by plants
to illustrate that fact, Miss Dow said that at
The
news of his death, which of
last.
and stage
the great World’s convention held in Boston course was
fittings, made a
expeoted, created profound palms, scenery
A marked feature of
a few years ago, where the question
was
the business men of the very pretty picture.
regret among
the evenng was the violin playing of young
asked from the platform as t o how many of town aud his many personal friends.
He has the
Mr. Carl Oakman of Boston.
the large delegation were or had been Saband
musician’s head, the prominent brow,
bath school teachers, every woman rose to
JOHN Q. TWITCHELL.
her feet in response. It was ascertained that
great depth from forehead to the back of the
of
One
Portland’s
Leading Business head, and a most agreeable stage personwere wives
a large portion of these worn; .1
Men.
of clergymen.
ality. He is a remarkable player for one so
His bowing is firm, liis tone broad
The next meeting of the union will be held
Mr. John Q.Twitoheil was one of Port- young.
March
find full, and he plays with great grace and
in the First Baptist church Friday,
1 lands'
He
merchants.
was
prominent
His andante from
He
much expression.
6U1, and will be addressed by Mrs. L. M. N.
of a State born in May,
Stevens
on “The urgent need
1838, at Bethel, a member Beriot’s concerto was admirable, his “Les
Woman’s Reformatory.”
of a family whose name is familiar for Tziganes,” showed the perfection of his
ticket in energy and persevorenco throughout the technique, but it remained for the lullaby,
Vote the full Republican
state of
Maine.
He
attended Bethel given as an encore, to thoroughly capture
"Ward One.
Academy as a boy, and after receiving his audience.
and Miss
The piano duet by Mrs. Smith
Benovolont the usual academical
Portland
Longshoremen's
eduoation came tu
Blanchard, was a splendid example of these
where he became a clerk for
Society.
Portland,
Miss
ladies’ thorough musicianly qualities.
The following resolutions were adopted on his brother Thomas,
who had already Marion Weeks’s
piano solo exhibited a nice
the death of Henry Lang, which took place established a
large wholesale grocery touch and much brilliancy. Miss Alice PhilSaturday, February 29th, 1896:
business in this oity. Later he became brook’s piano solo was, as is all tlie work of
the
disin
Whereas, Almighty God,
a
partner in the well-known house of this accomplished player, thoroughly satisposition of his omnipotent will has removed
from our midst, our fellow member, Henry Davis, Twitchell & Chapman.
factory and she responded to the encore so
The voices of the
Lang, we hereby tender to his wife our
Mr. J. Q. Twitohell and Mr.Thomas E. imperatively demanded.
heartfelt sympathy and condolence,
in the
Misses
Alice Wood and Henrietta Kice
sudden and irreparable loss she has
Twitchell,members of Twitoheil & Chapjust
vocal
blended most harmoniously in their
sustained.
bought out the old partners, El- duet, but
man,
And it is further
Miss
resolved, that copies of
they declined an encore.
1 hi3 resolution be
and
Fre
derlok
on
Davis.
spread
our
records, bridge Chapman
Martha Hawes displayed a large pleasing
published in the press of this citv, and for- Mr. J. P.
of
the
Champlin,
present cor- voice and sang the music of her number with
warded to the family of the deceased.
MICHAEL O’BRIEN,
poration, at that time ooming In as a much taste and expression. Miss Blanchard
WILLIAM NELSON.
several
the
JOHN NEELEY,
partner and the firm became Twitoheil and Mrs. Frank Allen played
most acCommittee on resolutions.
Brothers & Champlin, whioh it remained accompaniments for the evening
were very dainty
The
programmes
ceptably.
until
1868, when the other partners pur- and were made especially interesting by the
and
from Shakespeare
chased the interests of Thomas E. Twit- apt quotations
Chaucer.
J.
Twitchell
with
and
Q.
J.
and,
chell,
'BpH A slice of mince pie made of the M P. Champlin as partners, the present
PEERING
& right mince meat is a lunch in
firm was ohanged to Twitoheil & Chamitself—an epicure’s lunch.
plin. In 1872 a brother of J. P. ChamTlie board of registration will be in session
plin, Mr. Frank Champlin, went Into
then changed to at City hall today to correct any errors that
whioh was
the firm,
lists.
Co.
Frank may appear in the voting
Twitoheil, Champlin &
A party of Oakdallans will enjoy a supper
MINCE MEAT
Champlin remained but three years, J.
at Coal kiln coiner this evening.
Bk is the right mince meat. Whole- mj
Q. Twitoheil and J. P. Champlin reWm some, fresh and delicious.
For
The Ladies’ Mission Circle of the CongreIn
firm.
in
the
July 1890, the
in
the
maining
church
pies, fruitcake and fruit pudding. tfl
P Bold
gational church will meet
Take
no
substitute,
Twitoheil -Champlin
everywhere.
JT
corporation, the
vestry this afternoon.
M
Send name and address for booklet,
Mrs. 29
The Deeiing Shakespeare club will meet
Company, was formed. Most of their
Popkins’ Thanksgiving," ® bumoroua story.
plant in Portland is located on Morrill’s this evening with Mrs. Fogg of Leering
MERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE. N Y M

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Sup- _Jn JYjlton, Feb. 22,
Miss Lillian L. Lake.

His

are

At

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MARRIAGES.

The above

are

only hints

We pay back your money

of what you can find in
or

exchange

the

goods

bargains

X

MONUMENT SQUARE.

febl5

tfSthorsp

dressy
looking,
good
shape, frame and
covering.
W.e Lave thought
that and provided a superior
lot of Spring Umof

brellas.
75 cts.

$1.00.
$1.25.
$1.39.

•'

in our store.

if you say so.

Paragon frame, SllksUne Covering.
light weight, rain proof, curved bircn
75o
stick,

Japanese Serge, paragon frame, fast
black, solid rubber handles. Also decorated Dresden handles,
$ 1.00
Corola Covering, rainproof, Dresden
door-knob handles.
Also many fancy
twisted handles. Tight rolled,' $1.25
Fast black. English Seme Covering
Congo handles, gnarled and twisted,'
$1.39

Silk

Coverings, $4.00, $4.50,
Tight rolled, steel rod,

$6.00.
silver

trimmed.

IT’S A CASH SALE.

J. R. LIBBY.

P. S.

“The Household Outfitters,”

IDEAS for dainty dishes
made from Armour’s Extract of Beef.
Cooking lec-

NEW

ures

I icKenney, ~lie Jsweler, j HOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON.

!

should be

!

every

morning. Dainty
charge.

Luncheon all

day,

Every day
ple room.

this week in

no

our

sam-

Ask how to get a cook book.
Exhibition begins this afternoon.

J. R. LIBBY.

X

*

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Sioux

anything

portuuity

I

Terrible
&
is

daily

of death

cause

Bovinine
It is not

a

product,

a

medicine,
powerful

but

a

Pine Ridge Indians Come to Call
Him.

on

every side, not from inability to
get food, but from the impossibility, caused by disease to assimilate it.
Everyone has marked
the continual losing of flesh
and daily wasting away of some
beloved friend. Call the disease
what name you will, the fact
remains that the ultimate end
has been due to starvation.
Don’t wait too long, give the
sufferer

food

concentra-

tion into small bulk of the vital
elements of lean beef, every bit
of the nutritive qualities of which
have been retained, on account
of the special cold process by
which it is prepared.
It creates
red blood corpuscles, innew
creases weight, builds flesh and
nerve tissue, and
strengthening
the life-maintaining organs of
the body* enables them to perform their functions naturally
and throw off disease
ask
your doctor, he will tell you this
is so.
—

HOW THE DELEGATES

on

ARE OFFI-

CIALLY CHOSEN.

Some Noted Warriors of
cluded—Tlieir
Hotv

Many

the

THEY LIKE PHOTOGRAPHS.

Nation In-

Grievances

offices of the Indian bureau and tho In
terior Department, and Little Wound
succeeded in picking out his own face ir
■several of them. There is nothing an Indian likes batter than to have Ills photograph taken, and he will sit as still as a
post in front of the camera. Several
times during the day Little Wound expressed his desire to have his picture taken again, and it was arranged that a call
should be made at the geological survey
for that purpose. One of the peouiiar incidents of the day was Little Wound
picking out in a large jihotograph made
in 1888 a number of old friends who are
now dead.
The delegation also called at
the War Department to see Gen. Stanton,
who is an old acquaintance and friend ot
most of the leading chiefs of the Sioux.
Sometimo next week the delegation
will pay their respects formally to Presi
dent Cleveland, and also visit the Capitol and say “How” to the members ol
the Indian committees at eaoh end of the
building. As their errand in the oity if
one which cannot be hurried,
they will
make themseleves at homo and see all
there is to see.

and

They Try to Express Them.

Washington, February 29.— A task of
greater fijagnitude than that to whioh
the delegation of Sioux Indians now in
thaoity is applying itself could not easily
bi imagined. There .are hut five members ot the delegation, yet they hope to
persuade both the legislative aud executive branches of tho government that the
proper thing for tho government to do
would he to live up to all the treaty provisions whioh have at various times aud
for various reasons been formulated by

representatives of the United States. The
delegation, which arrived yesterday evening over the Pennsylvania railroad,
and is located at the Hotel La Fetra,consists of Little W’ound, Kicking Bear,
George Fire Thunder, Capt. Thunder
Bear and Philip F, Wells, the latter being the interpreter. Little Wound is an
Ogallala, and au unquestioned chief of
high rank in the Sioux nation; in his
younger days.hewas a good deal of;a fighter, and has not yet reached the age when
he might be regarded as an easy mark
for au adversary. His facial resemblance

Bishop John P. Hewman is
able. Kicking Bear is a Brule,
to

RUMORS OF CARLISLE
is He is Afflicted With Presidential

Aspirations,
Another That He

remark-

Trial Granted by

Judge Foster—It’i

language In Regard to Builders of the
City Han Deemed Proper.

The libel suit of the builders of the
Bangor City hall against the
Bangoi
Commercial, for criticising the construetion of the building, was recently
tried

aud was
leader ot tho younger element whioh
made things so very interesting in the
viointy of Pine Ridge six years ago.

at

Auburn and

a

verdict was

rendered

The law court
against the newspaper.
has now granted a new trial,
holding
that the language printed by the Commercial was justifiable and proper.
rescript follows:

Androscoggin,

The

ss.

daznuel B. Bearce et

al,

vs.

Joseph P.

J.—The plaintiffs had contracted to build the Bangor city hall, a puplic
building designed to he used and occupied by the government of the aity for
public purposes, estimated to cost one
hundred thousand dollars. While the construction of this building was in progress
an rutioie was published
by the defendants in their paper, and that portion of
whioh, claimed to be libellous, is as follows :
“The mason work is of the porest quality and It should not be accepted by the
city. Too much sand has been used in
the mortar, and to such an extent that
it du.M not prevent the alkali, which is
the U:» of the mortar, from running out,
as
be seen by the white appearance
of Mw building. Very many of the bricks
are loose, the mortar being too lifeless
to
hold them together, and the contractors
should be obliged to take down and replace the imperfeot sections of the wail.
“The doings of the old Tweed ring in
New York were no woree than much that
has been done in connection with our
oltv building.’’
Held; That the language complained
of was but a fair and reasonable oriticism
upon the work whioh entered into the
construction of this public building, and
consfwj'iited no attack upon the character
ot the plaintiffs, either as Individuals or
in their business as contractors,
The character of the construction of
such a building was a matter of pubiio
importance and interest to the inhabitants and tax payers, and was therefore
a matter of legitimate
public disouseion
by the defendants as well as all others
who had, in common with the rest of the
oommunity.a public and a private pecuniar/ Interest in this important pubiio
work.
__

«
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of publio Interest and concern,
provided be does so fairly and with an
honest purpose. Such comments or criticism are not libelous, unless they are
written malioiously,or there is averment
and proof of special damage,or uDless they
gq further and attack the individual.
There is a material difference between
criticisms or attacks upon a public work,
and upon tbe individual.
Every man has a right to discuss freely
so long as be does it
honsstlyand without
malioe, any subject in which the publio are generally interested, and to state
his own views for the consideration of nil
or an] of those who have a
common interest in the subject.
So long as the oriticism is oonilned to
the work and does not attack the moral
chc.it. v>t or professional integrity of the
iudivirUesi, and is fair and reasonable,
it is no] iiueious, Deoauae it is no defamation of the individual.
But when the comment or oriticism of
the man’s work becomes an attaok on his
private or business character, then the
element of malioe comes in and stamps
the language as libelous.
Language cannot become libelous where
the malice is shown to be against the private or business reputation of some person other than the
plaintiff’s, no matter
to what extent suoh malioo may exist.
In regard to matters of publio interest,
all that is necessary to render the words
spoken or published privileged is, that
they should be communicated in good
faith, without malioe, to those who have
on interest in the
subjeot to which they
refer, and in an honest belief that the
communication is true, suoh belief being
founded
on
reasonable and probable
grounds. When the matter oomplained
of is privileged, the burden of proving
malioe lies on the plaintiff, and the defendant cannot be
oalled on to prove
that he was not actuated by malioe until
some evidence of malioe towards the
plaintiff, more than a mere scintilla, has
been abducted by the plaintiff.
The oflloe of an innuendo is to explain
what is already expressed, but not to en'nrge or change the sense of the previous
ords.
Motion sustained. New trial granted.
matters

■

The law court hag also affirmed the deion of the court below in the onse of
inslew B. Mareton vs. Nelson Dingiay,
lr and othors, publishers of the Lewis-

ntiipnrolur nf tho

fipcf

ronL-

HPI-wx

in the metropolis at the close of his
term of office. Mr. Carlisle replies to no inquiries on either subjeot.
He owes the publio no explanation as to
his movements, and he makes none. His
aw

rresent

being chaperoned by
George, who for several

(Jol. James G.
years past has
been engaged in attending to certain legal matters in whioh a number of the
Sioux are deeply interested.
The delegation is said to be truly representative, with having been seleoted after a struggle at the polls, whioh was
quite as interesting as any white man’s
election, It Is customary for the agent to
seleot delegations, but, as the present
crowd comes at the expense of thelndians
and not of the government, so, fpr the
first time.the Pine Ridge Sioux exorcised
the privilege of franchise. After the election a big council was held, and the delegates were duly instructed. The sum of
$800 was subscribed by the Indians to defray the expenses of tlielr representatives.

New York was a cordial
invitation to
me, and be accepted it. His reception
was a
cordial one, and he appreciated
it. That much admits of no doubt.
rest is “as you like it.”

uuiy

ljio icgni

resiuents 01 ine

reser-

vation De permitted to keep stores within
the reservation bounds. Another roquest
they are going to make looks to the uppointment by the Indians of their own
chief herder. There are now on the Pine
Ridge reservation more than 15,001) head
of cattle—stock rising is really the only
industry—and it is the impression of the
Indiana that their cattle would multiply
more rapidly
if they were rounded up
and generally looked after by an Indianelected herder than they are by a horder
who depends for his job upon the political influence of the white men just off
the edges of the reservation. These matters and a great many others will be disousHBd in talks with the commissioner of
Indian affairs and tne Secretary of the
Interior, members of the Indian committee of both houses, and other public officials.

The

rHE PKESIDENTIAL POSSIBILITY.
If Mr.Carlisle is to stand for the nomilation at Chicago, the faet.will soon apin the polities of Kentuoky. At
rear
rresent, the state is agitated over the
rfforts to elect a sumsessor to Mr. BI“okIrorn in the Senate7"and every other mater for
the time is subordinated. But
hat matter will be shortly disposed of,
either by an eleotlon or by the adjournment of the legislature which is still in
leadlock and
then the next important
avent on the Democratic card will be the
fate convention for the selection of dele-

WHAT THEY WANT.

him.
But, as the gamblers say, nothng risked, nothing gained. If he plays
1 md
loses, all of oourso will be over
vith him.
But if he plays and wins,
iotwitbstandiDg all that has occurred,
le
will once more become a very forrnilable
Presidential quantity. If ho oan
on
his sound money
larry Kentucky
ilatfoim in the primaries ho will be able
j o do substantial things elsewhere.
The Kentucky convention has not yet
>een
oalled, nor has there been much
( erious
canvassing about the personnel
>f the Chicago delegation. On tho silver
t ide,
Mr.Blaokburn and General Hardin
] lave been suggested, and on the sound
noney side Senator Lindsay and Gene] al Buckner.
A successful fight for int tructious
for Mr. Carlisle woud, it is
bought, bo followed by putting Juugo
.lindsay at the head of tho delegation.
■

THE LAW FIRM POSSIBILITY.
It is a fact, however, that general exlectation does not associate Mr. Carlisle
vith the Presidential race. A possible
:anvass of .the probabilities sends him to

which

were made was one to the Indian
where Commissioner Browning
them
a most cordial
gave
reception and
they spent a pleasant half hour conversing with the loading officers of the bureau, to whom by name and reputation
the chiefs were very woil known. Among
others whom they met was Mr. George
H. Holtzman, one of the veteran officials
of the Indian service, who acted as clerk
of the commission that made the treaty
of 1868. As soon as Little Wound and
Kicking Bear learned that Mr. Holtzman
took part in the negotiations leading up
to that treaty they became vory much interested in him and again shook hands
with him in the most deferential mau-

Jew

MEETING OLD FRIENDS.
From the Indian offleo the delegation
went to the Interior Department and
called upon the Acting Secretary of the

Interior. Judge Simms,
the interpreter,
Philip

who, through
Wells, held a

short consultation with the chiefs and assured them that the government would
listen to their errand with attention and
patience, and that in all things pertaining to their progress no ono connected
with the department desired
for the

as

the head of

a

leading

law

he subordinate honors and rnpre than
of the trials and traaucings that
with such places. He is poor.
;o
A
] ortuno HWaits him at the bar.
His
riends
that
bo would start
predict
1
the loaders in New York. They
! iiuoug him ns
the equal of Jonh C. Caregard
er as a counsellor, and they
declare he
nsily rivals Joseph Choate as a speaker
<
u
everything but after-dinner wit and
( able drollery.

i ds fill

Don’t forget that it is

ner.

He told thorn that now, at tlie age of
seventy-eight,he had served continuously
forty-live years in the Indian servico and
was familiar with all that had been done
for their welfare and advancement, which
he heartily wished might continue.

York

irm.
Nothing but the Presidency, it
i s believed,
would induce
him to renain in politics. He has had his fill of

important that
City Council should
The Mayor should* have

1 >oth boards of the
)o

Republican.

! learty

support.
How’s ‘This?

Reward for
Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Rail’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., props., Toledo, O.
We tlie undersigned, have known F.
J.
Iheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
lerfectly honorable in all business transacions and financially able to carry out
any
ibligatIon made by their firm.
WEST .V TRT'AX,
Wholesale
Drueclsts
Dolt-do, O.
WALDIXO. KINNAN & MARVIN. WholeWe oiler One Hundred Dollars

my

case

of

sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
tnternallv
icting directly upon the, blood and mucou
urfaces of the system. Price 75e. per
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.

hollies’

placement and 18 knots speed; the Vizcaya,
Almirante, Oquendo, Ualatuna,

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

FOR

Cardial Cisneros and
De
Frinoesa
A Story of
the Trials of
llrave
the
Of
Aeturiir
the small ships are the
Young Cuban,
Reina Regenta
which attended our Columbian naval review the Alfonso XIII.,
and
of
Lepanto
tons and 20 knots.
4,800
Washington, February 29,—Mr. GonAnother formidable ship is the Emperazalo de Qnesada and Mr. Horatio S. RuCarlos
V
dor
built In 1892 nt
Cadiz.
bens, the secretary and counsel, respec- The ships are of modern construction
fine
and
of
the
armament.
Cuban
the
tively,
torpedo
Among
legation in this city,
is the Ariete ot 97 tons, built at
do not place amy credence in tho tele- boats
Chiswiok, which attained a speed of
grams from Havana which
indicate tho more than 26 knots on Its trial trip.
The Spanish navy is manned by more
probable death of Gen. Antonio Maceo,
than
14,000 seamen and petty officers,
one of the two great
leaders; ot the in- and
9000
marines, and officered by one
surgent forces.
admiral, 2 vioe admirals, and about 8600
Both gentlemen, howevor, wore very other executive officers.
The navy, like
much affooted by more definite news of tho army, is recruited by c*n scrip lion,

deatn of two of their very close naval districts for this purpose being
formed along the coast, among the seafriends and warm adherents of the Cufaring population.
ban cause. Mr. Manual de la Cruz, priNaval officers express no doubt that in
oonfliot
between the United
vate secretary of Minister Tomas Estrada a naval
States
and Spain, this country would
Raima, died suddoDly in Now York, have no
difficulty in beating »uoh an
Thursday night and will be burid tomor- opponent.
Tho military experts in the
row.
Mr. de la Cruz was but thirty-two War Department are equally confident
hat viotory
would, be for the Ameriyears of age, but had already achieved the
ans in
oonfliot on land, or between
eminence of being regarded as Cuba’s the laudany
foroes. No one in either the
most distinguished young writer and a War or Navy
departments regards was
literary critic of iino diaorimi nation and as imminent or probable, or even possiIt was a genoarl accepted view that
ble.
excellent judgment.
should Spain and the United States beTHE DEATH OF YOUNG GOMEZ.
come more starined than at present, the
resouores of the two goevruMessrs. Quesada and Rubens had also diplomatic
ments would be found equal
to the
received news of the death, at Ceutu,
mergenoy.
of
Juan
Alberto
who
was
Africa,
Gomez,
Vote yourself and see that your neighthe representative of Marti in Havana'
bor votes.
previous to the outbreak of the
whom Marti
sent his communications to tho different
ohiefs of the island, as well as the final
order for the present uprising. Gomez
was a Jight colored
mulatto, about fortyfive yoars. of age, and was regarded as an
able journalist. Ho edited Da Ducha,
and published a newspaper himself previous to that time, in which he was the
first in time of peace to openly print separatist propaganda. Tihs led him into
trouble with the Spanish authorities, his
newspaper was suspended and Gomez was
imprisoned. The cause was tried in the
Cuban courts and thence transferred to
Spain, where the highest court deooided
that such Coachings wore within the
constitution as long as they did not advise a iosoit tu force.

IN

THE

HANDS OF THE SPANISH.

MATTIE

CHICKENS

berland

a

EXHIBITED IN

CHAINS,

SALE—Deering Centre. 2 1-2
FORhouse
for two famlies, 19 rooms, In

repair,

'J
^ST
grovw ^

/M

Comparison

Between

and This

Her

Fighting

Country’s.

Washington, February

28 —The Cuban

situation

naturally attracted muoh attention in the State, War and Navy departments today. Nothing would bo said
iu tho State Department regarding the
oourse likely to be taken by the administration.
Tho complications
whioh
might arise, were destined, it was said,
to be settled by the usual methods. Quite
as serious
questions had been presented
before

and

somo

of them involved the

government at Madrid, notably tho protracted controversy regarding the return
of tho American missionaries to tho Caroline
islands, a matter whioh even now
has not boon disposed of.
In the Navy
Department, the conditions wore viewed
with much interest, although with little
e xpeot&ticn of conflioc.
There
was naturally among military
and naval
men, a comparison of the
forces of Spain and the United States,
and, even natural prejudice said, it was
agreed readily that tho maximum Spanish strength could not cope with America’s strength on land or sea.
Tho Spanish army is not a large one,
as
compared with the other European
but such as it is, the Spanish
armies,
military force on a permanent footing is
more than
four times larger than the
United States army.
The regular force
is made up of 116,735 men. This
army,
known as the permanent organization's
classified into 74 regiments of
infantry,
31 regiments of cavalry and 10 regiments
of
artillery, with other sub-divisions
and corps. It is possible to
expand this
foroe by making use of an active reserve
and of a secondary reserve. All men
above the age of 19 years are liable to
military duty,and must serve three years
in the permanent army, three years in
the active, and six years in the secondary reserve. Tho augumentetl foroe will
Most of this army is
equal 1,083,595.
located at
the port fortifications along
tho Spanish coast, but 9,870 are on duty
in the Philipiues,
21,000 iu Cuba and
3400 in Porto Kico.
is of lesi strength
Tho
navy
Spanish
has but one battlethan our own. It
the Pelayo, launched in 1887, of
ship,
9,990 tons displacement, 330 feet long,
with engines of 0,800 horse power, and
of 15.8 knots. There ure
with a speed
two port defense boats, nine cruisers, six
33 torpedo
second class
cruisers, and
boats, making 90 vessels in all. Among
or jisers are tbe Infanta
the first class
7000 tons disMaira Teresa, a ship of

SANBORN, Importers, Boston.

IS CONDITION

CRITICAL.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

Greenhalge’g

Governor

Daughter

Miss Mattie

Overman proved a most sensational witness..
Miss OvermaD, with her baok to
tho audience, and with the members of
the oouncil huddled about her in a semicircle, told a remarakble story of conniving at blaokmail in which she and Mrs.
Mary A. Davidson were the aroh-oonspirMilTlr

Drown

waa

Sum

bodied man who under
farming thoroughly, between the
and 35, and who comes well recomApply to the office of Win. M
BRADLEY, 4sy3 Exchange St.
feb26tf
able
"^F'ANTED—An
"1
stands

to

a

ternoon.
He is
suffering
affection and tonight is very

a

Greenthis af

WANTED.

nervous

competent man and wife to take charge of
Deering City farm, must he a good farmer. For
further information inquire of J. c COLESWORTHY
FRANK CROCKETT or O G.
CHI PM AN, Overseers of the Poor.
feb20-l

low. Dr.
who is in attendance, is noncommittal in regard to his ultimate re
covery though his condition is very critical. At 10 o’clock it was reported that
the Governor was beyond recovery,
but
this his relatives would neither affirm noi

Nlokerson,

A

SINGER—Wanted at
good
TENOR
second tenor in
church male quartette.
once

a

a

compensation; good practice and
ing. Apply to No. 100 Cross street.
No

deny.

At one o’clock he was still
sleeping
quietly under the influence of opiates and
Influence of the doctors thought he would have several

thA

viotim.
She stated that under the
Mrs. Davidson, she consented

party

Lowell, Mass., March 1.—Gov.
balge who has been ill was worse

train25-1

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,

1 nnoownf

to

be a

blackmailing scheme, whereby

82000 was to be obtained from Dr. Brown.
Mrs. Davidson was to prepare a story,
detailug the relationship between Dr.
Brown and Miss Overman, and Miss
Overman was to dispose of it to a San
Francisco paper, $2000 being amount agreed
upon
£The tale was compiled, but Miss Overman’s nerve failed her, and she modified
tier terms with the newspaper to the extent of $1000. This the paper deolined to
pay, and then it was that conscience
smote Mies Overman and she repented
tier misdeed. Heedless of the threats of
Mrs. Davidson, she went to her pastor,
confessed all, and besought his forgiveness, whioh was readily granted.
Incidentally, Miss Overman explained
that she and her aged accomplice had
agreed that In order to give their story
rerisilltude,
they should
provide a
number of flotitious letters, upon whioh
the plot oould be built.
Thus, originated
the celebrated Overman-Tunnell letters,
whioh Miss Overman admits that she
wrote to Mrs. Tunnell for a wrongful
purpose, and whioh she afterwards stolo
from Mrs. Tunnell’s room, in order to
make comparisons and dovestall statements in the epistles,
with assertions
made in similar written letters addressed
to Mrs. Davidson. Miss Overman was
about to go into details regarding the
manner in whioh these letters
were oonlocted. when adj ournment was taken.

hours sleep. His daughter has been summoned from North Carolina.

Boston, March 1,

3 a. m.— At 2.30 a.
Private Secretary Thomas received
news from Gev.
Ureenhalge’s residence
in Lowell that the change in the Gover-

Forty words inserted nnder this
one

week for 25

cents,

can

light

work.

no

GRANT, Limeriek,

S. E.

Maine.
25-2

"ISTANTED—A lady about 35 or 40 vears old
who can come well recommended, Protestant girl, who desires a home in a family oi
three, to do general work and companion.
Gentleman away most

of the time.

Address
2-1

GEO. S. NEVINS.Box 446, Freeport, Me.

1.—In a general way,
it may be said the condition of
Governor
Greenhalge is rather improved tonight. He
passed

March

extremely bad night,
considerably this morning, and
than
today
anybody expected.
an

GIRLS WANTED

‘but rallied

-,,TO-

better

was

b

get

a

Pack Hatches

ecause

thing
as

about the case, said it
could be.
When

Bright’s disease

asked if

helpless

the

indicated
significant reply was, “After the disease
reaches a certain stage it is hopeless, especially after it strikes a v ital organ.”
Physicians in attendance have been loth
to use the term “Bright’s disease,” and in
speaking of the Governor’s condition say his
was so

-AT THE-

serious,

was

it well

for the cottage

or

resi-

summer

11 acres,

over

300 bear*

*lng apple trees, abundance small fruit,
close by Normal school, post office. R. K. &c.,
Sebago being nut into town, electrics coming,
good house and buildings, fine chance for suburban home; price low. T. FaKUON, Gorham Maine.
28-1

made
Pickets. 30 cents gallon.
We can save yon a dollar a week on Meats.
Vegetables, groceries, etc. We call for oreers
and
deliver
them.
Telephone 2J8 5
Best Rump Steak.18 to 22c; fine Vermont Tub
Butter. 22c; best Round Steak. 12 I-2c;
Salt
Pork by Strip, 7c; best Country Ball Butter,
25c; 101b Tub Squire’s pure Lard, 75c; fresh
and Pickled
Tripe, 8c; Frankfort Sausage, 10c;
Iry our Hulled Corn, 10c can; Forequarters
Lamb, 6 to 7c; nice Corned Beef, 2, 4 and 8c;
Best Maccaroni, 10c; Red Alaska Salmon. 10c;
11 Bars Laundry Soap, 25c; California Willie
Ho .ey, 18c box; Best Baltimore Peaches. 10c;
line cooking Molasses, 25 and 35c gal; 3 pck.
Savena Soap Powder, 25c; Best can Blueberries, 10c; 3 lb. best Cal. Prunes, 25c; best Pea
and Y. E. Beans. 45c pk; nice smooth large
Potatoes. 45c bush; 5 lbs. Carolina Rice, 2oc;
51b. Buckets Jam,!45c; bestCocoaShells. 5c lb.
JOHNSON & LAMBERT, 24 Wilrnot St.
Cash Grocers,
27-1

HOME

exchange, two story frame
FORhouse and large
lot with
frontage of 70
a

met; about

one block from Congress street, at
upper end of city. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2
Exchange street.
27-1

FOR SALE—2^ story French roofed house
1
containing 12 rooms in first class repair,
heated by steam, with lot 70x30. Situated
No. 76 Watervllle street.
For funner particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY,
Exehanvo

26-1"
SALE—Grocery business at Morrills
Comer, Deering, Me., old stand, fine location, a good chance for the right party.
Apply at store, W. S. Buxton.
28-1

street.•_
FOR

FOR SALE—First Class Bakery, No. 91 Fore
k
street. One of the best ovens in the city.
Will be sold cheap if applied for soon. L. D.
AUSTIN, 182 Middle street.
25-1

It is difficult

detailed account of his condition,
of the reticense of members of the
household. A physician who knows someto

piano

1

LATEST.

Lowell, Mass.,

a

SALE—Or

hotel,

permanent
cooking; Ameripreferred; would employ two, one for

m

nor’s condition that had been lookd for
had come. It showed the Governor to be
much better than was expected.

heau
cash in advance.

for
WANTED—Woman
job, general work;

buy

dence. Call and see them. Warerooms 548 1-2
Congress street, cor. Oak, J. P. WHEKLW RIGHTS.
28-1

I^OR SALE—Farm,

WANTED—MALE HELP.

of 21
mended.

Congregational church,

as

his

trouble is inflammation of the kidneys, complicated with nervous prostration. Through-

EXCELSIOR MATGH FAGTORY,
Morrill’s Corner.
feb26dlw
__

DOST AND FOUND,

Forty words inserted tinder

this

head

sold
|" indi 3 JJItlVlJMi HUKSI-win t>e
I very reasonable; Is dark bav with black
points; very stylish and fast; not timid and
stands well. Is thoroughbred both
aides;
sire Wlntlirop Piot.
Address. FRANK W.
SPARROW, 176i Middle street, comer Ex-

change

street.

25-1

S10P. SALE OR TO LET-The Homestead
1
of the late Thomas Qulnby, near Stroud•vater In fleering.
Four acres of land
with
street cars;
good house. On line of
10
minutes from Union station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As fine a
location
as
there Is in
fleering. Apply to ANDREW
HAWKS, Stroud water,
dee27-tt

IF YOUR WATCH KICK.

take the kick out of it and make it
WE
day, no encouragement is held out to one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
keep good time. Mainsprings 78c. cleanwhile there is life there
inquirers except,
ing SI.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
the Little Women’s Ball,
is hope.” At midngiht Governor Grenhalge
City #1.50; all work flrstclass. McKENNEY. The
LOST—At
Hall, a California opal, oval in shape, Jeweler, Monument Square.
Negro Put to Death by Masked Men.
JaulBtf
was sleeping and everything appeared to
changeable in color, and transparent. Finder
Blackville, S. C., February 29.— A indicate a comfortable night.
please return to MISS JOSEPHINE HANSON,
120

irowd of masked men held up the South
1'arolina and Georgia west bound passenger train at Windsor, a sail pmassenger
station eighteen rnilos from here, last
light, and took Calvin Kennedy, a negro
prisoner from the custody of two constables and lynched him.
The offence of which Kennedy was accused, and for which he was arrested by
;he constables,ouourred eight months ago
ind liis acouser was Miss Sally Webb,
laughter of a well-to-do miller, who
charged him with assault. She said that
she was deterred by his threats frommensioniug the matter before, and only made
mblic the fact of the assault upon her
low because she was in a
serious condition.

Mayor is
Forces

XiOR SALE—Pianos. $65.75.100. 125. 185.
150, 175, 190. 200. 225. Now is the time

r
to

CHASE &

storied
perfect

B70R SALE—East Deerlng, new 2 story house
A
and stable with 5 acres land. 3 minutes to
electric cars. Price $2,000. W. 11. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street.
28-1

>

aces

First

2-1

steam heat of latest pattern, fine large
stable, 18,500 feet land, abundance of fruit,
all kinds, 1 minute to electrics, hige elevation
with extensive views.
Price $4,500. cost
$9,000. W.H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
street.
28-1

moned From the South.

San Franoiseo, Fehruary 28.—At the
session of the Court of Inquiry Into the
oharges of improper oonduet preferred
against the Rev. Dr. C. O. Brown of the

Maples.”

FOR

Story.

Whether Mr. Bird

SPAIN’S ARMY AND NAVY-

a

“Twin

SALE—In Falmouth, fifty acre farm,
3$ miles from Portland, af the head of
navigation on the Presumpscott river at
Staples Point bridge: can cut GO tons of hay
per year; two story house,
12 rooms;
ell,
barn and outbuildings; all conneoted, in first
class repair, $3500.
J.
WM. MERRILL,
29-3
Falmouth, Maine. Box 460.

CONFESSION

Letters—A Story Within

Me.

FOR SALE—7 miles from Portland,
*cuts 60 tons hay. very large Orchard yield1000
bushels per annum. 2 story house and
ing
barn. Sebago water, electrics will pass premises this year; a forced sale to close an estate.
Price S3,000. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180
Middle street.
28-1

Forty words inserted under this
Slio Wrote

Centre,

TiARM

To Blackmail Dr. Brown of San Francisco

nf.nrs

Gomez was odb of the first leaders to
iise against the Spanish authorities during the present rebellion, which ho did
on February 24, last year, with a few followers. This was near Matanas and the
Spanish soldiers quickly dispersed the
small body ami Gomez was forced to surrender. He came within the provision
of tlie deoree of the captain general which
granted munesty to all those who surrendered within eight days, and he was taken to the palace in Havana, where he was
liberated. In coming down the marble
steps, however, he was rearrested and
thrown into prison on the charge that he
had hought arms for the followers who
had risen with him, and he was tried
and condemned to twenty years’ penal
servitude in Africa. Previous to his deportation to .Spain he was oon lined in
-Moro Castle where he was treated atrooiously and his vigorous health undermined. In the trials of San Guilly, Coloma and Aguirre, Gomez refused
to be a
government witness and shouldered the
responsiDility for all the acts that had
been charged against the government,
saying that he did everything whioh was
attributed to them.

OVERMAN’S

head
week for 585 cents, cash in advance.

hatched without the use
of
the
I want to per“Lousy Old Hen.”
form the operation for yon. You furnish eggs
and I will do the rest. w. L. MERRILL,Cum*

present

insurrection, and through

SAXE.

Forty words inserted under this
one

the

( m

GOING ABOUT TOWN.

office,

YOUNG GOMEZ'S DEATH.

Gomez was sent to Spain in oliains and
oarried through that country in that condition and displayed to the people, who
reviled him and stoned him on frequent
occasions. He was then sent to Ceuta,
gates to Chicago.
the penal colony of Spaiu and Africa,
It has been lire purpose of the sound
where the merciless vengeance of the
: noney
Democrats of the state to ask for
uatructions
for Mr. Carlisle for Presi- Spanish government pursued him still
more
bitterly. The Spaniards stopped
< lent,
and such may still be their purall correspondence between him and his
Instructions cannot be obtained,
] >ose.
and all writing materials were
without a light, and a very family
lowover,
taken from him. Ho was treated to hor1 ritter one. Mr. Blackburn—and espeoirors and indignities that wero
appalling.
< illy
if
he fails of re-election—will opThe last letter received from Gomez was
] lose the proposition if presented, to the
the Moorish lines. It
smuggled
through
I litter end,
of course, with instructions
was written in his own blood, apparently
i or Mr. Carlisle must go an indorsement
with the splintered end of a stiok or
( f all that Mr. Carlisle has done as been!
and that.ghastly proof of Spanish
i ary of tho Treasury.
The siivormen in match,
cruelty is
today by his stricken
1 he convention,
therefore, under either family. In kept
this letter Gomez begged his
J .lr.
Blackburn’s or
Gen. Harrison’s
triends not to write to him and asked
j lorsonal leadersnhip, may be
expected them not to sond money to him or
any
( o vote to a man against a proposition
other prisoner at Ceuta,
because the
( arrying
with
it a
condemnation of
authorities
Spanish
appropriated the
1 hum selves.
money to their own uses. As yet the actual
A GREAT RISK.
cause
of Gomez’s death is not
known, but the Cubans believe that he
! The risk, if
taken, will be very great, was the victim of the polioy which the
'ho
silver men at present, smarting Spanish government is pursuing against
inder tho
disappointment of Mr. Car- the revolutionists whenever it gets them
islo’s recent letter, are extremely severe into their power.

Early this morning the delegation, in
ohnrge of Colonel George, took a walk
about town, seeing the sights of the city,
which, to an Indian, are always more
wonderful than to the ordinary stranger
within the gates. Among the first calls

Journal. The Journal published a
picture of Mr. Sprague which he alleged
to be a caricature and sued the Journal
fox llbsl. He failed to obtain a verdict
Salvation Oil should always be kept in
and the law court has now overruled the
the kitonen. For the ready cure of scaldB
—t> tlous.
and burns it has no equal. 35ots.
ton

followers; the other is that he is getting
■eady to abandon polities with the view
af establishing himseif in the practice of

is

Luui;

Law iu

29.—Mr. Carlisle
'eoent visit to New York has given rise
:o two very interesting but contradictory
One
is that the secretary bar
•eperts.
Presidential
aspriatlons, and is seeking
the support of Mr. Cleveland’s personal

nonttr

A summary of the things which the
government will be asked to do would include, the delegates say, about 60 per
cent of the things jiromised in the many
treaties that have been made, but the
delegates are going to be satisfied if they
can establish their claims
to that large
section of what is Dow northernNebraska
which was clipped off the southern edge
of the Sioux reservation without the
knowledge or consent of those whom the
United States acknowledged were owners
of the soil in question. The testimony to
be presented is almost unanimously on
the Indian side of the oase. Then there
aro a great many minor
matters to be
considered. The Pine Ridge Sioux are
decidedly of the opinion that they have
outgrown some of the restrictions still
insisted upon by the Interior Department; they want more liberty of action
in matters pertaining to their own welfare.
Tboy are going to ask for the abolition
of the lioensod trade system on the entire
Sioux reservation, and they want to have
as many traders’ stores
as
the business
will stand, so that the whole body of Indians will profit by the competition.
They are protectionists, are these Sioux,
and they want to develop the business
abilities which very many of them undoubtedly have, so they are going to ask

Practice

Washington, February

Fire Thunder—who speaks English fairly well—is a catechist in the
Episcopal church, he reproseuta some of
the best elements among the young men.
Captain Thundei Bear is chief of polioe
at Pine Ridge; he has done some
lighting on his own account in days gone by,
and was a first, sergeant in the Sioux
campaign of 1890-91. Philip Wells is an

1

Will

New York—Both Are Discussed.

George
New

fullest op

Wherever the Indians went thoy were
greatly interested in the large group ol
photographs hanging in the various

a

THE COMMERCIAL SUSTAINED.

the

available to them for their advancement.
They also called on J. C. Clem puts, win
lias been for twenty-five years a clerk in
charge of Indian affairs attached to the
Secretary’s office, and later went to set
Judge Wright of tho land office, who ivai
a member of tho commission
appointed
under the Dawes’bill in 1888 for the cess
ion of a large part of tbe Sioux reserve
lion. Little'Wound recognized tho judge
at once and expressed pleas uro at meet
ing him.

Starvation
the

less than

improve tbe condition o:
themselves and their families, both it
their homes, their pursuits, their seliools,
their oliurcbes, and in every
means
to

a

matter

will

for

make

a

good

speoulation.

Mr.

will

out the

Franklin street.

KATAHDIN

24-1

“CON.

CANNOT

HELL BUILDINGS
FOR SALE.

TO LET.

Top of Her Tower Is Lost in the

31 ud

at

New York, Feburary 29.—The Sun says to-

day:

The

liew ram

Forty
one

the Wallabout.

Katahdin that

was

placed

tile Brooklin Navy Yard
has lost the top of her steelarmored conning tower, and the authorities
at the yard are not only trying to locate the
huge piece of metal, but to learn as well
in commission at
last week

who is to blame for the loss.
The Katahdin lies in the Wall

near

about

the stone dock. On Thursday afternoon a
gang of workmen in the employ of Mr.
Bowles’s construction department were put-

words inserted under this hear,
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

stairs tenement of five rooms
Prebio street, §10.00; Park Place,
8 rooms, including water, $15.00;
Cushman street, up stairs rent of G rooms and
bath. $20; house of 13 rooms G7 Danforth
street, $20. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
street, room 4._
27-1

TO

LET—Up

on

bouse ot

rent with board—two
nice sunny rooms, furnished with heat,
and
use of bath room.
light,
Enquire at 42
West street.
26-1

Rooms

for

LET—Rent 142
TOrooms;
rent 249

Cumberland street; six
Congress street, six

At Hallowed, Me.—Substantial mill buildingbrick—252x4-7 feet—4 stories and basement,
with boilers, engines, shafting, sprinklers, piping and river water; also ten tenements, storehouse and brick office.
Suitable for cotton, woolen, shoe or paper
iactory or machine shop.
Apply t.o C. K. HOWE at the mill, or to J. C.
PALFREY', Trustee, 13 floane St., Bostop,
Mass.

feb2»3od9w

"WANTED.
Forty
one

Inserted under this
head
week for 25 ceuts. cash in advance.
words

AND WOMEN—Wanted to introduce a
*■“
new and beautiful art work, new patented
method. We can start you in a way so that
yon can surely make *6 to $10 a day.
Costs
you nothing to start in this beautiful work.
Come aud see for yourself. THE OPAL ART
ieb2-l
CO., 569 Congress street.

AJEN

rooms. Inquire of W. H. SARGENT, corner
ot Cumberland and
Washington streets. 25-1
the steel armor plate that
place
totual trial.
P URN I SHED ROOMS TO l7ET—One large
forms the top of the conning tower—that is
bed
room and kitchen,
furroom,
all
to say, the top of the
tower in which the
nished, good for light house keeping; only
ANTED—For a family of three, a small
Hanged in Front of a Court House.
pilot stands while the vessel is under way. two dollars per week; all the cars pass the
furnished house or suite of furnished
New Orlans, February 29.—Paul
door; only one minute walk to post office. apartments
Francis This
for light housekeeping. The westplate is a piece of Harveyized steel, in ( all at 199^ Middle street,
opposite the Fal- ern part of the city or fleering. Address
md Gilbert Francis were lynched early this
stating
shape somewhat like an inverted saucer. It mouth Hotel.
25-1
terms etc. to MERCHANT, P. O. Box 730
noming in front of the court house at Con- is eight feet in diameter, six inches
RENT—On State street, a very pleasthick,
26-1*
rent, La., St. James’s parish. The two men and weighs two tons. To lift the
ant sunny house of ten rooms with steam
plate into Ii^OR
3rew not relatives.
They attempted to rob place a lot of ropes were passed around it, heat, BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers,
few ladies and
gentlemen
Corner Exchange and Middle streets.
24-2
WANTED—A
wanted to canvass for the Internationa 1
:he store and residence of M. Gourges a few and to these
was hooked the tackle of the
for a good book, #40.00
lights ago. Gourges heard the thieves at his floating derrick. The derrick ilfted the
rPO LET—Upper Tenement No. 65 Spruce Publishing Company,
For further informaper month, guaranteed.
huge
!ront door and went down stairs.
In the
street, 8 rooms and bath, hot and cold tion call or address MRS. J. H. LIBBY Scarpiece of metal easily enough, but just when water
throughout, fine laundrv In hnsement. boro. Me., state
26 1
druggie that ensued Gourges was disarmed it was suspended in the air above the deck
agents.
)f the pistol he carried and knocked down of the
Katahdin the ropes that lifted it besexual
weakness,snrunVTJJliUt—lmpotency,
BENJAM1N F.
iy a blow.
HARRIS, Chambers, corner Tx
gan to give across its sharp edges. The men
ken parts, nervous debility, lost vitality
Exchange and Middle Sts.
20-2
Mrs. Gourges came to his assistance when in
caused
by excess or overwork, positively
charge on hearing the noise of the breaklosses stopped; remedy cheap, con.
restored,
she was seized by the robbers, dragged into
ing fled, and down came the plate, edge first
venient, uood efiects. can send by mail, strict:he yard, and assaulted. Next day the men
on the deck.
confidential.
Particulars, Inclose stamp.
ly
vere arrested.
After telling various stories,
Address PRIVATE PARTY, Pr<»s Office.
The de ck of the Katahdin is as round as
* ND 1 will Buy you such a pretty ring at
21-2
Paul Francis acknowledged that he and Gilthe top of a loaf of bread, and so the
huge
MuKenney’s. A thousand of them, the best
bert were guilty. The result was the lynching.
round steel saucer rolled off the
deck and the largest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
of
in
want
trunks
persons
and Wedding; rings a speeiality.
sank in the waters of
McKKNNY, WANTED—All
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
the Wallabout inThe .leweier, Monument Square,
On Gettysburg Bettlefleld.
Shaw’s
jan 15tf
593 Congress street, one door above
stantly.
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
Gettysburg, Penn., February 29.—Gen.
At that the workmen returned and found
IF WE WANTED A CLOCK
and can
therefore
give bottom prices.
Fitzhugh Lee, the Confederate cavalry com- that the sharp edge of the tower-top had
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
Would go to McKenney’s because he has pictures.fedA-2
nander, and Maj. Gen. O.
O.
Howard, disappeared and searched the deck of the V1TE
”
niore up-to-date Clocks than all the other
LJnited States army, retired, spent the entire Katahdin, but that was the
only trace they stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is wak- WANTED—To buy all kinds of cast off
lay on the battlefield at Gettysburg.
They could find of it.
-the town. Clocks, 95c to $50.00. V? clothing, ladies’dresses, children’s clothMcKENNEY, Tile Jeweler, Monument Square. ing and men’s clothing. I pay the highest cash
iame from the commencement exercises of
The water in the channel where the
plate
In n 15t f
urice. Send letters or postals to Mil. or MRS.
;he Carlisle Indian training school,
and sank is about thirty feet deep. The authoriS. De GBOCT. 7G Middle St., City.
13-3
ffere accompanied by a party of friends.
ties believed that they could
send a diver

Baxter has been proven by .three years of

ting

In

MARRY ME ARRABELLA

Vote

the

plate, and then put steel
hooks around (lie rim and hoist the thing
down to locate the

full

Republican ticket

in

Ward Three.

up again
Mr. James

Yesterday they

Cummings put on

tried to do
a

common

so.

diver

_MISCELLANEOUS._

TO LOAN on
Hf ONEY
real estate—also

1st and 2d mortgages
life insurance policies,
and any kind of collateral security—notes discounted ou favorable terms.
TV. P. CARR,
room G Oxford Building,
feb26d4w

belonging to the department, and when
everything was shipshape slid off the deck
FOR HATCHING—Settings of
Plywhere the missing top had
mouth Rocks, headed by “Rudd Cocker^ew York comes from carelessness about of the Katahdin,
also
ell,”
“Duke of York” Brahmas; 50 cents
rolled off, and followed the trail,
so
to
13
per
eggs. Address Box 143, Deering. Me.,
Hitching cold,” says Dr. Cyrus Edson.
But or call at ltou.se 13 College street.
speak, to the bottom of the channel.
29-1
‘It is such a simple thing and so comwhen he got down no trace of the plate could
offices of stevens & jones
non that very few people, unless it is a he
CO. have been removed to No. 100 Exfind, so he came up, after clawing around Notice—The
;ase of pneumonia, pay any attention to in the mud for a time, and took a rest. Then change street with the Ellingwood Furniture
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
cold. There are a great many oases of he went down and tried again, with no bet- C. Jones at above
22-tf
address.
catarrh and consumption whioh have ter result. A third trial was equally fruitless,
to
is
now
SAMUEL
LEVY
prepared
HJRilieir origin in this neglect of the sim- and now the authorties are wondering what 1,JL
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions lor
thinks
lias become of the thing.
Cummings
or posta
highest
cash
letters
Address
prices.
jlest precaution of every day life.
The
sepA-tf
since the plate weighed two tons and to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
nost sensible advioo is, when you have that,
since it
was but six inches thick, and
yet
to loan; on first and second mortme, get rid of it as soon as possible.
By had a space thirty feet high to fall through,
gages on real estate, personal porpertr,
ill means do not neglect it.” Dr. Edson the
bonds or any good collateral securithing buried itself out of sight and feel- stocks,
ties.
1 loes not tell you how to cure a
cold but ing in Wallabout mud. So the only way to street. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42£ Exchange
jan21-4
ve will.
Take Chamberlain’s Cough recover it is to build a coffer dam or a new
Remedy. It will relieve the lungs, aid style dredge with a divining rod attachment
VF ANTED—SITUATIONS.
to locate the deposit.
1 ixpeotoration,
open the secretions and
In lieu of such expensive means of recoverForty words inserted under this head
loon effect a permanent sure.
25 and 50
one week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.
the lost plate, it is proposed to order a
sent- bottles for Bale by Landers & Bab- ing
new one from the factory, but just what will
)idge, Druggists, Portland; and Oi B. be done in the matter ha3 not been deter- 11TAN TED—Situation by a Scandinavian
*
Call or ailgirl for general house work.
Goodman, Westbrook.
mined.
“Perhaps you would not think so, but
very large proportion of diseases io

suit

EGGS

MONEY

£>ress 82 Newbury street.

28-1

LOST AND

FOUND.

pair of gauntlet sealskin gloves.
Probably left in the Dcering electric car
Wednesday. Feburary 26tli.
Finder will
please return to E. H. E., Press Office and
be suitably rewarded.
29-1

LOST—A

WANTED—AGENTS.

NURSERY AGENTS
WANTED—To take orders on the real
during the coming spring and summer. Unequalled chance for beginners and experienced
men. W© want your help and are willing
to pay
Do not

liberally

for it.

tail to write at once for full information.
WHITING NURSERY CO.,
457BlueHill Ave„
BOSTON. MASS
anlO
MW&Fm2
~

.4 GENTS—A big snap for agents, it surely
takes the lead of all. Something new,
First class lady
beautiful and wonderful.
and gentlemen canvassers and agents wanted
in every town and
the
U.
in
S.
and
city
Canada. Right of cities and towns given.
Co.
are
Art
for
the
Agents
making $30
Opal
to $60 per week. Call and see for yourself.
We can prove to you that our
agents are
THE OPAL ART
making $5 to $10 per day.
CO., 669 Congress street, Portland, Me. 2-1
.rA

■■

FINANCIAL OT COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products

in the

aul K Omaha. 40
prfd.122
Si l aui. mum. si Mann.108
Sugar,common.115%
Texas Pacific.
8V4
UaionPaeilic. new. 7S/s
U. S. Exnress. 43
Wabash....
«%
do prfd. 17E/8

Money Market.
<By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Feb. 29.
Money on call is 3 per cent.; prime mercantile paper was quoted at <5 <7 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was steady, with actual
r
business in bankers bills at 4 86% a4 87
60-day bills and 4 87s*&4 88 for demand;
posted rates at 4 87ig4 88%. Commercial bills
60-davs 4 8G%@4 86%.
Government Bonds
steady. Railroads weak.
Bar silver *'8%.
Mexican dollars 54%.
At Londou to-day oar silver was quoted
31 3-16d i* oz and steady.
Stock ami

>

PORTLAND. Feb. 29.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland, 187 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
Kftail

4;',
7

cars.

4iri»<•/!■*>•*' -Mvjar

Portland market—cut loaf ; confectioners at
71-; pulverised—»:; powered, on: granulated
coffee crushed *c yellow 4Vae.

6%'

Louisburg (Br)Gould, Louisburg, CB,
with coal to Me Cent ltK. Vessel to liyau &
Kelsey
Bennett, New YorkSteamship Cottage City.
J B Coyle.
pas oncers and mdse to
Sch Nettie Cushing, Gilbert. New Vork—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sch E G Willard. Gilbert, New York—coal to

9

Montevideo..

@16%

Cleared.

Riggs.

@45
@23

09

@26

^22

Domestic Markets.

(153’ Telegraph.)

29,' 1896.
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 21.342 pckags
exports 13,030 bush and 815 sacks; sales 7, !
2oo pkgs dull, s eady, unchanged.
r iour Quotations—low extras at; 2 60*3 00
city mills extra at 4 15*4 25; city mills patent |
4 20®4 45: winter wneat low grades at 2 60c
3 Oo : fair to fancy at 2 85*3 90: patents at 3 9i I
®4 15; Minnesota clear 2 70*3 30; straight ,
Apples.
Lard, tcs and
do at 3 00®3 60: do patents 8 35*4 30: do rv<
Fancy. 3O0@3 5
% bbl.pure.j6V8 06%
mixtures 2 60®3 30; superfine at 2 10*2 70
Fair to eooa 2 25(*2 6 ) do com’nd. 6%$»
fine at 2 00®2 25.
Southern flour quiet am
Baldwins.. S3 0O@8 ;>
pails,compd 6% @6% unchanged; common to fair extra 2 40@3 Oo
E \au & lt>.
:
pails, pure 7Vet®7% good to choice at 3 00*8 80. Rye flour firme ;
Lemons.
purelf
9V*@9% and fairly active 2 60®2 96. Buckwheat flou
Messina
2 60®3 r, >: Hams
<fc lo
at nominal 1 20®l 26. Buckwheat at 40@4 c
Faiermo— 2 SOess 2 > aocov'rd
@10% Cornmeal quiet and unchanged. Rye nominal
Orange..
Oil.
Wheat—receipts bus {exports
bush; sale
3 008.3 7. > Kerosene 120 ts
California.
10%
bush, dull, firm at shad-decline; No 2 Re< I
. .!i0®5 01 >i
aanunca
Ligoma.11% store and elev 81%®82 -.afloat at 83%@83%c ;
3 76ig4 5' ), Centennial.11% f o b at
Valencia.
83®84.
mggs.
Pratt’s Astial ..] 3%
Corn—receipts 32,175 bush; exports 606' )
Nearby.18®
IRevoc’s brilliant 13% bush; sales
bush: spot dull and scarce, firm ;
r astern extra.. 17®1 i|In half bbls lc extra
No 2 at 37% c elev,
afloat.
Fresh Western... @1 5
Raisins,
43,200 bush; exports 232 >
Oats—receipts
Held.
(al t Muscatel.60 lb bxs3®6
s ales 6000 bush; dull and steauy: option 3
bu;
Bnttez.
London lay’rll 50@175
steady; No 2 at 28 *4 ; do White at 25Vs.
Creamer\ ,lncy.. 23® 2 f
Coal,
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day wa s
GiiiHilsie Vr :di.20®2 i
Retail—delivered.
dull,
steady and unchanged: hard wheat sprin
Choice.
@1 5'Cumberland 4 00@4 60
Cheese.
Chestnut....
06 00 patents 3 10®3 16; soft wheat patents $3 OOi I
hard wheat bakers 2 16*2 30 in sacks
N. 1. fct’ry.12 ®12V FlTamum....
@3
10;
"7 26
1
Vermont ...12 (<tl2V j Lehiii.. • • •
fed oO soft wheat bakers $2*2 20; Winter wheat
4o in wood. Wheat—No 2 Spring 641,
3
Bate ....13 r«C13V Tea...
20*3
4 00
@65%c; No 2 Red at 698/s@70%c. Corn—No 2
at 29*29%c.
Oats—No 2 at 19%®20c: Mo 2
Gram quowuoni.
Rye 39% ; No 2 Bariev 36Q40c. No 1 Flaxsee
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
at 90c; Mess pork at 9 55*9 iso. Lard 6 27^
a)6 SO; short rib sides at 5 00*5 05; Dry salte J
Friday’s quotations.
meats—shoulders $4 6x%*4 87% : short clea
WHEAT.
sides at 5 12%®6 25.
1'eli.
Receipts—Flour, 666 bbls: wheat. 4.00
May. bush:
O *enlng.65*4
corn. 341.000 bush: oats. 646.000 bust
C7>e
Cosing.w*... 0.66*4
67% rye. 1,900 bush barley. 54,000 bush.
Olt.N
Shipments—Flour 5.60(» bbls; wheat 120.10
bush: corn. 109,000 bush; oats 164,000 bust
Feb.
May. rye. 1200 bush: barley 26.000 bush.
O emnc...29
31W*
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day wa 3
Closing.29
3i3/4
unchanged; patents 3 65@3 8o extra fane y
POEK.
3 35@ 3 60; fancy 2 90®3 CO; choice at 2 60: T
May. 2 66. Wheatlower
;Feb at 63c. Corn steadj ;
O, enlng.
9.66
oats steady; Fe t>
Cltsing.
9.62 Feb 26%*26% -.May 27%.
Provisions—Pork—new
at $9 76; old t
19%.
Saturday’s quotations.
9 25. Lard—prime steam at 6 15*6 22%.Baca o
WHEAT.
—shoulders at 5% ; longs 6%; clear ribs 6% :
Feb.
at 5%c. Dry salted
meats—shou !May. clear sidesIaii
14.
/>laor
K1/.
,1... r-J
Opening.66*4
67:<4
S
Closing.65 Va
€7% ,5V8.
4
000
wheat
bbls;
13,30 ">
Receipts—Flour
COltS.
bush; corn 90,000 bush; oats 12 090 bush; ry e
Feb.
May.
hush.
O-enlng.29
jWi^e
Shipments—Flour <5,700 bbls: wheat 8,40 3
Cosing.29
315^ hush; corn 6,000 bushi oats 1,800 bush; rj a
FEBRUARY

....

—

—

—

—

r»

rv

rro

—

POKE.

—b i'll.

May.

~

Opening.
Cosing.

9.60
9.7o
I.AItD.

Opening.

July.

Sew York

Quotation* on Stock3 aiSd Bonds
By Telegraph
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds:
Feb. 29.
Feb. 28
few 4’a reg.<sy 108Va
<fe 109*4
New 4's
coup.t«iiO
&110
United states 2s reg. 35
^6
Central Pacific lsts.101
101
l'enrer & It, G. 1st.113
113*4
tiio 2ds.

73

Kansas Pacific Consols. 73
Oregon N av. I sts..110
Kansas Pacific lsts.102*4
Northern Pacific cons 6s....
quotations 01 stocks:
A fchisor.18*4
I a

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 74V4C; No l
White at 76c cash bid. Corn—No 2 at 30 non
White 23“/s.
Inal. Oats—No

Sept.

Closing.

73
73
110

FostonStoelc Market.
The following are the latest closing quota
tions of stocks at Boston:
Mexican Centra 4s. 69*,
Atchison. Top. & Santa Fe. E. 161, 1
Boston & Maine.
do
pfd
Maine Central.

Union Pacific.
71,
American Beil.203t J
American sugar, common.H6i, 1

Sugar, nfd..
Mass., pfd.

Ceu

do

European Markets.

43

(By Telegraph.)

sin;

Adams

Express.148

lunrican

Express.ill

Boston St Maine.
• ea ra;

facliic. 15
Cues. «i,mo. isy.
iiiep.no s.Alton.156
Crncaao .v Alton preferred_170
Chicano, Buritnirton & Quincy 78
Delaware* Hudson (..anal 00.120*4
ociaware.Laekawana * WesclGO
Denyer * itlo Orande. 13
trl«. 10

orelerrod
28*4
Il lnols Central. a61 2
no

l al:e Erie &

West. 20V,

Lake. Shore...147*/,
X.0U13 ctJNash.
6i?/a
Mexican

(Central.

\\

jot

common.

Mexican Centra). nt J
Franklin Co., Lewiston.
1121,

102%

18*4
148
111
171
15
ma*
156
170

78*4
12«*/2

LONDON,Feb. 29. 1896.—Consols 109 11-16
for money and 109 16-18a for the account.
LIVERPOOL,Feb. 29. 1896.—Cotton marki t
easier: American middling 4 l3-32d: estlma >
ed sales 8,000 bales; speculation and expo t
600 bales.

Quotations Winter Wheat at 6s 8d@6s 9c ;
Spring Wheat 6s 7Vs:dg5s »Vju.
Corn 3s 4d.

Pont steady 58 9d.

1«0

13*4
167/s
28*4
gg

20v,
i4G*/a
52:vs
3.>

OCEAN sTBA MElt
FROM

6tOTE.WB.Vr9
FOB

Lahn.New York. .Bremen_Mch
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra.. Mch
New York... .New York. .S’thampton Mch
Delcomyn.New York.. Montevideo Mch
Noordlaud —New York. .Antwerp .Mch

Britanic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mcli
.Livernool. .Mcli
Laurentian —Portland
Columbia.New York. .Hamburg ..Mch
Umbria.New York. .Livernool.. Mch
r'3Va Persia.NewYork. .Hamburg. .Mch
York. Rotterdam. Mch
lo'u
Spaarndam_New York.
Furnesia.New
4i/4
.Glasgow,.. .Mch
Mississippi.New York. .London ....Mcli
10294 Bietagne. New York. .Havre.Mch
34]K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Genoa.Mch
y,s
.Mch
Y’limuri.New York. .Jamaica
jo
Alene.New York. .Kingston .Melt
Mch
67% Finance.New York. .Colon
4u" Spree .New Yolk. .Bremen ...Mcli
377
Trinidad.New York. Bermuda!. Nch
1
St. Louis.New York. .S’thanmton.Mch
28
Friesland .New Y'ork. .Antwerp
Mch
1p>6
Majestic.New York..Liverpool...Mch
12% Santiago.New York. .Cieufuegos..Meh
72
Palatia.Now York. Hamburg ...Mch
76%
Venezuela
.New York. .Laguayra. .Meh
do bf»1.J 30
3 29
Foutabelle.New York.. St Thomas.Meh
Lucania.New York. .Livernool,. .Meh
New Y’ork. .Rotterdam.Mch
Tin i no i>ofter proof of the excel- Amsterdam
lence of Dr. Dull’s Cough Syrup than Mohawk.New York. .Louuon —Mch
York.. Demerara..Mch
Tjomo.New
that ifc is recomii/eiiUocl by leading phyai- Saale.New York.
.Bremen —Mch
Michigan Central'pf. «,<;
Minn & St. L..
Kinn. & St. Louis, pf.. so
Missouri racinc. 23%
New Jersey Ueau*ai..105%
i'.ertfcen racilic common.1.14
no
C>
preferred_ i6*/4
North w rtsrern.103y2
145
Northwestern. uia.
Nflw York Central.. 5*714
New York.Chicago &'St. Louis- 13
do 1st pro. 07Va
New York & N E. 40
Oici Coionv.. *.177
• inr.
& Western. 1
raci; cMaii. 27 %
r ni- ’an r'ldace.U><>
ltoviuxi*. 12
7 t%
}■' rk 19 and
Sr. PruI. 76

3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
7
7
7

..

‘-o*/*
sn

~

..

••

...

...

ciM&

SUNDAY, March

Sch Canopus, from
mixed fish.

...

8

'Genqamp ,,..Jiew York,,Uverppol.1,Hch

CORRESPONDINGLY

LOW.

1.

STS.

feb2Geodtf

Georges, with 30,000 lbs

7
7
7
7
7
10
I°
1
1l
]
1
12
1
1
14

1

|

1

^

1
14
1*
1
18

The only safe, sure and

■ BT?..

PENNYROYAL PILLS. §P«

schs
BOOTHBAY
Cora C Header, Header, Portland; G \V Rich,

for DR. MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS and take no other.
Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 6 ftoxes for $5oOO,
DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland, Ol.ua
For sale by Landers &Babbidge, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Maine.

JAsk

Boston.
In port, schs

Henry L Peckhara, for Philadelphia; Eagle Wing. for Washington; George W
and
Jewett,
Roger Drury, for New York.
Arat North Boothbay 29th, sch Abel E BabBoston.
from
cock,
At Pool's Landing, sens John YV J.lnnell, from
Boston; Addie P McFadden, from Bath.

|

HONEST PANTS.

—

25

schooner YVm B Palmer, 1805 tons
was successfully launched from the yard of N 1
Palmer, at Bath, 2»th. She will be ready foi
sea in about ten days.
Capt Frank E Dyer.
of YValtbam, formerly of schr M B Milfen, wit
new

52
25
—

■—

~
—

=2

Notice to Mariners.

feb29dlw

55 H AEflll
|n

mg

■ ■

SBSI f % H
|V| I |b 1%

Original

Cures In 1 to 4 days. Immedlate in .ttect; quick to cure.
A positive preventive. Can be
carried in vest pocket, all com-

SMS1'always

Pile Cure

For Bale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205Mid<ll St., and
676 and 800 Congress Street.

A

sch

Myra

for

Dickson, do for do.

PASCAGODLA—Ar 28th,

sch

1

Eleanor, Voss

At

YOU

Alii»

ARE
Our samples

KNOW

are now

REST.

No. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.

I

jam 3

dtf

SPECIAL

>

1

■

We

are

NOTICE.

:

Morse, Lane, Yokohama.

SEATTLE—Ar 27th, seb Ferris 8 Thompsor
Potter. San Pedro.
SAVANNAH—Sid fm Tybee 28th. sch Carri )
T Belano. Turner. Bos'on.
WILMINGTON—Ar 28th, sell Florence A
Strout. New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29tb, sch Mary 1 S
Morse. Newbury, Water Cove lor New York.
Iu Vineyard-Sound 29tli. brig Eugene Half
Harding, Savauna-la-Mar tor Boston.

:

constantly leceiving

now

footwear in New

our

Spring

Headquarters

handled for coughs,

>

give 3

colds

am

Baldridge, Millersville
croup. A. W.
for sale by Landers & Babbidge, Drug
gists, Portland; and C. B. Woodman
Westbrook,

|
j

E. “Howard” & Co.
CYCLES.
MADE

LIKE

A

HOWARD

'WATCH."

Perfeot in

construction, unsurpassed
in finish, new drop frame assuring extra
detachable
stiffness,
sprockett, Vim tire,
all parts made in our works, warranted
and
feet
fully
guaranteed.
pei
The only wheel furnishing double
handle bars.

6.25 n.

m.

at Ayer Juotloa with
"Homfl
Taman]
Route" for the West And at Ualon Station,
for
Providence
and New York,
Woroester,
via "Providence Line," for Norwlek and
New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with tile
New Tork All Rnil via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A ra.,
1.30
and
6.45 p.
m.': from Oorliani
at
8.30 and
6.40.
10.60 a
1.3u
m„
5.45 and 6.15 p. m.
4.15,
F or through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Ageut, Portland, Me.

i. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf

3e2S

In effect Monday, November. 4, 1895.
Trains leave Wiscassett for Albiou and wav
stations at 9.65 a. m. and 8. 65 p. m. Arive in
Wiscasset at 9.05 a. m. and 6.l5p. in.
Trams leave Albion at 6.00 a. m. and 1.40
p. m. Arrive in Albion at 1.20 and 6.58 p. m.
J. F TUCKER Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Gen’l Mgr.
mayl8
dtf

TfoTpEior
To the

Electors of the City
Pori land.

ol

J.A.MERRILL&CO.,
Congress St.,

for Cumberland

feb24

County.
eod;lm

l

Tlie Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested to meet at Grange Hall on Wednesday,
March 4th, 1896, at 4-p. m., for the purpose of
nominating candidates lor the several town
offices to be supported at Annual Meeting.
Per order, TOWN COMMITTEE.
Baldwin.
The Republicans of Baldwin are requested to
meet at the town bonse In said town on Saturday, the seventh day ol March, lor the purpose of nominating candidates for the several
town offices to be supported at the annual
town meeting; also to select three delegates to
attend the the State convention to be liolden
in Portland. Per order of

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE.

to warrants from tlie Mayoi
and Aldermen of the City of Portland,
I hereby warn and notify the*inhabitants ol
said City of Portland, qualified according tc
law, to meet, at their respective Ward Rooms
on the FIRST MONDAY of MARCH next, being the second day of said month, at eight
o’clock in the forenoon, then and there tc
give in their votes for Mayor, one Alderman,
three Common Councilmen, a Warden, Clerk
and two City Constables in each Ward, (except that each Island Ward may choose one
Constable to serve for one year.
Also in Wards One, Three
and
Five
tc
choose a resident of said Ward to serve
as
member of the Superintending School Committee for two years. The polls on such day
of election to remain open until five o’clock
in the afternoon, when they shall be closed.
EDWIN L. DYER, City Clerk.
feb24dtd.
Portland, February 24, 1896.

PURSUANT

ACCOUNT

BOOKS,

all

sorts and

kinds

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND. ME.

Winter Time

Table, in Effect Not. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 6.45, 6.40, 8, a ni„ 2.16 and
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethens and Long Island. 8.00,a. in.,
and 2.15, p. in.
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
U0V25dtf

Office Stationery
variety.

great

LGRING, SHORT & HARMON
Opposite Preble House.
dec27

eod

WM. M. MARKS,

Card

Book,
-AND

—

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE.

97 1-9 Exchaiigft St- P«rtian4

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All order* by Bell er telephone promptly u
Medel Ml
eoTlieodtf

city of

Portland]

Proposals, for Paving Blocks.

I CLEANING.
«

j

!
PRESSING. I

____

! Goods Called Foi and

Deliveiel

—'

I

2

!

i

TELEPHONE 348-4-

•

I

j

REPAIRING.

j
I

^

j

anil Draper,
j
|? NO.Tailor
40 FREE STREET.
2

A

dec4

and 5.30

R.

R.

20, 1895.

mouth, Amaabury, Nowburyport, Salem.
Boston, tli.00. 10.00 a. in.: $12.55
Lynn
16.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. ni. Leave Boston tor Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. rr,., 12.30. 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2,00 a.m., 17.55
p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. m„ 4.15 p.
m.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 u. m„
7.00 p. ro.
{Does not run Mondays.
tCounicts with Hall Linas for Hew York,
South and West
SConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro Crossing
with
nUmneeta at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to all points in Florida,
the South and West lor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston.
dtf
1e2l

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
Trains leave Portland, Union
Square, for stations named

Station, Railway

below and intermediate points as follows*,
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rum lord Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley. Oaklaud and Waterviile,
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, 8t„ Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, L.sbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterviile.
1.00 p.m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
1.15 p. m., For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Kumford E’alla,
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington, Kringfieid.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterviile. Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
1,20 u, in. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Barb, Rockland and all statious on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowhegan. Belfast. Dover aud Foxcroit, Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vauceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Honlcon and Woodstock.
For

m

North

eodly

I

CHAS. U. LEWIS.
Treasurer.
dtf

l»Oif l.\iO\

LIVE.

Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
via Londouderry.
From
From
From
Liverpool. | Steamers. | Portland. 1 Halifax
Jan. 9
Feb. ]
| >coism>in | Jail. 3i»
Jan. 23
I Vancouver I Feb. 13
| Feb. 15
Feb 29
Feb. 1
I Labmdor
1 Feb. 27
Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
trains due at Portland nt noon.
Rate* of passage—First Cabin 830 to 870;
return 8100 to 8130, according io steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver odl or Londondery, 830.00 and return
To London, Bristol or Cardiff 83
855 00.
additional, or 801 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast.
824.50
and
Queenstown and Glasgow,
825.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STAKE, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN, 413 Congress
1. W. PETERSON. 2
Exchange
street,
street, or DAVID TpHlIANCE& 00.. Gen.
d^cllritf
agents. Foot of India street.

all

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning Novell ber 51h, Meanmr Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
For Long,
and
Cheb»a£ua Islands,
Harpswell, Bailey’s bnd Orr’s islands, 2.0C
p. m. For Clift Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2 90. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45 u. in. calling at Harpswell And intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .in*
ISAIAH 'DAMEtS,
octodtf
ften’l Manager
ooneag

ALLAN UNE,”UYAL^%.STJiAMLiverpool and Portland Mail Service,
at Londonderry.

__Calling

From
From
Portland
Steamship
30 Jan.Numidiau.20 Feb.
13 Feb. Laurentlan.5 Mch.
27 Feb...- Mongolian.19 Mch.

Liverpool

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command »'» the
passengers at any Hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the pioroennde
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam
WINTER BA TES-Cabin. $50 and $G0.
A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.

Second Cabin—To Liverpool, $30; return,
$56. Glaseoiv, 32.50; return $G0. Belfast or
Berry. $31.25; return, $57.50.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderrv. including every re.
quisite for the -oyace.$24.50

For tickets or further information
to T. P. McGOWAN, 4181 Congress St.
H. G. STaRR, 2Va Union Wharf op
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland,
and 92 State St.,
Boston.
feblldtf
)

apply

[

Steamsnip Co.

International

Eastoou, Luaao. Calais, SlJoiin, N.B., Halifax, N.3.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campebeilo and
St. Andrew*. N. B.

on.

Winter

Arrangement.

Leave,

Wednesday,
Monday,

Friday,

Wednesday,

Through

Return,
4,
9,
13,
18,

March

Monday
Friday,

March

Wed.
Monday,

2.
6.

II.
16.

20.
Friday,
baggage cuecked
Freight received up to 4.00

tickets issued and

to destination.
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tha
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE,Gen. Mao.
ap29dtf

8ebago Lake, Bridgton, FryLancaster,

Conway, Fabyans,

St. Johnsbury, Montreai'and Chicago.
5.05 p. m.
E'or Brunswick. Bath.
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester,

Junction, Poland Springs station,
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.

Lisbon
Daily Line, Sunday* Excepted.

Danville
Meehanio

THE
BAY

NEW AND

STATS

PALATIAL STEAMERS
AND
PORTLAND,

Night Express, sleeping cars, for alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterviile, every evening at 7 o'clock, arriving hi season
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St. for connections with earliest trains for points
St
John
and all Aroostook County, beyond.
Stephens,
Halif'.x and the Provinces, but does aot run to
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Dover
and Foxcroft or beyond
Belfast, Dexter,
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
Bangor, Saturday nights.
ever? Evening at 7 o'clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
SUNDAY
TRAINS.

LADIES

Lewiston,

Bath,

Augusta,

WatervUle,

and

11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
cars for al: points.
AKKIVAr.S IN l'OltTLANn.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton,
8.25 a in.; i A) w is ton and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m.; Wf.tervllle, Augusta and Bath,

8.36a.m.; Mattawamkeag.Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Kiugfleld, Phillips, Farmington, Rum-

Falls, Skowhegac, Oakland aud I.ewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnway and Fryeburg 4.40
Rockp. m.;
Skowliegan,
Watervlfle,
land 6 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
5.35 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington. Rumford
Fails, Skowliegan. Lewiston 6.46 p. m;Chloago
and Montreal and all
White
Mountain
points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. H„
Bar
1.40
a.
Harbor,
m.:
Bangor,
express Halifax, St. John, Bangor WatervUle
UDd Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G, M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland. Dec. 17, 1895.
oct4
dtf
ford

Portland & Rumford Falls
Oot. 7. 1835
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

R’y.

8.30 A. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buokueld, Canton. Dixfleld and Rumlord Falls.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 6.10 p, m. From
Union
Station
for
Polanl
and
Mechanio Falla
Train leaving Union Station 1.16 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. H.
train for Byron sad Houghton.

Station,

Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on salo for all points
on F. & It. F. li’jr.
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.
L.

FeblOdtf

Rumford Falls, Mains

Regulators

Portland and

Boothbay Steamboat Go

I A M. AKKATSGEM ENTS.

After illunUay, Sipf, a,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave East B^ollibay Monday at 7.15
m. for Portland, touc ing at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Bootlibay Harbor and Squirrel

a.

island.

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 a.
Touching at Squirrel
Pemaquid.
Boothbav Harbor, llerou Island, So.
and East Bootlibay.

m.

lor

island,
Bristol

Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at b a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Bootlibay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel

Island.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at a a. m.
Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. in. for
East Bootlibay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf
for

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamships Manhattan and Cotta"
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p, m. Returning, leave
Pier 38. East River, same days at 5 p. m.
Fare to New York, one way $4.00 Round
trip $7.00.
«L B. COYLE, M&nagor.
J. F. LISCOMB, Geireral Agent.
nv2-dtf

BOSTON AND PillUDELPlM
DIRECT STEAMSHIP UM

From Boston every Wednesdr,' and Sit:.- iij.
Frem

Philadelphia
and

every Wei

j

i

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3
n
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p

DO YOU KN01A

the original and only FRENCH
and reliable cure on the market
iPrice, #1.00; sent bv mail. Genuine
fey J* H- Hammond, cornel
*
sV!cl only
hree anticentre
.Sta.; and L. C. Fowler, corner ol
Congress and Lafayette Sts.; Portland, Me.

Oct.

Portland, Main*.
L. LINCOLN Superintendent,

surance one-half the rate of sailiu ve
Freights for tno West L>y the Penn Li

n
r.i

in-

—

DR. FELIX LE BRUNVS

Female

J F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt
1, 1895.

7.20a.m., paper train for Brunswick An,
gusta, Watsrvllle and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lisbon Fails,

for

year
Public Works until
the Commissioner of
WEDNESDAY, the 4th day of March, 1896,
at 12 o’clock in., when they will be publicly
The successful bidder wifi
opened and read.
be required to give a bond in a sum and with
sureties satisfactory to the Commissioner ol
Blanks on which proposals
Public Works.
must be made, specifications and further information can he obtained at the office of said
Commissioner who reserves the right to rejecl
any or all bids should he deem it for the interest of the city so to do
Bids should be
marked "Proposals for Granite Paving Blocks’1
and addressed to GEO. N. FEENALD, Commissioner of Public Works.
feb24dtd

are

Bath, Boothbay Harbor and

FOB

proposals
furnishing the Street
SEALED
between Union
Department with granite paving blocks fot Through passenger coaches
1896 will be received at the office ol
the

.safe

Portland
Fare, 81.00 to
Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER,

Effect December 22, 1895.

•

W. L. CARD,

and

11.00 p. m.

in stock.

JOB

12.15

Gorham,

WESTERN DIVISION.

3.30 p.

Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tries*
days. Thursdays and Saturdays at Sam,
for Popham Beach. Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 0-45 a. m.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath. Popham Beach

and

m„

Train* ie.ive Portland. Union Station,
for
Scart>L>rn Crossing. 10.00 a. in.. 6.15,6.20, p.
IB.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
a. in.,
3 30. 5.15, 6.20, d ip.; Old Orchard,
Saoo, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
6.20.
p. m.; Keunebunk, 7.00, 8.40. a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 5.16,
0.20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.UU.8.40 sum.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, *3.45, 7.00,8.40,
a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kennebankuort. Somersworth. Dover. 7.00, 8.40 a. IB.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 n.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. IB.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.;
Wolfboro. 3.3^' p. m.;
Worcester
(Tia
Somers worth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. IB.;
Manchester, Concord. 7.00 a- m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, HaverbilL Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
in. Exeter. Boston. *3.45. 17.00, *8.40a. m..
§12.40. 3.30 p. IB.
}■ rrive in Boston, *7.25,
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in,, 1.00,
4.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express 3.45 a. in. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00, 4.15 p. ni. Arrive in
Bosk on. 7.V6 a. 111., 6.27, 8.44 p. IB.
Boston for Portland. 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Capo Elizabeth,
&
m.;
Saco,
Conway
Junction,
Wolfboro
8 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Porta-

In

new

SALAC1A.

STEAMER

President.

a. m.

Effect October

in

burg.

)

Republican State Committee, [
Augusta. Maine. Jan. 18, 1896. )
To the Republicans of MainePrior to 1»92
two Presidential electors at large, corresponding to the two United States senators, were
nominated in State convention, and the remaining electors, corresponding to the members of the United States House of Represen
tatives were nominated by the several con
gressional district conventions,
The passage of the Australian Ballot law entirely changed the procedure.
Under the lav/,
all Conventions are a portion of our election
system, and this ballot act requires that candidates to be voted for by the Voters throughout
the whole state must be placed in nomination
by a Convention representing no less a constituency than the whole state.
Hence, all the
candidates of a party for Presidential electors
must be nominated in State Convention, and I
have therefore included in the call six electors.
J. H. M ANLEY, c hairman.

__

Cap. Elizabeth.

the best satisfaction of any cough modi
clue I handle, and as a seller leads ai 1
other preparations in the market. I reoe
mend it because it is the best medioin
ever

Pu

Montreal.

am.

NAVIGATION CO.

MAINE COAST

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

oct29

Boston & Maine

Bangor.

England.

CAUCUS.

Spoken.
nor,

Remedy

Worcester Line

m.

President al Eleciors Must all be Chosen
in
in State Convention.

teblOeodtf

Agents

Philadelphia.

Ai.drews, N B, Feb 27, sch Hattie I
King, Collins, New York.

I

Portland &

A. M.

National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the t-tate in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 28, 1896.

480 Congress St., Opp. Preble House

503

Ar at St

Chamberlain’s Cough

Eleven O’clock

1896,

can

lines in Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ and also
Women’s Misses’ and Children’s Footwear.
We have enlarged our store, consequently we
will Increase our various lines to such proportions as will enable us to suit all persons in
need of anything connected with a rust class
Boot aud Shoe establishment.
Our lines of
Young Men’s and Young Women's Footwear
will contain the largest assortment of latest
styles east of Boston, and we wish to impress
the public with this fact, viz:
That we are
selling goods at the lowest prices for high

grade

Owl’s Head.
Sid 28th. sch Oregon, Gross. Boston.
In the stream, ready, scli9 Geo M Brainarc
Weed, for New York; Nile, Manning, and 8
Elmo, do: Jennie G Pillsbury, PUlabury, an
Mary Langdon. Hatch, do.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 27th, barque Harr 7

Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 W. ship Wm H Cor
Pendleton, from New York for Shanghai.
Feb 24. lat 49 N. ion 9 W, barque Ben Bang;
from Mobile lor Newcastle.

16th,

room of the hall at nine o’clock, on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to partictpate in
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention ; and
delegates under this call, should not be elected
to the State convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republi-

Portland.

or

HELD IN—

reception

leady for your Inspection

E. S. PENDEXTER.

Cla 28th, schs Jas Slater, Pete, o i, Curaooa
Calvin B Orcutt, Pierce, Providence; Sagamore I
Crowley, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY- Ar 27th, sell Allen Gut
nev. Gurney, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 28th, sch F C Pendleton
Burgess, Brunswick.
PHIPSBURG—Ar 26th, sch Carrie A'Nortor
Wylie, Boston, to load for New York.
ROCKLaND—Ar 28th, schs Catawamteak
Norton, New York via Salem; Cariton Belh
Matthews, Boston via Bootlibay; Wide-awake

for Now York

0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0®

Wiscassei& Quebec Railroad Co

purpose of seleetingsix candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
four alternat-.'S to attend ilie National Republican Convention, to be held at St. Louis, Missouri, on Tuesday. June 16th, 1896, and transacting any other busiuess that may properly
come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: each City, Town auc Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor m 1894, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of sevenfive votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City, Town
or Plantation can only be filled by a resident of
the County in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in the

Victors

er, Havana.

Goldthwaite,

and

State Convention

April

q
#

a. m

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars ou
Night
trains and parlor ears ou day trains.
TICKET
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO. 177
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, GenT Manager.
dtf
Portland. Nov. 18th, 189o.

N. E. Agent, 2

Washington St., Boston.
or any Coupon Ticket Office.

300

7.55

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a.
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin and
8.25, a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.

a

for the

PHILADELPHIA—Ar up 26th. barque Pur
tan, Dunning, Sourabaya; schs Linah C Kamln
ski, Ray, Brunswick; Sarah E Palmer,Whittiei

Foreign Forts.
Sid fm Rosario Feb 4, barque J II Bowers
Magune, Boston.
Ar at Montevideo 23d Inst, barque Mannl
Swan, Higgins, New York.
At at Buenos Ayres Feb 20tb, barque Evi
Reed, Whittier, New York.
Sid im Tuspan Feb 22, barque Doris Eckhor
Palmer, New York.
Sid fm Kingston Feb 13th, sch Longfellow

Republican

Thursday,

Havana.
Cld 28th. sch Lewis A Edwards, Stllphen, fo
Vera Cruz: Cora H Hansou, Stahl. Boston.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 28tn, sch Talofa, Fletet

Maddocks,

Itoot

City Hall, Portland,

J*

Baltimore; Georgia

Gmmlne
LADIliSI

SIMMONS & HAMMOND
novedtf

-WILL BE

NEW YORK—Ar 28th, sch Commerce, Reck
lauu ; Mattie J Alles, McDuffie, Portland.
Ar 29th, 6nip P N Blanchard, Blanchard, frr
Hong Kong ; barque Mary C Hale, Higgins,
Havana.
Cld 28th, sch Adelbert Ames, Small, Fernandina.
Passed Hell Gate 28th, sch Robert A Snow,
from New York for Boston.
BOSTON
Cld 28th, schs Sadie A Willcutt
Brown. Pensacola: Carrie A Norton, Wylie,
Pbipsburg Centre and New York.
Ar 29th, barque Xenia. Smith. Manila.
Sid 2ist, sclis Grace Bradiey, tor Union Isl
and; Nahum Chapin, for Norfolk; Horace V\

NEW YORK—Cld 28th, sch Mary A Randal
New London; Sami Dlllaway, Boston.
NOB3KA—Passed 28th. sells Clarence H Ver

1|SS^ sate.

St. Paul Minn.

Domestic Ports.

Macomber. Booilibay.
BALTIMORE—Sid 27th, sch Jeremiah Smith
Parsons. Providence.
Cld 28th, sch Woodward Abrahams, Boston
and sailed.
Ar 28th, barque Arlington. Griggs, New Or
leans; sch O D Witherell, Chase. Rockport.
Cld 28th, barque Nellie M Slade, Montgomery
Savannah.
Sid 28th. barques Fred P Litchfield, and Nel
lie M Slade.
BOOTH BAY—Sid 28th, sch Henry P Peck
ham. Philadelphia.
BELFAST—Ar 28th, sch Emma 8 Briggs, Os
born, Boston, to go on the railway for ropairs.
CHARLESTON—Ar 27th, sch Isaac T Camp
bell. Matthews, Boston.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 29th,barqu
Willard Mudgett, Montevideo for Boston, (wii
proceed In tow).
FEKNANDINA—Ar 28th, sch Edw H Blake
Smith, Providence.
FALL RIVER—Ar 28th, sch Herman B Win
ters, Rockland.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 29th, sch Mary, Hare

reliable anti

M alwaysasktorDr.Ruet'sffl Cotton

i gsffiaffsl
££25".^rckas;;:,edtoa—
The Japanese
Company,

Memoranda.
Sch Carrie T Belano, which was partly burned
at Port Royal last fall, and after sold at auction,
has been repaired, and now on the way to Boston. Capt W A Turner, who is part owner, re
mains in command.
Boston, Feb 29—Barque Xenia, Smith, at tills
port from Manilla, was 16 days north of Ber
muda with heavy gales and rough seas, but sus
The Xenia baa
tamed no material damage.
been sold to New York puties.
Sell Jennie F Willey, from Rockport for Pori
au Prince, which put Into Boston last week
leaky, has repaired and came off the dock 29th,
ready to proceed.

Naw TTn.vPn

f

The greatest

PIGEON ,d,stch°eveargye.of

John G Yvalker,
Rear-Admiral U. S. N.. Chairman.

Rockport

J. H. JOHNSON,

0
O

4.25 p.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

of Light-Hocse Board,
1
Washington, I). C., Feb 27, 1896.)

Office

Notice is hereby given that on or about March
2d. 1896, the first class bell buoy, painted black
moored In 42 feet oi water, about 450 feel
S 1-2 W from Clous Ledge Spindle, Sheepscol
river, will be permanently dis ontinueu.
By order of the Light-House Board.

ner, from

•

o

and information address

For rates

and

A. F. HILL & CO., 500 Congress St.

§

For Oorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, 6.20 aad 6.25 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, We.,,
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30.
9.46 a.
m..
12.30.
4.26, 5.20
3.00.

ss
2Z

Sid

I

O
ft
O

7.15,

----■*>

will leave

ARRIVALS.

p. m.
From Quebec. 12.16

5ft

1895

and
For Gorbamand Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30
5.20 p. m.
For Island Pond,7.55 a. m„ and 1.30 p. m.
F'or Montreal
and Chicago, 7.55 a. m„ and
1.30 p, m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

From Chicago

daily

Trains

1.10, 1.30,

and Lewiston
6.20 p. m.

'~2—n

STEAMERS.

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
fast

LEAVE.
For Auburn

1

'-■■■

..■-i'!

and

MONDAY. Nov. 18th.
will run as follows:

after
trains

^

EXTRA FARE.

3

and

U

Route of the celebrated “New
solid
York and Florida Special
Vestibuled Train to Jacksonville
and St. Augustine.

§
9

On

|

1-1

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

1

Only 1 Night from Boston to
Jacksonville and St. Augustine

NO

GRAND

"1I

after Sunday, December
6, 1893
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Naanea, Windham and Eppfng at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points Nortt
at 7.30 a. nt. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale. Alfred, Water,
hero and Saco River at 7.30 a. in. 12.30 ana

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

fm Shanghai Feb 27, ship A J Fuller, Colcord, Ilodo.
Ar at Cochin Feb 25, barque Harrison G Johnson, Colby, Port Natal, to load for New York.

§

On and

considering

—

pnrrinuinH hor

WAnvpr

I

8

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET

|

The Johnson Pants are honest.
They are all wool. When we
say all-wool we mean just that. They will not shrink, or fade, or rip.
They will wear out, of course, but you get your money’s worth long
before the pants are gone.
We sell them for $2.70.
Nobody else in Portland keeps
Johnson’s Pants. In a long business career in this city, we can remember no make of pants that equalled these,
the price.

■—

2

PORTLAND & ilOCHESTEIl R.
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JONESPORT. Feb 27—Ar, schs Lulu, Boston
for Eastport; Triton, do for do; Clement, Cummings. Jonsboro.
Sid. sells Nellie King, Daws, New York; Wm
Keene, Norton, Portland.
ROCKPORT, Feb 28 Ar. schs Pemaquid.
Wheeler. Boothbay; Julia Edna, Wadsworth,
Northport; Ruth Hodgdon, Armstrong, Rockland.

Arroyo for Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS— Sid 26th,

2

•

CORRESPONDENTS.
HARBOR, Feb 29 —Ar,

The

•

lI

8
§

Arrived.

New York Sugar Market.
Market.
NEW YORK. Feb. 29—The following are th 1
PORTLAND. Feb. 28. 18 6
Business continues very quiet in commercial quotations on refined Sugars at New York:
Cut loaf..
c rcles with values' generally steady.
Winter
Crushed..
Wheat Flouts are firm and tending npwara,
Powdered.6%
Granulated.6
while Spring Wheats are stea-dy but unchang
Fine granulated.6
ed.
Corn firm and higher. Oats steady and
Coarse granulated.5%>
quiet Cabbages easy t$iO tou, Potatoes i »
Extra fine granulated.6V»
large supply, dull ana weak, with the best seed
Con. granulated.6%
stock selling 40e.
Cubes.514
The following are to-day’s wholesale prices of
Mould A.5V4
Pr -visions. Groceries, etc..
Confectioners A.4%
No. 6................................4%
Sauer line &*
Wheat. 60-lbs.
No. 7.4 6-16
@86
iow grades.3 25(53 5
No. 8.4%
Corn, new, car 399 40
Wneat
bakDae
40
<*42
lots..
are those made by refiners on tin 1
Corn.
Quotations
Bpriue
ers.cl and st3 70@38 Meat, nag Jots. .40941 one-pricebasis under the
plan of October loth
Patent Burn©
28929 1896 which makes large dealers and wholesali
Oats, car lots
wnoat... 4 15@4 3
Oats, bag lots
80 a32 grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars 01
nlicli. sir’eln
Cotton Seerconsignment, and who are at stated times 0 !
roiJer.... 4 2554 3
car lots. 00 00922 00
settlement allowed a emmission of 3-16e f> St
clear do.. .4 15.a4 2 i bne lots 0000@24 00 There is also a trade discount of l per cent oi
il.ouis st'gi
Sacked lir’p
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if nald with
• oiler...
4 25(54 3
car lots. 14 60916 5u
in seven days, and no trade discount on smalle
clear do. .4 15.54 2 »
bag lots.. &16&17 00 quantities. No sales less than 26 barrels. Fo
W nt'i wlieai
Middlings. .316® 17 00 sugar packed in bags there is no a' ditiona
patents.. 4 35.54 5 )
bag ots. SI 7® 19 00 charges on granulated or softs from 3 to 14 in
Fish.
Coffee.
elusive, and other grades %c # lb additional.
Cod—Lar ee
Rio, roasted
2og23
Shore
.4 75^5 2 > Java do.28@31
small do. 2 50(53 2 >
M ©lasses.
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Pollock_2 26(58 2 > Porto ltico.27033
(By Telegrapnt
Haddock.. .1 50(5:2 0 • Barbadoes.25@28
i ake.1 60i&2 0 ! Fancy.30&35
CHICAGO, Feb. 29, 1896.—The Cattle mark
et—receipts
;common to extra steer j
300;steady
box
Herrlnc.
Tea.
Scaled....
V)@1S Amoys.16@2o 3 25*4 60;stockers and feeders at 2 65@3 75
cows
and
bulls
at
1
bi
50®3
60; calves at 3 00^ j
!\:ackerei.
Congous.14050
Extra Is 00 00(5$0 ) Japan..18036 6 26.Texans 2.6@3 80.
Hog*:—Receipts 18.000; firm; beavv packinj ;
Shore Is *22 00 a|2 3 Foroioao.20@b0
and shipping lots at 3 70*3 96; common t >
Shore 2s S19 00(&S2 l
Sugar.
Produce.
Standard Gran
6Vs choice mixed 3 70*3 95: choice assorted 3 9' )
®3 95, light at 3 70 a3 96: pigs at 2 76*3 90.
Cape Cran’bis$ 9®S l 3 Ex-quality,tine
Sheep—receipts 1,000; steady; inferior t
6 3-i6
Maine,
$7(5$ 9 granulated
Jersey $8 00@$9 o [> Extra C,
4% choice at 1 50*3 50; lambs 3 40®4 30.
New Vork
Pea Beans,] 40@l 4 b Timothy.
4%@4%

Clover,West,

•

Geo. C. Frye, J
COR. CONGRESS and FRANKLIN

York—
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett. New
J B Coyle.
Sch Nautasket, Guptill. Buenos Ayres—VV \V

FROM OCR

Yellow lives.] 00 51 G 5 do
N. ¥.
9ct9%
Cal Pea-1 70®1 7 5 Alsike,
9%@10%
Irish Potat’a. bu36@4 0, Red l op,
16@15%
eweets. Vineland 6 0 3
i'rovicious.
do jersey— @4 5 3 PorkOnions—
clear.. 13 00013 60
Native.bbl 1 50(®i 7 3 backs... 13 000]3 60
R pChickens..
14(51 3
light. 12 60013 00
Turkeva, Wes- io;^l6 ^ Beef—light..
9 00
North, turkey8 15 «1
10 60
heavy.
L^owis....
lliglS ; Ernests Vab« 5 760

PRICES

2

5

Atlantic
Coast Line

2

Sch Epes Tar, LaUave, with 30,000 lbs fish,

7

Scoured wools.—.23
Cape Good Hope.19
Australian and New Zealand.19

TRUSS

73c.
AT

g

Aiken, Augusta and Thomasville, Ga.
Through Washington, Richmond and
Charleston, via

Q

•

OTHERS

to

min

®

Steamer

@15
@12
Kentucky and Indiana clothing_18 @22
Georgia.i« @20
Super pulled.20 @36
Extra pulled..
@31
Western super and extra.16
@24

fall.

Seeley

Elastic

»0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0©0®0©0©0©0

•

Hard Rubber

j

RAILROADS.

1 FLORIDA 1

O

T ZEE 3E3

TRUSS

SATURDAY, Feb 29.
Arrived.

Michigan delaine.
19%@22
Fme^iinwashed & unmerchantable. 12 @16%
Unwashed Jeombing.17
@19
M edium unwasnect.12
@10
Fine Texas and territory.11
@16
Ordinary Texas and territory.9 @13%
..

New

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Michigan delaine.1-9V»@22
Onio delaine, nine.20
@22%

California spring. 9

York

PRICES.

SESIjXjXI^rca-

THE

MARINE NEWg

RAILROADS.

LOWEST

®

m

ClIAKMTIiED

STILL

02—9 04

~®

® ® • © ®

A FIT

O

fun
VetV.V::S5jHW>wa*r{::::««
Moon rises. 9
Height.. .10
39)

•

STOCK.

MINIATURE ALMANAC_MARCH 2

Portland Whoinsaio

Foreign—nominal

LARGEST

84Ve

Market,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

18
18
21
21
21
21
21
21

..

BOSTON, Feb. 28, 1896.—The quotations 01
Wool for this market are little changed. Tin
figures areas follows:
Ohio and Pa X X and above.20
@21%
Ohio and Penn. X.18
@19
Midi, and Wis. X and above.16
@17%
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.21
@23
Michigan No 1 clothing.19 @21
Ohio delaine, fine.20
@22%

California

Itaiiruad Kec-eipts.

connecting roads 104

108
114%
8V*
7%

..

Boston Wool
K«w York

123

Western Union. 33
Ricnmona Si West Point.
do nrfd.

leading Markets.

Kensmgton.... New York.. Antwerp.... Mch
York. .So’auipton .Mch
“}“ul.^,B'V
Mobile.New York. London
.Mch
Etruria.New York. Liverpool. Mcli
Anchona.New York. .Glasgow-....Mch
Mongolian-Portland
Liverpool.. Mch
Yreendam.New Y’ork. .Rotterdam .Mch
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Mcli

40%

R

South by connecting lines, iorwardea n-Jo

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK flHD JOB PRINTER
No. 37 PiUM STREET.

l
.«

-Commission.

Passage $10.00.

Round Tr ip $18-00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or pwsage
apply t0 F. P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, SSJ State St., Fisk® SUuidjng,

Bo^^n,

THE

ADVEKTISMENX5 TODAY. £

NEW

FIVE YEARS’ STEALING.

Mayor Baxter, City Solicitor Chap- Postal Clerk Rowse of Grand Trunk
man, Col. Dow

Owea. Moore & Co.
J. P,. Libby.
Hooper, Son & Leighton.
H. J. Bailey & Co.
The Thurston Print.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
FINANCIAL.
Woodbury & Moulton.

And Other
of

Arrested

Speakers Voiced the Enthusiasm

Republicans

on

the Eve of

Municipal

By U. S. Inspectors Snow and "White—A
Test Better Used—He Confessed When

Victory.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page G.
Winslow’s Soothi g Syrup”
used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
CdJic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts.
“Mrs.

Has

REED CLUB RALLY.

PRESS.

been

Captured.

The rooms of the Reed Club were filled
at 8 o’clook Saturday evening by the memof the club and Republicans who
bers
from, all over the oity to attend the
rally and listen to the eminent speakers
who wore to
address the meeting.
William H. Looney,
chairman of the committee of arrangements, oalled the meeting to order, and introduced Capt. J. N.
came

Long, president

of the olub. Capt. Long
welcomed the
guests of the club and
called as the first speaker of the evening,
His Honor Mayor Baxter.
The Mayor,
who was greeted with hearty applause,
said he was glad to meet the Reed Club,
which took
its name from Thomas B.
Reed, the leading representative of the

When the train over the Grand Trunk
readied here Saturday afternoon, and
William C. Rowse, the railway
mail
clork left the postal car he had no idea
that he was being “shadowed” and that
the officers of the law were only quietly
giving him “a little more rope,” as they
later said. As a matter of faot a quiet

looking gentleman, luspeotor Snow, was
then behind the scenes at the post' offloe
waiting to see if a letter addressed to
“Cnarles W. Jenks & Bro., Providence,

R. I.,” was in the proper baa. Had it
been there Inspector Snow would have
removed it, for it was a “test” letter,
a
bottle._
mailed that morning at Paris, Me., and
By adding 20 drops of Angostura Bitters to
to
trap the mail clerk
Republicanism in its highest sense, and intended
every glass, diseases from drinking polluted
he
was
dishonest.
It
was
whom he was sure the members of the if
water are avoided.
olub took for an example. He explained not there and so Inspector Snow started
that he himself
had been brought up for the hotel of Colonel A. W. Bradbury,
POPULAR “LINC”.
under
Demooratio influences. When he United States district attorney.
In the meanwhile Inspector White had
beoame of age to vote, his futher urged
His Friend* Make Him a Goodbye Gift of
him to vote the Democratic ticket. But watohed William C. Rowse closely and
Two Fine Fishing Bods.
he
had already studied the matter and had located him in an Exohaugo street
made
a
decision
on his own account
where he had settled down
about it. He had learned enough Latin restaurant,
TSaturday afternoon a few of the many to know the Republican party practical- to the enjoyment of a good dinner. Then
friends of Mr. Linooln C. Daniels, the ly meant the People's party, and he had Inspector White returned to the Grand
well known taxidermist, presented him neve r seen any reason since to alter that Trunk and the postal oar and found that
He was acquainted once with
with two valuable Bristol steel fishing aopinion. man
THE “TEST” LETTER
who went from Maine to
young
rods. Acoompanying the gift was this Boston where
he got among the ‘‘blue had not
remained, as letters sometimes
bloods” there, and after awhile he found
letter that tells its own story:
that he had begun to vote the Demooratio will, attached to the pouch.
Lino. Daniels, Portland,
ticket. Meeting him afterwards he asked
Inspector White returned and was in
Friend Daniels—Having learned that
him his reason. The young man gave as
and saw that Rowse paid for his
waiting,
are
about
to
from
the gloriyou
depart
his reason that he had found that there
ous city < of
Portland to the secluded wero two classes, the aristocrats and the dinner with a II Jbili. Inspector Snow
shores of Sebago Lake, and bearing in
common people,
and as he had to make was also waitimr and when Rnn-an who
mind the many summers you have spent a
choice, he preferred to be an aristocrat. about to step on board a Spring street
there sliuring the gamy salmon from its
A
man
named Clifford oar ho said “Rowse
young
you must go with
oool retreat, a few of your many friends went to Ward 4 the other
day, where he
deoided o& a token of the esteem in which told them
were
the best Deinocrcti me!”
they
are
held
by them to present you with
you
The olerk turned, and made no reply.
stuu u« um
uuu
two steel rods.
Knowing full well the intend to tell the Reed Club that they He knew the inspector, but there was
many heavy fish you have lost in days were either the best or the worst
Repub- one thing that he might yet get a
gone by, we hope you may at last laud
lic ans, but he was sure they were
one that we may feast our eyes on the
chance to do—to be alone for a moment,
GOOD REPUBLICANS
UUU
UUfOi BCCU.
and so at the head of the stairs ha said,
We have put confidence enough in the and
that was enough. Mr. Clifford re
“Please let me go into this room for a
maker of these rods to believe that you
marked, with an accompaniment of prowill be the man to fulfill our desires.
fanity,that there was too inuoh of a dead moment?”
Hoping that you will have all the use level among tho Republicans. That is
“Not until you have been searched,”
for them consistent .with your previous just what the Republican party aims at
said the officer, and he took his prisoner
record, and that the usual good luck may —the absolute equality of all oitizens.
to the office of Marshal Donovan, where
attend your eflorts in that direotion, we Perhaps
young Mr. Clifford takes the
take pleasure in making your departure same view as the other young man who he was scarohed and $3 of the money sent
from this oity ns pleasant as possible.
went to
Boston; that there wore two in the “test” letter was found. In the
With many regrets at your leaving, we classes, the aristocrats and common peomeanwhile
Inspeotor White had exare,
ple, and he wanted to be an aristocrat.
Yours truly,
The Democratic party does not believe changed another one dollar bill with the
SEVERAL FRIENDS.
in an equality.
There were three classes restaurant keeper for the bill Rowse gave
in the South before tho war, aristocrats,
Portland, Feby. 29th, 1896.
him, and once more the inspectors had
poor whites and slaves, but the Repubthe $4 in one dollar bills they placed in
Be on hand at the polls early. A pro- lican party wiped out that distinction
No the “test” letter they had sent from the
there, and it will be tue same here.
crastination sometime loses a vote and a doubt
there were some good Democrats. Paris post offloe.
The trouble was they were so few that
Rowse was arraigned before United
single vote has been known to decide a the tail
wagged; the dog. The Republican
candidate’s chances.
party believes in a free ballot and a States Commissioner Bradley as soon as
fair count.
It never wants to steal an Colonel Bradbury reaohed his office, and
BRIEF JOTTINGS,
eleotion, no matter how desirable it may had made out the necessary
The
papers.
be to win it. It believes that honorable
methods and
an honest count are the complaint charged him with opening a
On account of the storm Miss MoCobb
best.
The eleotion next week is to be letter addressed to “Charles W. Jenks &
did not read Maobeth on Saturday eve- a most
important one. According to the Bro., Providence, R. I.,” and with apbut
do
will
so
on
ning,
Monday evening Argus it isn’t important. That is just
the reason Republicans should be certain propriating $4 lawful money of the Unitat the Fraternity.
it is. It is not a question. Mayor Baxter ed States.
Burglars broke into the meat market
said, whether he is defeated or not. The
THE RESPONDENT
of John Shea on Market street Friday
coming eleotion would be the first of a
series which it is ro he hoped would ter- said
night and seoured several tubs of lard.
to the complaint and was
“guilty"
in the election of Thomas B,
At
the regular
shoot of the Myles minate
Reed to the Presidency of the United held for the April term of the United
Staudish Rifle Club Saturday evening,
States.
The Democrats hope
to win States court. Bail was fixed at $1,600.
all the gallery reoords from 10 shots to through
divisions in tho Republican
Inspeotor White said that Rowse said
50 were raised by W. B. Darton. His five party. They will be disappointed.
The to
him,“I was a little wild in my youngRepublican party does not divide. It er
ten-shot soores were as follows: 223, 212,
days and coutraoted some debts. My
stands
united.
Its members will vote
229, 205, 21&
and win tho
creditors
me.
--* ■

straight

Mr. George E. Raymond is erecting a
fine new house on the corner of Brackett
and Bramhall streets.
Sergeant Sloan has succeeded Sergent
Powers as ordnance sergeant
at Fort
Preble, and Hospital Steward H. Vennemsn, with his family, have left for Fort

Snelllng.
Pennell,‘the Portland boatbuilder,
build
ence

a

will

boat to take the place of the Floron Rangely
lakes next sum-

Peroy

mer.

A company of about 50 men, known as
the “Lincoln guards,” is drilling at
the Congress rink on Munjoy hill, Monday nights, with the nurnose nf Kpcnrinoattachment- to
the National Guard of
the state as a cavalry coni pa ny.
Friday evening the Portland lodge of
Elks tendered a reception to Lieut. Myriok of the cutter Woodbury, who leaves
the olty in a few days for Washington.
It is

highly important

that

the

Mayor

and Council be of the same political com-

Ensure this by voting for all

plexion.
the

Republlcanfoandidates.
Lite Marine

Boston,

March

News,

1.—Arrived

f.itnrday,

schooner Mary Brewer, Thomas, Rockland.

Mr. Bird is entirely

without exper-

ience in city affairs.
Saco Strike

Saco,

Ended.

February

29.—The
striking
the York mill§ have voted
to return to work
Monday. Agent Elmer
E. Pago assure
the strikers’ committee
of

weavers

that he

will

conscientiously
grievance that is brought

consider
any
to bis attention in a reasonable way, and that it
is his intention that York
employes shall
receive as good wages as paid by any
other
New England corporation manu-

facturing the same kind of goods. James
J. Wlialeu, the weaver, whose
disoharge
precipitated tbe strike, will not be taken
baok.
The olty’s affairs have been admirably
managed the past year. When the city
gets an excellent chief magistrate the

thing

to do is

*’

I

powder

cooking

to®keep him.

victory.
In conclusion the Mayor urged all Republicans not only to vote straight themselvos.but to help all doubters to do likewise; for to help one another is the right
way to
pursue through the journey of
life.
After the applause bad

pressed
“Nobody knows how I was pressed. I
was tempted to open some letters I knew
oontaineu money, and I yielded.”
“He said to me,
said the inspeoto
“that this thing has been going on for

Statistics
show that there is
$57,000,000 spent annually for
Christiun work,
and about $400,000,000
spent annually for tobacoo. Of the Christian and justly too, a higher moral life
is expeated than from the non-Christian.
We therefore should set good examples
in
controlling the
appetite
against
those things
Injurious to the physical
system. Therefore our ministers aud
members ought not indulgejin the use of
tobaooo, especially since we are intelligent
enough to know the injurious effects.
No young man should be admitted or continued iu our social and morai ranks who
will not abstain from tobaooo. The next
evil I wish to call attention to is the uso
of intoxicating drinks. Under this we
mention with shamo the dire noed of our
officers, pastors and members abandoning at once fermented wine for
sacramental
purposos. Better postpone
this sacred rite than disgrace the Lord’s
table with wine that will intoxionte. We
should he pronouncedly opposed to intemperance at all times, and shouid at
no
time do anything that will show
ourselves to be otherwise.
Truly strong drink is raging and those
who aro being deoeived by it are not
wise. Statistics show that over $900,000,000 is spont annually for intoxicating
drinks. Think of
that
vast amount
being spout annually for liquor while so
small
an amount is given for Christian
missions and some of our number giving
assont to
the principles that aid the
hydra-headed curse. We as a cburoh,
hereby express ourselves bound faithfully
to stand on the rook of righteousness, und
that we will use every reliable means
within our grasp to further the cause of
temperance, and that we are unoom promisingly opposed to tho saloon, and pray
for the day when the sale aud manufacture of all intoxioating liquors will be
stopped by the governmeut. Not until
this will wine ceases to he a mocker, and

raging' to the destruc-

strong drink

tion of the ohildren of

men.

A large majority today for Mayor Bax-

Republican ticket will

ter and the full
mean

muoh to

all

Republicans

the

over

tical

use

ef their abilities.
H

net
1

Ho said that

appeal for voters
IOC..

stioker.

Ho
CAME FORWARD

SQUARELY

the representative of the Republican
had previously been inparty.
People
fluenced
to their
sorrow by the Democratic cry for a change of government.
Some people were disposed to oppose Mr.
Buxter on the seme principle that some
Athenians of old opposed Aristides, beeaused they were weary of bearing him
called “the
just;’’ but that was poor
policy. Some of the leaders of the Democrats were
good men, but they were
bandioapped by the false political principles of their party. Mr. Bird stood in the
position of u good lawyer representing a
bad case.
Hon. F. N. Dow, who was the next
said that the time for action
speaker,
bad arrived and that it was uow the duty
of all true Republicans to forget all personal disappointments and act and vote
loyally so «s to give the party the largest
possible majority at the coming eleotion.
He
referred
to Ward 3 as the lighting
ward, and said that he was sure that it
a
would
give
good ucoouut of itself at
the polls on Monday.
Mr. V. Richard Foss followed and delared that Munjoy Hill and Ward 1 were
the fray ana would help to
ready for
roll
of
the tide
Republican victory
through the city from the highlands to
Libby town. He described the Republican party as the
party of “light and lib
erty” and urged Republicans to return
as the representative of
Mayor Baxter
the party of which Thomas B. Reed was
the chief.
W. H. Looney followed with soma per
tinent remarks on the excellent results of
Mayor Baxter’s administration, especially in the publio schools and the street deand urged his election as the
partment
man
best qualified to advanco the interests of the city.
Messrs. S. Stone, J.Kent, and H. Hunt
and the meeting
also
raado remarks
closed with three obeers and a tiger for
the Republican candidates.
as

convinced Cleveland’s is the purest baking
made and I have adopted it exclusively in my
schools and for daily household use.
n

am

Mrs. S. T. Rorf.r, Principal Philadelphia Cooking School,

At the West Kud Congregational cbnroh
yesterday morning, Mrs. Ida Vose Woodbury of Deering, agent for the Amerioan
Misiooary Association gave an address
upon tho work of the association. She
said that this is the jubilee year of the
association beoause at the annual meeting In Boston next October, the 60th

birthday will be celebrated.
This is a representative association.
Every church that contributes to the
fund is entitled to two delegates at the
annual meetings. The debt of the association is therefore the debt of the churoh3s. In this jubilee year, this debt must be
raised.
At the

meeting

annual

at

Hartford,

three years ago. It was voted not to accept the governent subsidy for the mission work of.the association among the
Indians and negroes and to make good
this deSoit themselves.
This would require five oents form every church member. Over one half of the present debt
af the association is due to the voto not
to accept the governen
subsidy, sino o
ny unison of ohurch and state is oontrary to the principles of the free institutions of this oountry. The vote to
make good that (lefloit has not yet been
carried out.
Mrs. Woodbury spoke at length of the
work among the negroes and the present
situation In regard
to the so-oalleed ne?ro problem. She deolared that the negro
is no a
roble, but that he is a man.
After the address a collection was tak-

The Vote
The

following
Mayor a year ago:

was

Year

a

Ago.

the vote of

1,
2,

Ward 5,
Ward 0,
Ward 7,

Bird.

Deering.

528
| 58
36
291
004
329
501
545
072

430
38
18
530
259
489
281
339
319

39
5
15
31
4-1
39
28
19
35

3024

2085

255

all

rousing

majorities.
New

Dari,

a

pnlflnm

rfioisf.or

opportunities given

lntfovu

dishonest railway
mail clerk under suoh circumstances are
practically limitless.
Inspector Snow said that he. was much
pleased with the arrest. He, however,
agreed with Inspector White that it will
a

be impossible to ascertain with
any degree of exactness the amount of
money or the number of letters taken
by Kowse.
William C. Rowso was one of the bost

probably

liked

and

trusted of the Maine
known,
clerks in his class. He is about 40, and
has a family. The penalty for the offence
of whioh he is oharged may be imprisonment from

and remove the office to Waldoobro.
These were among the arrivals at the
H. A. Sliorey,
Falmouth
yesterday:
J. C. Spiers, Worcester; L.
Bridgton;
E. Jones, Bangor; J. D. Eastman, Harpswell; M. and Mrs.J. E. Parrott, Oxford;
G. H. Fitzgerald, Island Pond; H. W.
Savage, Edwin Base, J. F. McNulty, R.
S. Lovell, Boston; M. A. Jackson, Bangor; Boujamin Cochrane, New York.
J The Houlton Fish and Game Association is one of the most enterprising
game protective societies in Maine and
has dons much to promote the game inIt has
of Aroostook
terests
county.
among its membership some of the most
influential and wealthy business men of
Houlton and vicinity. A petition signed

Wreck.

York, March 1.—The German ship
arrived here Friday reported

which

fisheries

and game, was forwarded
to Governor Cleaves last week.

polls open at 8

Claybrook

on

HERE’S
ing

list of bargains for toselling; a group of

day’s
money-saving

chances
well to

you will do

that

investigate.
A thousand
Japanese wash

a

23c
Great

of

yards

Silks, for

It Is not what we say, but what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that tells the

new

styles,
yard
bargain.

to

Dresses,

go at

to-day.

dren,

elaborately
embroidered,
scalloped
all
season’s
this
edges,
designs, fresh from the
and

house

wholly unlike any we’ve
at

for

two

worth

to-day,

at

25c

Shades, odd sizes, assorted colors, all mounted

and health, are the strongest and
best advertisement! Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has. No other preparation in existence
has such a record of wonderful cures.
This is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla has the
ness

largest Bale, and requires for its production the largest laboratory in the world.
Now if you need a good medicine, why
not try that which has done others so
much good. Remember

25c.

leather

Only

Books,

clasp,

at

for children

Two

of

women’s

colors,

teen

round,

rulfie

all

58c.

at

satin

b

Thirty
forty
embroidery Patcan-

vas

to-day, formerly $1

act harmoniously with
H/wl'e
DJ!1c
o
r^iR&a
2&Q*

$3.50.

Hood’s RarsaDarilla.

er,

At

count-

same

assorted

an

lot

of

Yarns, slightly soiled at
the ends, at 7c a skein

minutes nearer up
store alluded to in the last of said statement.

1st,
Hangings
than any previous year of our business and we
thought it amply large to supply the demands of
fast growing trade, but the business of 1895 taught
us that were we to properly care for the trade of
1896 we must equip ourselves better than ever
before, and we have done so.

One

lot

Silver

V

ing,

hamburg edg.
neck,

at

chiffon

Sterling
Spoons,
bowls,

handles,

at 25c

lot of “Portland”

8c,

at

includes paper and envelopes. At same countlot of

er, one

Woodine

Paper Cutters,

you the statement..
From our comprehensive stock including:

been

White Stacies, txiit and Embossed Ribbon

Stripes, Delft Blue,

Flower,

Varnished

Papers,

Dresden
Pressed Tile

(Waterproof,) Leather Effects, Gobelin
Tapestry, Pressed Papers In Gold, Silk,
Leather and Metal Effects, Iugrains in
all the New and Rich, Shadings, with
Friezes and
Ceilings to Match; also
•‘Lincrusta Walton,”
Anaglypta and
..
and suited to

common-place

38c,

at

10c,

42c,

50c

Bargain.

One

black

lot of

handsome

Skirts, full
size, trimmed with wide
flounce, pocket, etc., at
$1.69 to-day, other days
$2.19.
moreen

UNDERWEAR

One

COUNTER.(Men's.)

lot

of middle
merino
Shirts
weight
and Drawers, white and

clouded,

price

at

58c, regular

75c.

HOSIERY COUNTER

weight

lot

At

counter,

same

of

UMBRELLAS

One lot of

one

very fine
Gloria cloth umsilk tape edge,

handles fit

English
brellas,

roll, fine natural

women, at
EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

assorted

case

lot

of

Muslin

Table

in.

Sets,

eludes scarfs and

tidies,

three

$1,

lot

-*

J

COUNTER.

the Cuffs.

at

medium

down from 25c, the proper
sort for Spring wear.

close

Toilet

(Men's)

fleece lined Half.

lot of soiled Collars and
Cuffs, all sizes, at 3c for
the Collars and 5c for

for

men

or

$1.25, includes

and tassel.'

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

One lot of very

stylish
spangled Passamenterie
Trimmings, assorted colors, at $1.18 a
yard,
marked down from $1.62.

of

French Lace

black

Edges,

as.

sorted

NOTIONS COUNTER.

One

lot

of

‘‘Triumph”
Stays,

unbreakable Dress

widths, at 25c a
been
yard,
36c, 38c and

black, white and drab,

42c.

6c

a

at

dozen, regular price

IOC.
LINENS COUNTER.
BASEMENT.

One lot of five pieces
68 inch linen Table

Damask,

at

69c to-day,

sold every day at 88c,
N a p k i n s to match
at

One lot of rattan

pet Beaters,

at 10c.

CarOne

lot of

Japanese porcelain Bread Plates at 7c.
One lot of
decorated
china Oatmeal

Bowls,

at

6c.

RIBBONS COUNTER.

One lot of plaid Rib*
bon, 3 inches wide, at
19c

yard,

a

One lot of fine
terranean

Sponges,

me-

by able and experienced
salesmen.

shown

__

Portland,

CO.,

29c

only terms at these
Monday Sales are cash
and no exchanges.
The

at 15c

the

today,

for

Portland

Latin

School,

to-day

heavy wool
Stockings, double

sizes 7
sold

25c and

10c,

the

to

be

at 3c each.

to

9 1-2,

to-day

32c, worth

at

36

1896.

One lot of Swiss ribbed
and short
been

at 37 1-2C,

same

The Thurston Print,
97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
mar2

EPPS’S

COCOA

thonmJuiufwl?d]re r* Unnatural

counter,

25c, marked
from 36c.

one

down

laws
"Bv a
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine proj>
turtles of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which mav Have nsusemany
b^vy doctors*
or such articles of
hills, ft Is by the Judicious
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to reals* every tendency to dismaladies aT© floaTtrg
ease. HunarediTof subtle
around ns ready to attack wherever there « a weak
a fatal shaft by keeppoint. We may escape many
ing ourselves well fortified with pore blood and a
properlv nourished frame. —Civil eorviee Qaaette.
Made simply with bofibw water or mitt Sold
only in hall-pound tins, by Srooere, labelled thru;

JAMES EPPS & CO,,

Ltd., Henjcopatfeic

Chemists,

Me.
mar2,4&fi

OWEN,

MOORE

& CO.

dtf

G RATEFUL—COMFORTING

®

lot of misses Swiss ribbed
Pantalettes, fleece lined,
at

SC.09.

Undervests,

women’s, long
50c.
At

The canvass for the Directory having been
should be sent to
finished, all recent changes
the publishers at once to secure insertion.
the
DtrecThe
price of
tor all orders
tory will be VfciUW
received later than March 7th, 1896. See that
the publishers have your order before that
of
date to secure the subscription price

to

UNDER WEAR COUNTER(Kmtted)

sleeves,

CO.

pOUTUMI jj [RECTORY

to-day, regular

Balbriggan

made

sold

be

to

25c

Collars,

at

soles,

One lot of
ribbed

42c.

package.
Valley Lily

a

Water,

double

OWEN, MOORE &

36c quality.

home, at 17c
One lot of

defunct,

H. J. BAILEY A

at

knee,

size,

at

One lot of “Portland
Latin School”
Military

conveniently sampled
inspection, and will be

heels and

Medi-

HABERDASHERY COUNTER,

The stock is

weight English black
cashmere Hosiery,
women’s
high spliced

8c.
One lot of Sea Salt,
for making salt baths at

dium

size,

to suit our papers.

One lot of fine middle

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

Toilet

most elaborate

parlor hall, reception room, or guest chamber, and
by paper hangings, we mean also room mouldingsin a variety of colors and designs selected especially

190-192 Middle St.,

of

Coffee

Boy Stationery,

Come in and let an ocular demonstration prove to

anti

Ruchings,
Great
yard.

a

36c,

SKIRTS COUNTER.

s

blue

at

marked down from 50c.

uuu

$1.59 to-day,
regular price $1.88.

gold-lined

One

....

in books for

with wide

One

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women's)

(Muslin)

STATIONERY COUNTER.

1S95, found us with a stock of Papep
much more extensive and complete

or

from

V/l.

sizes

HOSIER Y CO ENTER.

our

kitchen and modest bed room,

down

$2,

to

Zephyr, Shetland, Germantown
and
Saxony

“MillCH, 1896,

the

blue,
at

50c,

medium

$1,

One lot of fine muslin
Corset Covers, trimmed

$2.97.

One

or

each.

their taste whether it be for

,

storm

LACES COUNTER.

Prominently in the public eye. |1; six for |5
jBuQOQ

required,

d

o u n

marked

YARNS COUNTER.

True Blood Purifier

just what it says, and
part is not 10
than that department of

is

Blouse

Waists, made of
serge cloth, navy

hand-made

terns, done in silk,
wools and beads, at 15c

in the first

just what

three

one to

$1.42, been $2.
In same section, a lot

One

hundred Down
in
fancy sat-

Pillows,

assorted

One can find

stylish
Bonnets,

years, at

19c.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

the time mentioned

Temperance.

of

silk

black

Pocket

with silver

Sarsaparilla

Is the

at

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One lot of fine

The thousands of people whom it has
raised from disease and despair to happi-

Hood’s

rollers,

spring

on

The above statement means

MARCH

$1.

lot

at

UNDERWEAR COUNTER

chil-

marked

75c,

down from

kerchiefs,

custom

for small

colored

Hand-

hamburg

nainsook

One

white Swiss lawn

with

date

aprons,

dresses, etc.,
at
12C
a
yard to-day.
Great bargain.
lot of

Waists,”

celebra-

Favorite
regular

out.

COUNTER,

fit for

One

One lot of the
ted “Jackson

price

One lot of wide bordered
Lawns, assorted

and

Three hundred dozen

story of its merit.

WALLPAPER 10 MATCH.”
to

75c.

INFANTS’ OUTFITS

trimmed

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

25c

marked

54c,

down from

etc.

costumes,

Twenty-seven
choice

at

children’s

SILKS COUNTER.

waists,

only,

patterns,

JEWELRY COUNTER.

to

Rev. Mr. De Claybrook preached before
Christian
the Woman’s
Temperance
Union last evening from the text “Wine
is a snooker; strong drink is raging.’’
Among other things he said:
It is the duty of the church to set the
practical example in every important
moral as well as religious question for
The church should teach
the masses.
every phase or principle of temperance,
for the reason, first, that we aro looked
standard of faith on
to as tlie proper
most all important questions, and we
for
to
be
every emergency,
ought
prepared
both so far as a standard of faith or the
theory be taught.
I wish to oail attention to three particular evils,which demand our serious consideration as u body of church representatives.
The first of them is the habit
of dissipation, to whioh many have subjected themselves, suoh as dauclng, keeplate hours, and other fashionable
ing
praotioes that are detrimental to oui physical and moral existence. Physicians
of
prominence have long sinoe pronounced against the habitual practice of
these evils.
Another is ihe exteusive
use of tohaoco by our
people old aud

tempt-

a

these

ter he opened and tore up. He also gave
the inspector some United States property
to give to the ohief clerk.
Kev. Mr. De

1893,

Mar. 2.

Portland.

on

fit is Known
By Its Cures

by nearly all of the officers and members
urging the appointment of Hon. ,T. F.
Spraeue of Monson, commissioner of in-

five.
year
Inspector Snow said that after he made
his lull confession Rowse told him where
he would find the pieces of the “test” letone

fair.

CORSETS COUNTER.

One lot of
pure silk
fleeced Gloves, black

tude 67.06

been appointed assistant adjutant general
of the G. A. R., and will be here today

the

7L0VES COUNTER.

The weather today
is likely to ba

had before,

Gay

Remember that

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

apiece.
February 15 in latitude 03 and longishe passed a foTe and aft schooner
waterlogged and abandoned. Her foremast DRAPERIES ROOM.
was broken and hanging over her side.
The
sea was washing clean over
h er.
She had
One lot of Holland and
round stern topaides painted lead color and
Tint
Cloth Window
[mil painted black.
that

and Mr. George Keane
of Damartscotta,
are spending a few
days in Portland.
Samuel L. Miller of Waldoboro has

land

Give them

Passed

PERSONAL.
Mr, P. H.

wards

the party today.
Baxter.

Ward 1,
Island Ward
Island Ward
Ward 2,
Ward 3,
Ward 4,

Portland for

Bopublioans candidates in all tho
are deserving the hearty support of

and read it.

The inspectors are disposed to regard
the capture as one of
much importance
in view of the many letters lost on that
particular division. The French Canadian residents of Maine are in the habit
of sending money home to their families,
They very seldom sena cheoks, and just
H.a

gregational Church.

The

could tell that it contained money. Of
course there was nothing about the letter
itself to excite his suspicion after he had

opened

American Missionary Association—
Woodbury’s Address at West Cen-

Mrs.

UUUUUJ.

Chapman, Esq., city

Mayor Baxter did

Of the

m.

subsided,
solicitor, spoke. five of the ten years of his connection o’clock and close at 5 o’clock today.
The Republican party, he said, asked us with the service. We had many comto vote for tho men on their tioket beplaints of the loss of letters on the Grand
cause
they were the men best qualified Trunk
between Portland and Island
to administer the government of the city
for che welfare of its pecple.He described Pond, and fixed a ‘test’ letter. If a clerk
the system
of manual training intro- is all right the letters go through, but if
duced into the schools by Mayor Baxter,
he isn’t we catoh him. The letter was an
and explained that it was the best means
ordinary one, and still a man like Rowse
ever devised to)teach boys to make pracIV. G.

THE JUBILEE YEAR.

young.

about

OWEN, MOORE &

CO.

London,
octi

England.
vu,sat&w6m

